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Kentucky Blue Grass. 
here are doubtless many farmers who 
mink " hat is termed Kentucky blue grass 
thrives only in the State from which it re- 
wives one of its common names. But the 
tacts are, that it thrives in the Northern 
n,a Middle States, and we have no doubt, 
a- the lollowing would seem to show, that 
<re long some of cur Western prairies 
sy lie transformed into grand blue grass 
■ I'ture. 
i he best farmers in the blue grass 
cion ot Kentucky generally regard an 
i'e of this gnuequal in value to ;m acre 
of corn. 
When wo take into consideration the 
-[ or value of the labor in raising an 
o ot corn, the value of the blue grass 
v.. he more fully appreciated. 
fin- intelligent farmer will make, his 
■ gras* pasture sustain a larger number 
stock the tear round in better order 
•oi the same number ot acres of corn. 
* loco is no crop which requires more 
’• logout management tor profit than 
A- :l remains green and nutritious 
ng 11:o \\ inter. there is no necessity 
cutting arid curing, and it is almost 
lueicss lor hay To insure a good sward 
should never be mown, and as it heads 
-■'eral times during the year, one aero 
-i i and allowed to seed will be suili- 
«’t a large pasture ill a single sea- 
hy a low ing sloek to graze upon it 
hi seed is ripe, and have success to 
■de oi alland and water adjoining, 
i ie writer of this lived in the bine 
a-s region ot ivcntue|i Irom is:,7 to 
n ami during that time carefully ob- 
i the luanageim nt ,1 those pastures 
■ h gave to Kentiii ky a world-renown- 
I i-j utation, 
I he success of the Alexanders, Van 
b r~. Viieys. Williams, and other re- 
t |-d stock raisers of Kentucky depend- 
1 1 rgely upon this important gran-. 
1 ie ot the \ ai. Meters, ol liotirbon 
ly purchased a firm at S100 per 
e 1 iieii! was mit ijai'e lie-fourth ol 
a laianeo had 
it mp and corn The 
laud as is u-ual tin e was \vell set 
lie gras-n ... (l a^prded the Winter 
! n |ee ii-nailv kept on the 
ii •••r lais I gram upon this 
: ami by adowing his Durham cattle 
seeded bine grass and 
r fields, the 
..nee w ,i:( e, incredible short 
\vi ,i -■ iii gl ass by eonlining the eat- 
M pa.-ture ai a lime, leaving the 
111 eei! ami form ;l mass of sueeu 
I. iliey. rich food, a font deep, literally 
", a in d lor in,! and \\ inter use, a 
number cattle were kept 1 at the 
mid than mi- forme; ly kepi Iiv the 
; recess ol raising corn on a part. 
M" 'g to Western Missouri in IS-U), 1 
: any m these blue grass tanners 
be mis in Kay. Clay, D.alayctle, and 
counties lintoii county, north 
.... was a prairie sparsely settled. 
iU.e. ,1 any, blue grass in tiie county, 
lanners of Clay and Kay, where 
gia.-s abounded, made Irequent vis- 
buton county, ami ia a .snort time 
grass was semi growing in patches 
r ailside, and years alter spreading j 
thousands ot acres el unimproved 
laud, that was supposed to be un- 
.d'.'ij to Uni growth of tiiis most valuable 
I ail grasses. 
Ten years alter 1 visited Topeka and 
portions of Kansas, where repeated 
: were made to start blue grass, and 
-<eiiiei| discouraged and disappointed. 
'■ w. .June, Js, d, tiiis grass is found in 
rly aii tile lawns about tlte resideuee, 
nidi'l tmiately beJore it is siillieientiv 
'11 i> rm a lieavy ami rich sward, is be- 
mown and tin -eed earned oil' in in- 
i'' rent hay. 
I'rmu da- foregoing ii will lie readili 
that 1 regard as the most successful 
;oe:il the only sttcei s-liil w ay :,i seed 
grass pastures, is t-i start*a patcit 
care, then by gr.:/.li g stock upon it 
allowing them to r -am over tin' pas- 
-catter the seed and thiekeu up tiie 
t, i 
gl'a esjieeial --ibedde II.1 
:,ti r gr.-i/ong, ami where tlte prairie is | 
-I in,, it is important to have two blue 
pasture- beeping one exclusively 
W inter u-e. alternating each year, l.y 
i-irimish and jii i-isteiitly pursuing! 
plan a few years. Kansas will become I 
■rated as the gr--.il blue grass region 
West, p or. Ultra! N.-w Yorker. 
The Importance of Educating Horses 
.. LivUlisLaiiiling much has been said 
written on. the subject of breaking' 
;l- and handling vicious horses, and 
a men as Karey, W illiams. Magner, 
ethers have been all over the country 
demonstrated to alt the superiority ot 
are and skill in handling horses over 
id method ot pounding and wliip- 
v t a i.i—still there are a great many 
\et stick to the old custom of forcing 
ii into submission by kicks and blows. 
: who think that all that is necessary to 
a a mail to break a colt w ell is to 
... ph-iitv o!Courage, strength, and a 
voice; and when they commence to 
i. a c olt hitch him up and try to drive 
•a In fore lie is accustomed to the feeling 
the harness or knows anything about 
of the bit or rein : and if he does not 
light oil beture In- Iris been tallght 
... he is whipped : if ho does not mind 
0 i:i the lash is laid on; if lie stumbles 
ugh ground he is "whaled;" if he 
a- ;.. soon when told to whoa lie is 
10 d. and if he re-ents this cruel treat- 
the above is repealed. The eon- 
■iii lo o .a such improper management 
11 oiriitl v some kind ot a scrape, in 
vfilch 'lie It is taught his first lesson in 
g nulking, 01 perhaps he runs 
o', ay ami receives a scare which it will 
ike yc-iii s In get over. < in the other 
onl. should til-' it. as is sometimes the 
prove to he very tractable atul not 
.e any resistance, his owner, alter 
ig iiim a few times and getting him 
In- ea drive him and not get. upset., 
Iliall him “broke,” when he is, in re- 
ft not half driveable, and so, not lie- 
taught, lie never learns anything 
re, only what lie learns from ordinary 
•.ring. i bis manner of handling colts 
omits lor the many badly kicking and 
-live horses we have, and also for the 
-t number of awkward, unhandy, and 
iipid brutes which we see driven every 
1 \. Now, although almost any man can 
■ eak a colt, after a fashion, there are but 
lew competent to educate a eolt as he 
nould he. A man to successfully handle 
uid educate horses and colts, should in 
he first place he a natural horseman, and 
possessed of that peculiar knack with- 
al which no one can ho a first-class train- 
in the second place, lie should have 
unlimited stock of patience, and be 
dilute control himself on all occasions; 
a man that cannot control himscll 
■ innot control a horse, liesides, a man 
-ii.iuht he posted ill his bu.Miiess, and lie 
.miliar with all the different systems ot 
■a sc training, as taught by the most suc- 
"i ...-ful horse trainers, lie should also ho 
a man possessed of a kind heart, capable 
I inspiring confidence in the animal he 
handling. 
.Now it mere was m every town a man 
itli these requisites, ami lie should break 
ill ,d tlie colts raised in ids town, the use- 
iul qualities of tlie horses of the country 
would he greatly increased, and there 
would not lie so many accounts in the pa- 
pers of broken l ibs and bruised heads, 
msed by horses running or kicking. 1 
hope the day will soon come when every 
lie shall realize the importance ol a more 
thorough system of educating horses, and 
when schools shall he established ail over 
t ie land lor constructing competent men 
to educate and handle horses; when such 
horses as now require a strong man to 
drive and control them, shall be rendered 
k rid and docile, and be driven with safe- 
ty and pleasure, and even without bit or 
rein ; when competent veterinary surgeons 
shall take the place of our country "boss 
doctors,” and the many diseases to which 
horse liesh is heir shall receive the atten- 
tion which they deserve; when the law 
lor the prevention of cruelty to animals 
shall he enforced in every instance of its 
violation and tlie offenders punished as 
they deserve. 
When these things are realized, and not 
before, will man’s best friend and most 
faithful servant, the horse, receive that 
treatment to which his services entitle 
him, ami instead ot being overworked, 
starved, and beaten by some, and used as 
a means of gambling and cheating br- others, he shall, by proper care and atten- 
tion. together with judicious breeding, and especially by a thorough education, lie made one of Hie greatest blessings 
ever given by the Creator for the benefit 
ol man, [A. T. Mapin, in Maine Farmer 
Making Cottage Cheese. Cottage eheesc. when made as it should be, is”a 
luxury that should and would lie eaten 
and appreciated by all classes if they k' ew how wholesome and digestible it is. Those who have plenty of milk and make 
butter have an abundance of sour or clab- 
bered milk daily, clean and fresh, which 
i> the article desired to make cottage cheese. The true way to make this sort 
ot cheese is to skim the sour milk and set 
a gallon or two of the milk on the stove 
in a milk pan and let it gradually warm til! il is lukewarm all through. Stir it 
occasionally to prevent ils hardening at tin bottom. \\ lien it is a little warmer 
than new milk, and the whey begins to 
show clear around the curd, pour it all in- 
to a coarse thin bag, tie close and hang 
up to strain. Let it hang lip two or three 
hours iu a cool, shady place, then take 
from the hag and put the contents in a 
covered dish. When preparing the rest of 
a meal mix with the curd rich, sweet 
cream, sugar and nutmeg. Some prefer 
suit and pepper, but the sugar will give 
ii tin' place "i trni;s or acids. This prepar- 
nt:on oi milk will ottea be found most 
• ~aiut.iry and wholesome for dyspeptics 
| and weak, inllamed stomachs. The elab- 
! her is also vert nutritious and easily di- 
I 
!'’(> -Mam ! i N' i.-. 1 notice many 
laniis nl irotn liity to two hundred acres, 
rt 1"<it witieli the matter ot fences must be 
:t out ns much an encumbrance ns would 
be a heavy mortgage. Indeed, 1 iuive 
sometimes thought, that the removal ot at 
lea t 'a* halt tile lcnees upon these farms, 
" a 1 be one good step towards removing 
tiie debts under which some of our most 
,ndus!rimis and hard-working farmers are 
laboring. Not only this, but it would also 
lighten the demand that is constantly be- 
ing made upon their time and patience to 
repair tellers. Dividing a farm all tip into fields ol trom one to live acres, seems to 
me to oe useless. Hood line fences are 
generally a necessity. JSul utter that, 
fences to inclose pasture-land ought to about end the tence matter. Of course, 
circumstances may require a lew extra 
fences, as about garden, orchard iVc., vet 
1 think many of the inside fences might be dispensed with to great advantage, 
[for. (term. Telegraph. 
How Mr. M.igulfin Applied Science j 
to tho Cats. 
[ Mux Adder in 1’hikiddphiu Bulletin.) 
in the street where Mr. MngutHn lives, the ! 
«-\is ha v* lately appeared in great numbers, and | 
toiighl willi a h r\ t>r that has spread dismay j 
among tin- hoarders. l he> would congregate 
<>n tin* iron fence in front of the house, and I 
kirmish from sunset until break of dav. On | 
1' ridav \ ning. Mr. Magulliu took lump-*. a 
mystortoiis package which lie earefullv dcpo<- 
ited in his own apartment. After dinner he 
invited all the hoarders to his room. On a 
hdde was a ••urious-looking machine, and from 
ii ran two will whose ends were a! ia le*d p, 
tlie in>n fence.. 
"I’ ini- occurred to me.’ said Mr. Magulliu. 
"that however advantageous to the merchants 
'■do deal in tiio>,- articles the present habit of 
“-‘lying water pitchers and booljaeks at cats 
!1» l> 1»“. the practice i- < \-pen-i\i to us and tin- 
; : i.-factory m it- i\ -wits. The very energy 
impart'd t » the projectile- impairs ihe ueeu- 
! <'-ll.r j1 i* ',.:il.IV1 jyl-'/n V/i 
taadih believe tin* slateuicnt that i have 
known seventy three pitchers and eighteen 
bom iarks to l» cast at one eat without effect, 
c.x-'cpt «*n the pitchers and bootjack-. It has 
occurred to me that in Ibis age of progress 
>uch e method of killing cat- is crud and 
wa-tefu!, and the imams for the destruction of 
lie animals should keep pace with the many 
improvements d'*\ised for tin* ameliora- 
tion of mankind. 1 ha\e therefore provided, 
a- you see, an electrical battery, which is con- 
nected with the cat's promenade, and—*' 
Mr. Magruder (sitting at the hack window) 
— i !■•(•<• comes :: black eat walking on the fence. 
Mr. Magiillin (adjusting tin.* machine) — 
Black I Bmblem of strength. Note the black 
bear, the black snake, the Morgan horse, and 
other animals and reptiles. Tin— 
Black ici on the fenei—Mcow-weow-ow ! 
{u .iw-eu-ow ! (Mr. Magulliu turns on the ma- 
chine.) ( n.-owl-pz-zpii! (Magulliu turns on 
more power, Wow-racow-ow-quawk !—thud. 
Magrtulei—By jiminy! he's a goinr! he’s 
drop,; M on the ground! 
Magulliu—Thus we see illustrated one of the 
bcneli i t! results of modern scieiiee. Bit! le <1 i<I 
tin* great inventor of the telegraph think, when 
struggling for the building of his first line that 
tie ; me would come when his mighty and as 
yet comparatively unknown power would lc* 
utilized for many other purposes than the 
transmissioti of intelligence. We may yet see 
condensed lightning put up in packages con- 
venient for handling and shipment, and for 
sale in e\ t ry— 
Migruder—lieiv comes a white .\.t walking I 
on tiie fence. 
Magutlin—’White, beautiful white! Kmhlem 
of purity, badge ol justice. color of sheets, pa- 
per collars and vanilla ice cream. I hate to 
kill a wiiiie cat, but— 
White cat on tiie fene.o—IJr-cow-ow-aeow- 
| cow—1100 — 00—zit! /it! Mr. Ma.-uliiu— 
,-Hut when they howl like that, pity takes a 
hack seat !*’—(turns on the machine with great 
three.) Wuoroo! wooroo! euw-ow! (More 
lightning.) 15/-/-/!! quack! quaw-uk—thud ! 
Magrudt r (excitedly) — («ol 'em again! by 
I gravy. 
Aiid so the brave work went on, eats coming 
as usual from all directions, as ever, howling 
and walking unsuspectingly along on the top 
of the iron fence, a path once strewn with 
ruses, hut now bristling with tie* briers of 
death. Mr. Magutlin turned steadily on the 
crank, and at short intervals for hours “thud,” 
••thud,” marked the fall of eats whose serenad- 
ing nights are over. 
Yesterday morning, before breakfast, the 
hoarders went out and gathered up the cats 
and stacked them on the curbstone, wle re 
they would he handy for the ashman when tin* 
a>h carts came along. Magrudcr called them 
nil’, while Magutlin made an inventory : 
Black.(» Cats brought forw’d It* 
White.1 Maltese .7 
Brown.-t Yellow. 
Tortoise shell.1 Zebra. * 
Not classified.l‘J 
< ats carried forward 1J 
lirand total of cats.T* 
|TruckiM* I'.N'fV. Uepul»lio:i», August 30.J 
An exciting scorn: took place last week 
in the long snow-shed this side of the 
summit. As the eastern-bound freight 
train luul just emerged from the tunnel 
the engineer saw a deer some way ahead 
ou the track. The frightened animal was 
living belore the engine at a break-neek 
speed, and the attention of all hands was 
immediately called to the fact. The wliis- 
tle began screaming, and then followed a 
hiu’hlv exciting scene. There was no al- 
ternative for the pursued and timid ani- 
mal but to keep straight on down the 
track. The gloomy cavern formed a nar- 
row race-track, and the Hitting openings 
through which the gleaming light entered 
added to the wildness ot tiic adventure. 
For over halt a mile the engine rushed 
onward toward its victim. For a time the 
result seemed almost certain ; the pursu- 
ers gained steadily on the pursued. The 
deer never left the track, but sped on- 
ward as straight as an arrow. The game 
was almost within the clutch of the iron 
horse, and in a few moments would have 
lain mangled beneath the wheels. The 
brakes were loosened and full steam ap- 
plied, when just ahead a small opening, 
caused by last winter’s heavy snow, was 
seen by the frightened animal. Like a 
dart it shot through it and up the steep 
side ot the rocky mountain, while a shout 
of good-natured disappointment went up 
from the crew of the train. 
A smart young milk-wagon driver in 
Louisville lately hit upon the bright idea 
of putting vinegar into the buckets, cups, 
&e., which he found in the doorways of 
those who hail patronized other milk 
teams. Great were the complaints, and 
the companies were losing customers by 
the wholesale. An examination disclos- 
ed the trick. The ingenious young milk- 
man has been arrested on a charge of 
trespass. 
The Widow. 
Her smiles are tempered by her sighs, 
Her garb scarce veils her glory; I’be tender glamour of her eyes 
i- nshrines her and her story! 
No greenling girl, nor spinster tart, 
She’s all tilings that become her; 
Her life, her beauty and her heart 
Are in their Indian Summer. 
Hebe. 
l'roin Harper’s Magazine lor October. 
A very old silver cup of peculiar de- 
vice, engraved with texts of Scripture in 
quaint old French; in one long line down 
the handle, “1 will take the cup of salva- 
tion;” on the face of the cup, “Though 
your sins be as scarlet, the}’ shall tie as 
white as snow;” and on the bottom, 
where hardly any one ever looked—a 
curse, it was sadly battered, and still 
retained the impression of Skedaddle's 
hoof. Skedaddle was Hake Jake's one- 
eyed mule. The cup lay on her blind 
side, hidden in the tall prairie grass, and 
Hebe's curly head was within the long black ribbon loop attached to the handle 
when Skedaddle stepped upon it. Hake 
Jake had pried it open with his “Texas 
tooth-pick,” and tried to hammer it into 
shape with the handle of his navy revolv- 
er, but it had remained a very tipsy-look- 
ing cup ever since. 
Hebe s history previous to this event 
bad been brielly this: The youngest child in a Swiss family of Mormon converts 
that tilled one of the carts in a long emi- 
grant train jolting and swaying slowly 
across the scorching plains. 'The mother 
had died of cholera on the way. Almost 
her last act had been to tie her own christ- 
ening cup around the child’s nock, and 
from that moment her mission of cup- 
hearing began. In the same train was a 
wealthy English lady, who had been de- 
luded into accompanying the party as the 
betrothed wife ot the great Brigham. She 
was very fastidious; the coarse fare and 
tin plates sickened her, and at length she 
openly rebelled. Going to her plate chest, 
she took from it a small silver salver, 
from which she ate her bacon in triumph, 
lint the eyes of the missionary who had 
charge nl the expedition glittered avari- 
ciously, and the next day when the Eng- lish lady’s maid went to lay her mistress’s 
plate, ii, was gone. The high-spirited old 
lady produced another and another, each 
disappearing as the lirst had done, till, 
when they reached Utah, all her chest of 
plate was gone. Here she hade the chil- 
dren a kind good-by, and went up the 
steps ol the “Lion House” to become the 
wife of the art'll hypocrite. 
One day lice maid came to Hebe’s home, 
her rosy cheeks all white, saying that the 
missionary had asked for her as his filth 
wile. lSrigham had said that she need 
not marry while her mistress lived, but 
that alter her death lie should give her to 
the first, who asked. It would be but a ! 
brief delay, for the poor lady was rapidly 
tailing. Sim was out of her mind at times, 
and would not touch her food or drink 
because it was not served upon silver. So | Hebe carried her cup in the hope that she 
could he induced to take her medicine 
from it, and before she died her reason re- 
turned She would puzzle out the quaint 
inscriptions, andolten her thin lips moved 
as in prayer, while from between her 
closed eyelids tears trickled down. One 
morning Margaret found her mistress 
holding the cup in an almost vise-like 
grasp, hut with a triumphant smile on 
her dead face, which told that she had al- 
so taken “the cup of salvation.’’ 
At her grave the missionary gave Mar- 
garet such a look that she shuddered, and 
taking Hebe's hand, hurried home with 
JilinteVf "{liJn’S. ''■il';l4ened, look of pour 
not married again, hut had lived with his 
children as much apart from tiie other 
Mormons as was possible, now pulled Ins 
bat resolutely over his face and luff tile 
house. He returned presently, and tak- 
ing the Knglish girl's hand in his, said, 
earnestly, “Would you like to live here 
with my children. Margaret ?” She did 
not understand him until lie handed her 
an open paper—Brigham's sanction of 
their marriage. She gave a startled look 
up into the honest lace of the Swiss, and 
reading there not pity alone, but a true, 
manly love, she placed her hands trust- 
ingly and gratefully in Ills. 
The next year was a happy one. They 
cultivated a little vineyard on the 11101111- 
tain slope east o! the city, and Margaret's 
lace shone brighter than her milk pans. 
Then the missionary, ever a harbinger of 
evil, called, with two other elders of the 
(’hiireh, to inform her husband that it was 
Brigham’s wish that lie should take an- 
other wife. Margaret bowed her face 
over her baby and rocked backward and 
forward in anguish. After the departure 
of the missionary the little family, no 
longer deluded by any pretense of mock- 
religion, divided into two parties tor 
(light. The children, with an ox team, 
were to take the South l’ass, while the 
parents went on foot by the North. At 
Tort Laramie these routes converge, and 
here they hoped to meet. The hand of 
little lolks got along very nicely. They 
had Hour, and a gun, with which the eld- 
est boy sometimes brought down a prairie- 
chicken, and two cows, which they drove 
with them. O11 the fifth day of their pil- 
grimage a band of men resembling In- 
dians appeared in sight. Minna dashed 
Hebe’s cup into the sack of Hour, and 
Rupert, to disclaim all warlike intentions, 
threw his gun into the bottom of 1110 
wagon. 
1 hey were a more cruel class than In- 
dians, the "Hand of the Daniles,” or the 
•‘Destroying Ange.s,” whom the Mor- 
mons place upon the track, of fugitives, 
their motto being, Dan shall be a ser- 
pent by the way. an adder in the path, 
that biteth the horse's heels.” Through 
his disguise of paint and feathers the chil- 
dren recognized the evil face of the mis- 
sionary. Disappointed at not finding the 
parents, they held a consultation, decid- 
ing to leave the oxen, as they were miser- 
able beasts; and, saying that they “did 
not want the children at Utah; the coun- 
try between here and T'o: t Laramie is full 
ill Indians; they will be taken care ot,” 
they left them to their fate. 
Minna took Ilebe’s cup from its hiding- 
place, where it had lain like Joseph's in 
Benjamin's sack, and the children trudged 
bravely on. How slowly the oxen moved I 
Rupert would fasten them to their wagon 
in the morning, and they would jog along 
before any of them were well awake. One 
morning llebe rolled out of the swaying 
cart, and lay in the prairie grass, still 
asleep, while they went oil without miss- 
ing her. Several hours later, when they 
iouiid her gone, Rupert and Victor came 
back, and searched and called a long time, 
hut could not find her. The ground was 
tramped as though a herd ot bulfalo had 
passed, hut there was no Hebe. Oil' toward 
the south was a cloud of dust, and, look- 
ing fixedly, they thought they could make 
out horsemen, but whether advancing or 
retreating they could not tell. Remem- 
bering what had been said about Indians, 
they sorrowfully gave up the search and 
hurried back to the cart. 
Meanwhile Hebe Jay anu slept, until a 
scouting party of troops in search of In- 
dians passed that way. It was command- 
ed by a Colonel Armstrong, and led by 
the well-known scout and guide, Hake 
Jake, a wild, lawless fellow, partly of In- 
dian blood. The two were riding in ad- 
vance of the soldiers, when Hake Jake’s 
mule stumbled on some smooth round ob- 
ject and threw him to the ground. The 
shock awakened Hebe, who sat up, and 
rubbing her eyes, gazed tranquilly at the 
astonished men. The colonel raised her 
in his arms and asked her name. Then, 
as siie did not reply, and ho noticed the 
cup, he exclaimed, “Hebe, cup-bearer of 
the gods, and here is her goblet. Did you 
drop down from the clouds, wee god- 
dess ?” 
The child could give no satisfactory ac- 
count of herself, and the colonel placed 
her in iiis ambulance, where Charlie, his 
black boy. lay curled up with the grey- 
hounds. '1 will give you hall of all I 
have, little Hebe, if you will share with 
me the contents of your cup. What have 
you in it—nectar ?” 
ilebe looked solemnly into her empty 
cup. “Xuilin, nuilin, ’cept sunshine.” 
“Give me the sunshine, then, divine 
baby,” replied the colonel. “God knows 
my life is dark enough.” 
“Haven't you got any thing in your cup 
for me too, my pretty ?” asked the scout. 
Hebe deliberately turned it upside down 
and handed it to him 
“There’s some writing on the bottom,” 
said lie. “1 know a liitle Mexican and 
about six Indian dialects, blit I'm blessed 
if 1 can make that out.” 
“It is french,” replied the colonel, aud 
translating it he read, “Upon the wicked 
He shall rain snares, tire and brimstone, 
and a horrible tempest; this shall be the 
portion of their cup.” 
H lth a humole oath. Rake Jake struck 
Skedaddle a sharp blow with his whip, 
and muttering, “Not any in mine,” rode 
away from the ambulance. Did the words 
come back to him several years later, 
when, living from Lvnch-law, he. with 
two other horse thieves and desperadoes, 
took refuge in his “dug-out,” and their 
infuriated pursuers set lire to the tall 
prairie grass around it, until, suilbcated 
with the smoke, with the burning door 
and •oof falling in upon them, they rush- 
ed out to he shot down and meet a horri- 
ble death in writhing (lame ? 
i he colonel u as as good as his word to 
little Ilehe. She was tiie pet of the camp 
and the child of the regiment; he loved 
and eared for her as though she had been 
his own child Hebe lullilled her part of 
tiie bargain too, for site tilled his heart 
with sunshine, and the noble face which 
bad been growing dark and reckless be- 
came tender and bright again under the 
touch ol her baity lingers. .Site sat bv his 
side at the mess table, and the coarse joke 
and profane word were restrained by her 
unconscious presence. Colonel Armstrong 
had no Bible, and there was i.ever a bless- 
ing asked at the mess, hut the silver cup 
stood beside his plate. However he might 
neglect his accoutrements, Charlie had or- 
ders to keep it always bright, and he never 
sat down to a meal without having his at- 
tention callcu to the principal text. Some 
"’ay this carried his thoughts back to the 
old church in Mew England where his la- 
ther had preached, and to the two graves 
in the old church-yard. 1’he men said. 
“Something lias come over the colonel 
they hardly knew what it was, but they 
recognized that he was a changed man. 
Several years passed thus, and the col- 
onel saw his little foster-daughter grow- 
ing taller and taller. “She will be be- 
yond my teaching soon,” he said, “and 
she ought to lie under other iidlueriees 
now.” Sometimes he spoke of sending 
her to his sister in New England, but he 
could not bring himself to part with her. 
At length there was a terrible light with 
tin1 Indians, and Colonel Armstrong was 
brought back to camp badly wounded. I 
lie nail no hope ot Ins own recovery, ami 
calling Kike Jake, who it happened had j 
just linished an engagement as guide with j 
them, and was going hack to his home, 
he Imiiislied him plentifully with money, 
and made him promise to take llelje to | 
Ellsworth, then the terminus ot the rail- 
road, and see that site was “forwarded"’ 
to his sister, 'then lie kissed the child .a 
last good-by. and placing bis linger on the 
inscription on the cup, repeated, i'hough 
your sins be as scarlet.” 
lint llake Jake did not take her to Ells- ! 
worth. Tiie last time lie had been there ■ 
iV.'1,T 'l,d..ili)f n,<,U.ds„nnro.e..tied to .the rust \ 
wood-tree on the river-side where fifteen 
horse thieves and murderers hud already 
been hung, had taken it as a kind hint, 
and Skedaddle had taken him out of town 
in a style that justified her right to her 
name. This was ot too recent occurrence 
for llake Jake to deem it advisable lor 
him to visit the town at this time, and he 
said to himself that the coloners money 
would do him as much good as it would 
the railroad company. As he neared his 
“dug-out” on the “Smoky,” the old man 
who took care of his limited supply id 
stock and kept, the place for him came out 
to meet him. 
“Anastasiais in there,” said he, jerking 
his head toward the cave. “She has got 
’em awful, i couldn't keep her out no- 
how. She said you wouldn’t grudge a 
dog a place to die in, and site wouldn't be 
long about it. She hain't done so yet. but 
just lies and hollers like all possessed.” 
They entered the collar-like room. On I 
a mile lieil lay a beautiful young Spanish j 
woman raving with delirium tremens, fur j 
days she lay so; hut she did not die very 
slowly coming back to life and misery. 
She looked at llebe in blank wonder, lot- 
ting the child caress her, ami regarding 
her all the time with hard, glittering eyes. 
Her lips were parched, and Hebe, going 
to the door, tilled her cup with snow and 
brought it to her bedside. She made no 
ollort to take it, but looked from the snow 
to Hebe, and murmured, "White ns snow ; 
I was a girl once, white as snow.” The 
old man look the cup away liom Hebe, 
ami pouring some dark liquor over it, 
held it to Anastasia’s lips. There! 
there!” she ex -laimed; “just like ’Stasia; 
white as snow; now all spoiled; red a- 
blood, red as blood.” Vhile she drank, 
her eyes caught the inscription, and an- 
swering the inquiring expression in them, 
Hebe read. '‘Though your sins be as scar- 
let, they shall he as white as snow.” It 
came upon her as a great revelation, Hod’s 
free oiler of pardon to every penitent sin- 
ner, and she burst into tears. All day she 
lay there, with Ihe cup pressed to her 
heart, drinking in the precious meaning 
of the words. Thun, when night came, 
and the old* man was last asleep, and 
Rake.lake dead drunk, she rose, wakened 
Hebe, and wrapping her well, glided out 
into the night. She found Skedaddle teth- 
ered near the river, ami untying Ihe lari- 
at, without stopping to saddle the animal, 
they mounted and set out for Ellsworth. 
I On reaching the town, they dismounted ; 
Anastasia turned her fleet-footed, shaggy 
lriend about, and shrilled in her long ears, 
"Ho to your master,” and forthwith Ske- 
daddle ambled briskly away. Hebe could 
not remember the name of the town to 
which Colonel Armstrong wished her to 
go, and Anastasia was only too glad to 
take her tinder her protection. A few 
hours later they took the stage lor Texas, 
and thence to New Orleans. Arrived here, 
Anastasia placed Hebe in the care ol the 
Sisters of Mercy, and herself took the 
veil as one ol their number. 
Hebe's cup-buaring was not over. Thro’ 
the hospital's crowded wards, her light 
foot-lall followed that of Sister Reliigia 
(for Anastasia had found a refuge, and in 
gratitude had taken this new name), and 
the silver cup again and again carried re- 
viving draughts to parched lip and thirsty 
soul. 
rursuing her education at the convent, 
she came naturally to look forward to a 
time when she should consecrate herself 
irrevocably to a life of charity and prayer. 
She had grown to mve the shaded repose 
of the convent garden, the seclusion of 
her own cell, the restful coolness of the 
long corridors, and, above all, the sacred 
calm of the great cathedral. Each Sister 
was an old acquaintance. Their lives 
were busy and lull of doing good. Her 
father, Margaret, and her brothers and 
sisters she had long ago forgotten. Only 
Colonel Armstrong she still remembered, 
though she thought of him as dead. Not 
so much as the faintest hope that he Could 
be living had ever come to her. He would 
not have sent her away if he had not 
known that he was dying. Indeed, the 
thought that he was dead made him seem 
all the nearer to her. She prayed lor him 
every night, prayed to him sometimes, 
for he seemed dearer and kinder than any 
| of the saints about whom the Sisters told 
j ; and in the dreamy, innocent way pe- idiar to .young girl-; brought up in such 
| absolute .seclusion, she loved her ideal ! with all her heart and soul. 
And meantime Colonel Armstrong was 
not dead. It was a grim battle, but lie 
came oil' conqueror, lie was inconsolable 
at the loss of Hebe. He visited ltake 
Jake’s dug-out only to lind it marked by ashes and to learn of his tragical end. Nowhere could lie lind any trace of his 
little foster-daughter. He went back to 
his sister, but even her loving care could 
; M,d make up for him the absence of that 
sweet child-lace. Finding himself restored 
in health, he obtained a new position in 
the army, and threw himself with all his 
energies into our great struggle, which 
was then at its height. F.ven this did net 
drown memories ot Hebe. His regiment 
now in New Orleans, the war over. It 
was the dreadful yellow-fever year, and he was stricken down, and carried fo the 
Sisters hospital. Hebe had passed and 
re passed his bed, but he had not recog- 
nized her in her novice dress until, when 
standing near him. he siw the cup, which 
now hung suspended by her rosary from 
; her hell. lie caught it eagerly, and read 
from the inscription on the handle, “1 will 
take the cup—” 
'■ies, yes,” ho cried, “and the cup- bearer too. llcbe, my little Hebe, do you 
not know me ?” 
it was not too late. Colonel Armstrong 
recovered, and tin:- Sisters, though very 
reluctant, gave up their charge In him. 
the colonel rewarding them handsomely 
lor their care, and Helugia battling earn- 
estly in his behalf, though it was like 
tearing out her heart to part with Hebe. 
They were married in the jalhcdr tl; but 
when, a day alter, Hebe sought her kind 
protectress to bid her a limb good-by, the 
superior told her that she hadleft tile con- 
vent or, a mission of mercy. 
Not long alter there appeared a notice 
in the papers of an unknown nun \v ho had 
nobly gone to the plague-stricken city of 
Shreveport, waited upon the sick and dy- 
ing until the lever left the place, and at 
the very last falling herself a victim to 
its ravages. It was Hufugiu. 
Joshua Wheat. 
Joshua \\ heat was that rare bird, a 
bashful man. No one could have scon 
Joshua enter a room where there was a 
company, and especially ladies, without 
being aware of this peculiarity of his lie 
generally either blundered along, looking 
ted or foolish, or shot hurriedly in, with 
a white seared face, hiding himself as 
soon as possible from observation, behind 
a door, or in a corner. It there was a 
chair or a stool anywhere in the room, 
which was very apt to be the case, lie 
generally managed to stumble over it, 
which was not at all calculated to in- 
crease his self possession, or add to the 
grace of his entrance. If a pretty girl 
spoke lo him, he stammered, and turned 
all sorts of colors, looking as frightened 
and ashamed as i( he had been convicted 
of sheep-stealing. 
Bid you ever see a bashful man ? If you 1 
have, then you have seen the most aw'k- ! 
ward, ungainly creature among human 
bipeds. Now there may be something at- 
tractive and interesting in the shrinking 
timidity of a blushing girl, though 1 have 
my doubts in regard toil; but a bashful 
man, who ever pities him !’ Though de- 
spised by one sex, and laughed at by the 
other, always doing what he never intend- 
ed to do, and saying what he never in- j tended to say, he i- one ot the most piti- 
able objects in existence. 
To he suie, in these days of brass and 
assurance, when everybody thinks himself 
K fi*: .'’if. O'v’urj^* vw: 1.-j.^ 
are to be met with occasionally, though ! 
they are quickly disappearing, and prob- 
ably in a few years there will be no trace 
of them h it 
four Joshua I there certainly never was | 
a man who had a higher opinion of the 
better part of creation, or was more calla- 
ble of appreciating the blessings of matri- 
mony; yet he h id reached the age ot 
twenty-eight without being one step near- 
er towards realizing them than he was 
eight \ ears before. 
lie had live brothers; but, though none 
of them had half his good looks or sense, 
they possessed what he did not, plenty of 
assurance, and a tact of showing all they 
did know, and were aii married and hap- 
pily settled in life, while he remained a 
lorlnrn, disconsolate bachelor. 
ft was not from want of means to sup- 1 
port a wife, for lie had plenty of this j 
world's goods a well stocked farm, a nice | 
new house, besides some money in the 
bank. It certainly was noL lor the want \ 
of girls, for there were scores of them in : 
the town where he lived, of ail sorts and 
sizes black-eyed, blue-ey ed, and gray- j 
eyed, and eyes of no color at all. No; 
.Joshua A heat remained unmarried mere- 
ly because he had not courage enough 
sufficient to look any one of the girls in 
the face, and say, “1 love you—will you 
marry me':1” 
These words are very simple, and to the 
uninitiated seem very easily spoken; yet 
I have known many a man’s courage tail 
him at the thought of saying them, who 
would have rode into tie front of the 
fiercest and hottest battl.: without the 
shadow of tear. 
At last, all girls of Joshua’s acquaint- 
ance were married to braver, il not bet- 
ter men—all but one, Alary Dearborn, the 
prettiest one among them ill, and as good 
and sensible as she was pi.‘tty. Mary had 
suitors plenty, but s le turned a cold shoul- 
der to them all, being fairly determined in 
her own mind, that it she married at all, 
siie would have nobody but Joshua Wheat. 
Joshua had taken a great shine to Mary j 
ever since they were children; they used j 
to go to school together, in the little red 
school-house on the hill, he drawing her 
to and from the school in the winter on 
his little sled, and bringing her tipples as 
red and shilling as her rosy cheeks. 
W hen they grew older, he exhibited his 
preference lor her, though in a somewhat 
diil'ereut manner Every Sabbath, after 
meeting was over, lie would post himself 
at the church door, to escort her home; 
and, in the evening, arrayed in his •'Sun- 
day best,” he might have been seen strik- 
ing a bee-line lor Squire Dearborn’s At 
about nine o’clock, the old folks would go 
nil to bed, leaving Joshua and Mary to- 
gether. And there he would sit, looking 
straight into the lire, and scarcely daring 
to move or breathe, with the momentous 
question trembling on the very tip of his 
tongue, yet never leaving it; no nearer 
the object of his visit when lie left the 
house than when he entered it. 
things went oil this way for several 
months, blit at last an event occurred 
which gave Joshua quite a start. A sou 
of Dr. Ilale, the village physician, came 
home from college, where he had gradu- 
ated, it was said, with considerable dis- 
tinction. Ho was a tall, lank, smooth- 
laced fellow, with more learning than 
brains, and more brass than either, lie 
saw Mary in church the first afternoon, 
and took a great fancy to her, and com- 
menced paying her considerable attention. 
Young Hale had always been Alary’s 
particular aversion. She had disliked him 
from his boyhood. But she did not scruple 
to llirt with him a little, hoping to arouse 
Joshua’s jealousy, and bring him to the 
point. 
It seemed to have its client; lor learn- 
ing that Air. Lawrence, one of his neigh- 
bors, intended to give a party, and having 
obtained an inkling in some way that that 
village chap, as he termed his rival, in- 
tended to take Alary, he went over to 
Squire Dearborn’s early next morning, 
and asked her himself. 
Delighted at the success of her ma- 
noeuvre, Alary gave a smiling consent, 
and, at the appointed time, much to the 
chagrin ol the young collegian, who had 
intended to appropriate her to himself, 
sho went, accompanied by Joshua. 
Alarmed at the bare possibility of los- 
ing her, Joshua appeared like a new man ; 
and, instead of moping in some corner, us 
was his wont, not daring to speak to her 
or any one else, he remained by her side 
during the whole evening,,scarcely quit- 
ting her lor a moment, and then only when she requested him to tiring her some 
refreshments. 
Mr. Hale, who had viewed Joshua’s at- 
tentions to Mary with a jealous eye, heard this request, and being well aware of 
Joshua’s blundering propensities, very 
maliciously placed a stool directly in bis 
way. Bretty soon Joshua came back, and, 
instead of walking around the stool as 
any one else would have done, he stum- 
bled over it, and sprawling full length 
upon the tloor, landed the contents of his 
hands, which consisted of a cup of coffee, 
ami a plate heaped with doughnuts, pump- kin pie, and various other eatables, direct- 
ly in Mary’s lap 
f his unexpected feat produced quite a 
sensation. Mary set up a loud scream, 
and the rest of the company rushed to see 
what was the matter; and it was some 
time before order was restored. 
When tile tumult had in a measure sub- 
wi.t.nl lool.o.l t. 
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lucky cause of it, but lie was nowhere to 
be found. Mortified at the ridiculous fig- 
ure he had cut, and the merriment of 
those who had witnessed it, lie had rush- ! 
ed from the house, and never stopped m- | 
slackened his speed until he had reached 
iiis room, and bolted the door, firmly re- 
solving, as he did so, that he would never 
speak to or even look at a girl again, so 
long as he lived 
1 oor .Mary was more annoyed at .Josh- 
ua's evident diseomliture than at the loss 
ol her dress, which was nearly ruined; 
and she conceived a stronger dislike than 
ever to the young collegian, who, she was 
quite sure, was at the bottom of it all. \ 
She resolutely declined his pr tiered es- 
cort. at the close of the entertainment, 
going home with one of her brothers, 
leaving him the alternative of attending 
some other iadv, or going home bv him- 
1 
sell. 
1 wo Sundays passed, and Joshua did 
not come near her; and, on the Monday ! 
following, Mary put on her bonnet and j 
shawl, and went over to his house, for tin* i 
ostensible purpose of liavinga gossip with 
old Mrs. Wheat, who lived with her son, j 
but in nvility to Unit oof what had become 
of her sensitive lover. 
Much to her disappointment, .Joshua 
1 
was not at home, though she saw a coat- 
tail quickly disappear through an oppo- 
site door, as she entered the room, which j 
she shrewdly conjectured belonged to him 
Alter sitting awhile and chatting with 
the old lady, with whom she was quite a 
favorite, Mary arose to go, say ing, as she 
did so, that she guessed she would go 
across the lots, as it was considerably 
nearer. 
She accordingly passed out the back 
way. As she was going through the gar- 
den, she caught a glimpse ol Jo.shua in 
an adjoining orchard, walking disconso- 
lately among the trees, laden with their 
delicate limits, and looking as though he 
hadn't a friend in the world. 
lie started, and colored, as his eye fell 
upon Alary. 
“Why, Mr. Wheat,” she exclaimed in' 
a tone of surprise, who would have 
thought of tindhig you here r Why I 
haven’t seen you for : n age. Have you 
been sick ?” 
“Acs—no—that is, 1 haven’t been very 
well, lately, stammered poor Joshua, i 
looking as if lie had half a mind to run ! 
away. 
“You don’t say so 1 You are looking! 
pale,” said Alary, with the appe. 
Ill 1115 i;u;u, n iitv.il li'Ulhr 1 
every moment, and yvliich certainly slnov- | 
ed no signs of ill hcalt h 
"Wiial a beautiful situation !” she re- 
sinned, altera pause, looking admiringly j 
around on the well cultivated farm. "There 
is only one thing wanted to make y on ipiite 
eomlortahle.” siie added slightiy,“and that 
is a wife. What in the world is the reason 
you don l get married, Joshua?” 
The poor fellow colored clear up to the | 
tips ol his hair. 
•■1—i—really don’t know,” he gasped, 
"there—there won’t anybody have me.” 
••Fiddlestick!” was the laughing re- 
joinder; “1 know better than that. There 
are plenty that would, it you would only 
take the trouble to ask them. 1 know of j 
one, at least,” she added, in a lower tone. 
•• No, hut really, do you?” iiupiired 
Joshua, earnestly. “Who can it lie!” 
This was rather too much; and grow- 
ing indignant at either his stupidity or 
yyant of courage to take advantage ol the 
opportunity she gave him, she remained 
silent. 
*‘\\ lint a singular looning apple that is 
that you hold in your hand !’’ she remark- 
ed at last breaking the embarrassing si- 
lence that ensued. 
•■Yes,'1 returned Joshua "It's a new 
kind 1 grafted last year, and the only one 
that came to perfection. Won't you have 
it. Miss Mary ?” he added, looking at her 
timidly. 
"Will 1 have you, Joshua? < >f course 
I will,” said Mary, with the most innocent 
air imaginable. 
Joshua was thunderstruck, scarcely dar- 
ing to believe his cars. 
"Are you in earnest. Mary?” he in- 
quired, looking anxiously into her face. 
"To be sure 1 am,” she returned laugh- 
ing and coloring; "and we will be mar- 
ried next. Christmas.” 
Unable, to contain himself, Joshua im- 
mediately threw his arm around Mary, 
and ratified the bargain with a hearty 
kiss, at which performance Mary mani- 
fested no! the slightest objection or dis- 
pleasure. 
On the following Christmas, there was 
a merry wedding at Squire Dearborn's, at 
which our friends, Joshua and Mary, were 
the chief actors. 
And now, the staid, dignified looking 
man, who walks into church with so im- 
portant an air, with his wife on one side 
and their little boy on the other, would 
hardly be recognized as that blundering, 
awkward fellow, Joshua Wheat. 
Affairs at Standing Rock Agency. 
St. I’ai'l, Sept. 1.3. A Pioneer Press 
special Iroin liisniarck says that a com- 
plete enrollment of Indians at. Standing 
Rock shows only 4,30 lodges and a total ot* 
not over 4000 Indians. Rations have been 
issued on a basis of 7000, from which it 
would appear that nearly 3000 men are 
absent or idse a large amount of stealing 
has been done. The Indians are known 
to have returned Iroin the hostiles, but so 
stealthily that they could not be caught, 
and the attempt to disarm the hostiles has 
therefore proved abortive. Grass, chief 
of the Black Feet, was arrested Sunday 
for harboring and supplying the hostiles. 
The Indians threatened to rescue, him but 
the garrison was too well prepared, so the 
attempt was not lpade. 
Damariseotta, Me., boasts of the largest 
shell heaps on this continent. Within an 
area of a hundred square rods are piled up 
the shells of 100,000,000 oysters which 
were thrown down by human eaters! Prof. 
Gunning thinks the multitude of eaters 
may not have been very great, and that 
tile heaps tell of time rather than number, 
as .no oyster has lived iu the rivers near 
within the memory of man. Instruments 
of stone, bone and copper arc the only hu- 
man relies found among the shells, and 
llieir positions show that no great geolo- 
gical event has occurred since the heaps 
were formed. 
The proposed elevation, at the Pope’s wish, 
of Father Bickx, General of Jesuits, to a eurdi- 
nulatc, is a great event in the Catholic, world. 
Father liickx is the future candidate of the ul- 
truiuontainc party for the papacy, llis elec- 
tion would tend to accelerate the old Catholic 
movement in Central Europe, aud could not 
fall, should the republic go on prospering, to 
sever church and state in France. 
Desperate Tight With Bank Robber s. 
iXortSifieM, Minn., Despatch (Sept. to th< ( | cinnati Commercial.! 
It appears that during yesterday lore- j noon three common looking men rode in- 
to town and tied their horses in front of a i 
store. They did not appear to have any 
particular business, but sauntered about * 
and chatted with several citizens on or- | dinary topics. At > o'clock a party ol' six J 
more men rode leisurely across the bridge leading to town in couples. Xo sooner 
had they crossed the river than they all drew revolvers, and, putting their horses 
into a lull gallop, dashed through the 
street shouting to the people on the’ walks 
to get inside the stores, and ornamenting their shouts with the most fiendish curses 
and imprecations. While the attention of 
the citizens was called to the proceedings of these villains, the three that had ar- 
rived earlier rushed into the hank and 
leaped over the counter. One accosted 
'll'. Haywood and asked it lie was the 
Cashier. He replied that lie was not, but 
they insisted that he should open the safe, 
whit'li lie had closed immediately arte; Mr. laisey had ielt The rubber brand- 
ished a knife and told him that unless he 
opened it he would cut his throat Iroiu 
ear to ear Mr Haywood replied that be 
would have to out’it then, for lie could 
not open the safe, dust at this moment 
tiring was heard outside, a id the robbers 
called to their comrades to “charge out of 
the bank." The men leaped < ver the coun- 
ter; one of them tired at Mr. Hunker, a 
clerk, wounding him in the shoulder, and 
an..ther turned and pointed his pi-,t( ; at 
Mr. Haywood, who stooped beneath the 
counter as ipiiekly as possible, but not 
soon enough, as the fatal shot entered his 
right temple, while only the ii| per portion 
oi his head was visible. 1 he nen rushed 
Iroiu the bank, leaped oil their horses and 
joined the remainder of the gang The 
outside robbers, after making the dash in- 
to the town, gathered about, the bank, on 
the steps oi which one ot them met a 
merchant. The robber seized this gen- 
tleman by the throat and threatened to 
“blow his head oil ii he squealed," but 
tii! suceeeclett m getLimr away ami ran up 
the street, crying, “Murder! robbers!" 
Two shots, both harm! -ss, were despaleh- 
eit alter him, ami tliese shots, together 
with the cries ot the man, caused the 
citizens to know that tile invaders were 
something more than a gang el reckle>s, 
drunken Udlovvs. Pistols and gnus wciv 
quickly secured, and from the second 
story window id a liuildm:: opposite tlit* 
hank a young man named Wheeler pick- 
ed oil' one ol' tilt! robbers, shooting him 
through the heart. Anotln r shot, thought 
to lie from Wl eider, prostrated another 
villain, and they found it was time to 
heal a retreat, it ,vas at this time that 
the inside men were called out. A third 
robber was bit, but as his comrades rode 
oil they | ieked him up and slung him on 
a horse in iront ol tint; of them. 
JUS. llAVWOOIt's lilSAVKIiV. 
Air. \Vilcox*s story is as follows: Mr. 
Hay wood occupied lin* cashier's seat at 
the desk, which yon see at the end of the 
courtier. Mr. Hunker and myself occu- 
pied seats at the di sk. Mr. Hunker being 
nearest the opening at the corner. I lie 
first thing we knew the three men were 
upon or over the counter, with revolvers 
presented at our heads, one of them ex- 
huming: •■Throw up your hands, for wi 
intend to rob the bank, and if you halloo 
we will blow your brains out.'' and we 
;:ould not do otherwise than comply, fhev 
I hen asked which was the cashier, to 
which Mr. Haywood replied: •■lie is not 
n." The,i ,.*.'•'■ mr •••■"••• d •• *. .u-iutOi 
v —••• <-u art- 
the cashier,” w hich each denied. Seeing 
i!a\wood seated at the cashier's desk, one 
of the rutlians went up to him with his 
long, narrow-barreled pistol and said. 
•• u are the cashier: now open tile sale 
M: Slav wood said : "It is a time lock. and 
eannol In-opened now." One of tin: men 
tlien w ent, into the vault, the door being 
'pen. a is- > tiie outer do. ir ol t lie sate. 1 lay j 
wood sprang l'orwaid and closed the door [ 
of the vault, shutting the robber in, when ! 
anotlu r ot the men seized Haywood by j 
the collat and dragged itim away from the 
door and released the incarcerated robber. 
The man who came out of the vault—a 
slim, dark-complexioned man. with black 
mmistaelie—then called to the other to 
seize the silver which was lying loose 
(about sld) and put it in the sack. They 
did not do this, hut seized about si- in 
scrip am! put it into a two-bushel Ilnur 
sack which they had with them The 
durk-eompiexiniied mail, w ho appeared to 
lie the hauler, then again attacked Hay- 
wood. insisting upon his opening the sale, 
threatening to cut his throat if lie did not, 
and actually drawing a big knife across 
his throat. The heroic and faithful teller 
however, was not to lie deterred from his 
duty, an I would rather sacrifice his file* 
Until betray his trust. Some lew moments 
— it seemed ages to the bewildered and 
terror-stricken lookers on—were spent in 
Haywood's struggling to break hum the 
murderous villain and gain his liberty At 
length he broke away, and. regaining his 
feet, ran toward tin door cry ing ••Mur 
tier!" The man at once struck him with 
a pistol find knocked him down, and. 
dragging him to the salt1 door, command- 
ed him to open it. Hut the intrepid clcik 
stolidly rcluseii, when the villain shot at 
him but did not hit him. I.tideutly the 
shot was intended to intimidate rather 
than to in jure, hut the scoundrel had reck- 
oned without his host, tor the etlcet was 
lost, upon Haywood. Hut upon Ihe dis- 
charge of the pistol Hunker made a start 
for the hack door and ran lor dear life, 
one of the robbers pursuing anil tiring, 
the shot taking cllect in the shoulder. 
Hunker, however, reached the street (A\ a- 
ter street), and ran to Dr. Coomb's ollice. 
Till'. STItKI-tT FKillT. 
T'lu* statement of Mr G. E. Hates, who 
witnessed that, part id (lie all'air which oc- 
curred in the street, is interesting. Mr. 
Hates said that about 11 o’clock bis atten- 
tion was called to (our men who came 
from over the river. They came over 
the brid>re, and were mounted on four 
splendid horses. 1 lie men were well 
dressed, and All*. Hates says lour no- 
bler looking fellows he never saw; but 
there was a reckless, hold swagger about 
them that seemed to indicate that they 
would be rough and dangerous lellows to 
handle. Altogether lie did not like the 
looks of them. Again, at about 2 o'clock 
in the atteruoon, as he was standing at 
the entrance of the stores talking to Mr. 
('. (’. Waldo, commercial traveller from 
Council HI lifts, ho saw the same men ride 
past—three came up the street from Alill 
square and one down street, meeting 
within thirty-feet ot the bank. They dis- 
mounted and tied their horses to the 
hitching-posts, and two, lie thought, went 
into the bank, and two came down to the 
staircase leading up into the upper sto- 
ries of Lee & Ilitchcoek’s building, and 
here they stood leaning against the ban- 
nisters. talking. Commenting upon their 
line physique and upon their unusually 
good mounts, Air. Hates and Mr. Waldo 
withdrew to the far end of the store to 
look over some sample trusses They 
had not long been so occupied when they 
heard several shots tired in rapid succes- 
sion, and the thought Hushed upon the 
mind ot Hates at once that the bank was 
in danger, Mr. Waldo stating that he 
cried out: ‘'Them men are going for 
the town; they mean to rob the bank.’ 
although Air. Hates does not recollect 
saving anything, lie became so excited. 
He remembers, however, rushing to the 
door and seeing some men riding up 
from the bank. They came riding towards 
him with long pistols in their hands, and 
called out, “Get in there.” Mr. Hates at 
once seized a shot-gun and ran back to 
the door, but the gun would not go off. 
He then put down the gun and seized a 
seven-shooter, which was not loaded, and 
as the men came down again (they were 
riding to and fro, evidently intent upon 
keeping people from going towards the 
bank), lie standing behind the door jambs, called out: “Now I've got you,” and 
pointed the empty pistol as if drawing a bead on them They turned their horses 
sadder ly and lined at Mr. Hates, the ball 
crushing through the plate glass. This 
ruse he practised over and over again 
witn the same effect. There were other 
men at the bank tiring down the street. 
1 he next he saw was Mr. .1. S. Alien run- 
ning down the street from the bank, and 
two shots were fired at him 
Till; VILI..VUK11S' VK'TOliV. 
Mr. Manning of Aliil sijuaro, whose 
store is i:i the s.uno block as the bank, 
next eaiue upon tiie scene. Ho ran out 
oi liis store with a Remington repeating 
rille, anil took a deliberate aim and lired 
trom tin eerner, Mr. Hates calling out. 
“Jump back now, or they'll get you.” 
Next Mr J. H. Hide came up with a 
double-barrelled shot-gun and discharged 
the two barrels and retired to reload. The 
Rev. Mr. Thillips also took a turn at the 
scoundrels, and !, Stacy delivered a cool, 
deliberate aim. Mr. Hates next heard a 
report over his head and saw one I the 
desperadoes fall from liis horse The 
horse made a faltering plunge forward 
and then suddenly stopped, and the man 
pitched over on Ids face to the ground, 
and in a lew moments was dead 'This 
shot was tired by Henry \\ lu-eler from an 
old carbine, from out one of the w indow s 
ot the Dumpier House, trom the verv 
room in which this report is written. Mr. 
Manning was still bring, and as he crept 
to the corner to lire, Mr Waldo called, 
“Take good aim Indore uni lire.” Imme- 
diately after the shot one of the horses 
started up tin* street, ami the ruler begun 
to reel and sway to and Iro and sudden- 
ly loll to the ground, just opposite l'.l- 
tlridge's store. Another horseman imme- 
diately rode up. dismounted, ami spoke to 
the prost'-ate man. who was stretched out 
at lull length, supporting himself on his 
outstretched arms, when ho rolled over on 
his back. Tlu-u the other man took from 
him his cartridge belt ami two pistols 
ami, remounting his horse, rode oil. An- 
other horseman, hailing Mr. Manning's 
lire too hot. dismounted from his horse 
am! got on the opposite side of it for pro- 
tection, when an nut rring ball Irom the 
Uemington brought the horse down, the 
man running behind some boxes which 
were piled beneath the .-luireuse before 
mentioned, and now ensued a lively tu-il- 
lade lietwe. e this fellow and Manning, the 
■scoundrel keeping himself under cover, 
lillt a ball Irom Wheeler's musket struck 
the fellow in the leg, had way above tie- 
knee. He at once changed his pistol to the 
left band, and grasped the wounded limb 
with the right, still try mg to get at Man- 
ning. Finding himself getting weak, lie 
turned and limped elf up the street, but 
seeing Hates with a pistol in his hand, le- 
sent a ball whizzing toward that gentle- 
man, grazing lie* side of his cheek and the 
m idge of hi.s nose, ami bury ing itsell in a 
collar box in tin tore Mr Hates says he 
feels tlie ring el that ball in his ear still, 
ami the ball, lie -ay s. he will ever keep as 
a .souvenir ot the hottest day Northlield 
ever saw. fhe man limped away as lie 
got opposite to Mr Morris's store, when 
he cried out to Ins retreating companions; 
“My Hod, hoys, you are not goi. g to leave 
me; 1 am shot" One of the party, rid- 
ing a sorrel hoise with light tail and mane, 
turned and look the wounded man 141 be- 
hind him. 
llll. mmniitis APll Ki:t>. 
St. Pai l, Minn, Sept, iM. 
A Pioneer Press special Irom Madeli a, 
Watomwon county. Minn., announces the 
capture ol lour o! the Northlicld robbers. 
The lour captured are those lost track of 
in the timber around Mankato, t\v*» of 
whom are supposed to be the noted 
Younger Brothers 1 in lour mi-sing 
robbers went to a house at 7 a. m to-das 
about seven miles north of here, bought 
some bread ami butte r .u l started west 
on foot. 
1 .a.* news was sent in a< last as a horse 
could travel, port) or fifty men were* 
after them as soon as they could get 
ilVcy then' had tin in'out on the prairie, 
and opened lire on them. Thu robbers 
returned the tire but kept working toward 
the nver and at la>t got there and hid in 
the bu-hes. 
Bv tlii.- time the men wen* all together 
and surrounded the bushes in which the 
robbers were in. fin* lire hce::ne gi-n- 
eral, oi r men advaueing all the time. At 
last the robbers saw' there was no use and 
gave up. One was killed. the other 
three are wounded, one only in the arm. 
Ono that, is supposed to be (Ahe, tin* 
vounger. i- wounded badly in the ha ml 
and buck It is thought that one, and 
perhaps two will die ol their wounds. 
(>ne of them inis an old wound in tin* arm. 
and is supposed to have been wounded at 
Xortiilield. (’apt.. Murphy was wounded 
in the side, and (le<>rge Bratfoifs arm 
was scratched, but they air both but 
slight 1\ wmmdcd and will be all rigid. 
Pioneer specials trout Sioux oity say 
thiit the |wo robbers who were cluiseil in 
!bikota were overtaken to tile citi/mns’ 
posse si\ miles abate 1 :mtm: ami the 
robbers when sited turn d and tired, 
wounding one ol the pursuers lim srs and 
then took to the woods ami were again 
lost sight ol. The hunt is being contin- 
ued and it. is thought will certainly end 
in running the bandits down 
(io\ Tillslnirv has telegraphed to local 
otlieers at Madulia to at once send to this 
city the wounded robbers and the hotly ot 
tho dead one. and they will be here to- 
morrow morning Tin* wounded robbers 
have eonlessed to the sin rill having them 
in charge that they are the Younger bro- 
thers. but refuse b give the name of the 
dead eonuade. 
Curious History ol" a Hurgluia 
l ibtm tin* Philadelphia Times. 
It i- about three and a half years since Pri- 
vate Watelimau I >avi*. aid' d by another watch- 
man. early on a bright Sunday morning arrest- 
cd two ol a party "t three nn n who were prow I- 
ing -u-picioir-h 11 »• >1111 lit ( »rn Kxchange Hank, 
a! Sffond aud't 'li. .-tnu! streets. On their per- 
sons were found powder, fu- and a wig and 
moustache, the exact color and cut of the hair 
and moustache ol the m-idc watchman of the 
bank. Within the hank building was found a 
complete set of bank cracksmen's tools, and 
prohahlv the line-t finished ever seen in this 
country, excepting those found with John and 
peter iturns alter the ladurc "t the tainous at- 
tempt on the Southwark Hank. With the tools 
was also found the -lulled figure of a man of 
the height and build of the watchman, and thi- 
it was intended should be ornamented with the 
1 wig and false moustache and pass lor the 
watchman to all peering outsiders, when the 
burglars bad entered tin bank and secured 
him. The presence of tin* tools in all upper 
story of the bank could be explained only upon 
tin? theory that tin* men had an accomplice in 
the building. 
AN OHIO III lUil.AKA 
The prisoners gave the names of Harrison I’, 
drown and Hours \\ illiatn-. I hey were rustl- 
ed through the Quarter Sessions, and were sen- 
tenced each to lour veals’ imprisonment in Ihe 
Eastern Penitentiary. Some time since drown 
was recognized l»v officers from Ohio as Uieh- 
ard Uoe, who had been eouvieteil of breaking 
into the Cadiz Paul., and was sentenced, to 
twenty year-'’ imprisonment. Ainu -crying 
three years of his time in Columbus Peniten- 
tiary Uoe escaped Iroin prison on September 
11, istih. .‘v short time ago P.rown was ufuiti- 
lied as “Dick” McCoy, a fugitive from New 
York State. He was charged with Icing ac- 
cessory to the breaking ot a bank, but man- 
aged to escape before trial. Several months 
ago a near relative ot McCoy’s—he is generally 
known by that nanu—died, h aving him heir 
to $10,000. In consequence of their good be- 
havior the terms of the two burglars were 
shortened six months, and accordingly their 
imprisonment in rihe Eastern Penitentiary ex- 
pired on Thusday night at 12 o’clock. Detain- 
ers had been lodged against McCoy by Hov. 
Hayes, of Ohio, and Hoy. Tildcii, of New 
York, and notwithstanding the appeals ot the 
Irieiids the $10,000 have gained tor him, Mc- 
Coy will go trom a frying-pan into a pan much 
hotter, lor, as he says himself. “The Eastern 
Penitentiary is the tinest prison in the world, 
and the men are treated better there than any- 
where else.” Coming from such a source — 
for McCoy has been in Sing >ing and dolict 
and other well-known prison—this opinion on 
prison matters should carry eousiderahleyveight. 
Hayes'and Tilden’s doetiin aitary tight for the 
convict was decided in favor of the former, as 
his detainer was the tirst lodged. 
SKY ENTKEN YEAUS M< MiK. 
Yesterday morning Captain \\ ood and lie- 
serve officer Uuth escorted McCoy from Cher- 
ry Hill to the Central, Williams having previ- 
ously licen taken away by his wife. After Mc- 
Coy has served his remaining IT years in Co- 
lumbus, New York will wrestle with what re- 
mains of him. My that time he will he 50 years 
old, and his $10,000, if not stolen, will have 
swollen to a fortune of no despicable dimen- 
sions. He will not be taken to Ohio for sev- 
eral days. 
Hell Gate Blown Up. 
The preparations which had been so 
long mid carefully made to remove the 
dangerous reel at the Hell Gate entrance 
to hong island Sound having been com- 
pleted. and the acres ot excavated cav- 
erns charged with live thousands pounds 
of explosives, the whole was successfully 
tired and blown up last Sunday. The fol- 
lowing are the particulars of the explo- 
sion— 
Nj\v Yon;;, Sept. ii-f. To-day was cele- 
brated by a New England easterly rain 
storm and all the discomforts therefrom; 
notwithstanding the fact thousands of peo- 
ple tool; their routes toward llallett’s 
Point, Hell Gate, to be in season to wit- 
ness the grant! explosion promised by 
Gen. Newton. They were not disappoint- 
ed. 
The arrangements under the supervi- 
sion ot that distinguished Army Engineer 
were all completed Saturday night to the 
minutest details. His cautionary advice 
to all interested was rigidly observed, 
such as the vacating of domiciles in close 
contiguity to the reef, and of houses oil a 
considerable distance, while doors and 
windows were left invitingly open for 
sneak thieves in Astoria. The General 
had, however, arranged lor soldiers of the 
Regular Army of United States Marines 
to guard the property, .so that nothing was 
leit to the peculation of thieves. 
Quite a large number of invited guests 
were present on Ward’s Island, which is 
to the northward and eastward of llallett's 
Reef. The high hills on the New York side 
of East River and street and avenues were 
literally black with people, reminding 
people present of the appearance of Get- 
tysburg Heights just before the great bat- 
tle. 
l lie programme ol Gen Newton as to 
the guarding of the river was carried out 
to the letter. Steamboats under his or- 
ders were stationed at points within a ra- 
dius of three-quarters of a mile east and 
west of (lie reef to prevent any vessels 
approaching within tlie supposed danger 
lines. 
There were some two dozen steamers, 
loaded to their guards with people, which 
were within safe sight-seeing distance of 
the doomed reef, while the Government 
scow which has for so many months done 
duty was anchored between Ward’s Island 
and the New York Shore with the family 
ol Gen. Newton and several distinguished 
American and foreign engineers. Army 
and Navy officers and friends. Lining the 
shores were a large number of yachts and 
all kinds of emit imaginable lillen with 
adventurous oarsmen and risky lamilies 
of the traditional New Yorkers who would 
almost welcome eternity if accomplished 
in sensational sight-seeing. There were 
from the stand-point on Ward's Island 
trom 100,000 to 2.10,000 people who await- 
ed the touch of the electric spark. 
At 2.2.1 1’. M. the first warning gun was 
tired and the great crowds began to fully 
realize that the decree of a regular army 
officer of the United States was something 
to be depended on. The second gun re- 
sounded, as was previously announced, 
and it was accompanied by a fresh gust of 
east wind that came from the ocean over- 
looking Long Island with a downfall of 
rain and mist that was uncomfortable in 
the extreme. The great crowds remained 
immovable, only watching more intently 
the bomb-proot and the cotter darn at llal- 
lett’s Point, lest there might be a prema- 
ture explosion and they would not be pre- 
pared. 
At last the third gun resonantly re 
echoed among the islands and sullenly 
lost itself against the easterly gale and 
woods of Long island. Watches were 
immediately in educed and lield and opera 
glass were levelled toward llallett's Point. 
The seconds wore counted. y> went by, 
and several hasty people exclaimed in an 
undertone, “lto too bad for Newton; the 
battery has failed him !” 
Five seconds more elapsed when there 
was a suppressed rumble, an exclamation 
of “there she goes,” “bully lor Newton.” 
and the crowd of gentlemen on Ward's 
Island, headed by Ilis Honor Mayor Wick- 
ham and Police Commissioners paying no 
heed to the ollieious policemen, rapidly 
ten'.1 ‘i'he elevation on Ward's’ Island 
where the spectators were stationed, was 
perhaps some i30 leet above high water 
mark. When the rumble commenced 
there was seen lirst on the centre where 
the heading of the mine was located a 
beautiful white spray that lifted itself in 
the air 1-jo feet in a jet not unlike the 
spray thrown up by a Geyser spring, sup- 
ported on each immediate side by volum- 
inous sprays ol an hundred feet, these 
again llanked by smaller sprays upshoot- 
ing from do down to 10 leet in height. 
The body of water thrown up was very 
heavy, although not apparent at the mo- 
ment extending 800 leet from the shore. 
The area of disturbance extended evi- 
dently over three to live acres of surface, 
and Chat amount of water was lifted bodily 
into the air. The detonation, as heard at 
the distance of bdU yards from which it 
was viewed by the writer, resembled Ihe 
sound of a park ol artillery of six <1 poun- 
ders on a militia training day. It was just 
as Gen. Newton said it would be, and tiie 
l'ears of many that there would lie a 
relluent wave which would be danger- 
ous to those standing within ten feet of 
the surrounding shores were not realized 
in the faintest degree, as the effects were 
not thus discernable at Ward's nor any 
other Island nor on the New York shore. 
Indeed a small dory with two adventurous 
lishermen who slipped the cordon of the 
Government steamers was not half so 
much disturbed as by the swash of a tug 
boat. 
The reverberations, or rattier two re- 
verberations, lor a slighter one from the 
extreme chambers followed the first ex- 
plosion, was felt and heard in this city, 
even to the battery. The subsidence of 
the waters after the explosion showed 
that the cotier dam and its immediate ap- 
purtenances had been entirely destroyed. 
The wharf just above was torn away,”the 
small work-houses in close juxtaposition 
were wrecked—there were two of them— 
and perhaps less than .00 feet ot earth fac- 
ing tlie water were broken away. 
There are several little wooden houses 
within 100 feet of the explosion where the 
windows were not broken, and a lar^e 
jewelry factory less than one-sixteenth ot 
a mile distant, with at least .000 panes of 
glass, had not one window-pane cracked. 
The licet of steamers that with thou- 
sands of crowded humanity went imme- 
diately through the debris that floated on 
the tide was equalled only by the hun 
died of row boats that sped their way to 
the scene in search or dead fish or drift 
wood. The numbers of tisli found were 
ridiculously lew. One of them being cap- 
tured in a stunned condition by tiie police 
which weighed less than four pounds. 
The praise of Major-General Newton is 
upon everybody’s lips, and no man in this 
community is held in higher esteem than 
lie. Everything was accomplished as he 
said it would, and the navigation of Ilell 
Gate hereafter, thanks to him, will be 
probably as safe as the deepest portions of 
Long Island Sound. 
Important Confession From a Repub- 
lican Manager. 
The Cleveland Plaiudealer publishes the 
following letter from the Chairman of the 
State Central Committee of Illinois to Bob 
lngersoll. The original is in the hands of 
the editor of that paper, from whom its 
owner can doubtless obtain it on applica- 
tion : 
Republican State Central Committee, > 
Grand Pacific Hotel, '• 
Chicago, Sept. 14,1S7(>. J 
Col. U. G. Inoersoll : Dear Uni—From 
all 1 can learn from Indiana, the chances to- 
day are decidedly against its. I deem it of the 
utmost importance that you devote to them at 
least thirteen speeches, one (or each district. If 
we gain Indiana our labor is virtually ended. 
The Democracy will conclude that defeat in 
November is inevitable. J fear that you are 
inclined to appropriate too much time to Ohio. 
I see by the Peoria Transcript that you are to 
speak at Indianapolis on Monday next. You 
are also advertised in Ohio for the same day. 
Please telegraph me if yon have an appoint- 
ment at Indianapolis for Monday. If so I will 
meet you there. Respectfully vours, 
A. C. Babcock. 
The Gardiner Reporter says that the ice mer- 
chants along the Kennebec have held two meet- 
ings in that city within the past fortnight, and 
they have voted on each occasion to sell no ieo 
lor less than #5.00 per ton after the date of the 
meeting. 
Tildeu's Taxes. 
All the fuss and furor ot the attack of 
the New York Times on the income re- 
turn of Gov. Tilden vanishes before the 
exhibit made by Judge Sennott. The fol- 
lowing is a synopsis— 
.Judge Sennott says he was in Tilden's law 
office during the whole period covered by the 
allegations of the Times, and was more famil- 
iar than any other person, even Tilden himself, 
with his professional services and the earnings 
of his office, it being Ids duty, among others, to 
keep such record as was preserved, lie de- 
clares the Times's statement false in every im- 
portant particular. He takes up in detail the 
Times's statement '\ liich charges Tilden with 
fraudulently concealing #'Sl,ss2 of his income, 
and declares that the first seven items which 
lie particularizes were mostly lees and mort- 
gage deeds, railroad services, etc., amounting 
to #29,000; no such charges or fees were ever 
made, rendered or collected by Tilden. The 
eighth item for service to the second mortgage 
bondholders of the St. Louis, Alton and Terre 
Haute Railroad Company, #10.000. lie says no 
bill was ever rendered in form as stated by the 
Times, but tiie money was paid for services 
running through live years anterior to 1802. 
Tilden having during that time been counsel 
for the bondholders of the road. No apprecia- 
ble part, if any, oi this item can therefore be 
apportioned to the year is(i2. 
general denial oi the times's story. 
The ninth item, which, with the eighth, fur- 
nish the only basis for the Times’s charges, is 
for services "to the lirst mortgage bondholders 
of the St. Louis, Alton and Terre Haute Rail- 
road Company. The #10,000, lie says, was for 
services rendered in the foreclosure proceed- 
ing* in 1858. 1859, 1800 and 1.801, and a decree 
was rendered in August, 1801. so that no con- 
siderahle part of these services belong to the 
\ ear 1802. The tenth item, for tees during the 
year 1802 from tiie Chicago and Northwestern 
Railroad Company, #22.000, lie pronounces to- 
tally false. Tilden received no compensation 
or fees from that railroad in lso2. Tiie elev- 
enth item, for tee during 1802 from the Toledo 
and Wabash Railroad Company, #15,000, lie 
pronounces false, for the road never was a cli- 
ent of Tilden’s and he never at any time re- 
ceived any fees or rendered any compensation ] 
to that corporation. Regarding the twelfth 
item, for a share of bonds retained for services 
during file year connected with reconstruction 
of 1 he Chicago and Alton Railroad Company, 
#25.000, lie says no bonds were retained or re- 
ceived for such services in Jst>2, nor was so 
large an amount ever received, including ex- 
penses and disbursements. Services were ren- 
dered and no doubt taken into account in com- 
puting the gross earnings of that year. 
ONLY ONE CHARGE CORRECT. 
The thirteenth item for salary as trustee and 
President of the Balance Dock Company, #1000, 
lie says is correct, and is the only one of tiie 
thirteen of which that can lie said. lie also 
savs. regarding the charge that Tilden in tsqg 
received from the St. Louis, Alton and Terre 
Haute Railroad Company $33,000 in lirst mort- 
gage bonds is unqualifiedly false. In conclu- 
sion, lie says: It seems proper to say that the 
return made under oath must he assumed to 
he correct unless it can be shown to be false. 
This attempt lias been made bv the Times, and, 
growing bolder from day to day, it* efforts have 
finally culminated in tiie specification of thir- 
teen "items, twelve of which are wholly or 
mainly fictitious. While the Times was thus 
making excursions into the regions of fiction 
it seems to have found it convenient to over- 
look the possibilities of lawful deductions, 
such as expenses, rent, interest and losses. 
Tiie simple fact i-. the amounts returned were 
the net result of hi* income after taking out 
lawful deductions. For me. it only remains to 
as.-ert that every fact within my knowledge 
confirms the good faith and adequacy of the re- 
turns which were verified by the affidavit of 
one. who, for more than half a generation, had 
lived a life so pure and blameless that the 
breath of calumny had failed to touch him until, 
by the general voice of the great party, lie had 
become their candidate for the highest office in 
the gift of Ihe people. In respect to the allega- 
tion that after two years of income tax Mr. Til- 
den made no return, but ieft that portion of liis 
tax which was in excess of payments for liis 
account made by the corporations whose bonds 
and stocks lie iicld, to be assessed under the 
law by the estimate of public officers, the an- 
swer is simple: the statute gave the tax-payer 
option to take that course, and good and hon- 
orable reasons existed why a scrupulous man 
should accept that option. Mr. Tilden re- 
ceived no favor from the Government olliecs. 
and sought none: lie did nothing hut pay all 
they imposed mi him. Nearly all bis income 
from investments paid tax through the corpo- 
rations whose bonds and stocks lie held, with- 
out allowance for lawful deductions on the res- 
idue. A tier lawful deductions were made lie 
believed at the time instead of paying less that 
lie oftener paid more than would have been the 
result of full, but troublesome accounting. lie 
preferred in that way to be exempted from the 
difficulties incident to attempting the specific 
statement of the affairs in which he was inter- 
ested. and of tiie corporations and business in 
which he was an investor, and also lie exempt- 
ed from the responsibility of adjudicating oil 
facts and Hie law applicable to uncertain and 
fluctuating elements during rapid and violent 
changes of fictitious values. The law was un- 
settled: questions of real difficulty existed; 
Me of a just or safe application, and it was not 
agreeable to make a return on a doubtful or 
disputed theory or in contradiction to even tiu- 
merilorimis claims made in behalf of the Gov- 
ernment. Respectfully yours, 
James ]’. Sknnoiy 
The Yellow Tover. 
Xt.w York, Sept. A Charleston 
despatch says yellow lever is epidemic 
there, and there is a stampede from the 
city. It was brought by the British bark 
Sylph from St. Thomas. I p to yesterday 
there were about twelve eases, six dying. 
To-day six new eases are reported. The 
weather is exceedingly favorable for the 
spread of the plague, and the leading 
physicians advise all unaeclimated per- 
sons to leave the city. Steamers between 
this port and New York are notified that 
they will be quarantined, and refuse to 
sell tickets to passengers. They carry 
full freights, however. 
A Wilmington, X'. C., despatch says no 
vessels south of that port are allowed to 
come there, and ail traders from infected 
cities are stopped three miles from the city 
and thoroughly inspected by the health ot- 
licers. 
An Atlanta, (la., despatch says it is im- 
possible to find a correspondent at Savan- 
nah. but private despatches from there give 
the following gloomy account ot the epi- 
demic and its effects. 
■•there are over 2000 people sick with 
yellow lever at present and ISO new cases 
reported to-day. Besides these, half as 
many more are down with other levers, 
it is estimated that there are only about 
7000 whites and 14.000 negroes in.the city 
at present. The fatality is notably among 
the wealthier classes, latterly. The relict 
committee estimates to-night that the daily 
expenses fertile week "dll be at least 
000 per day, and there is no accrued fund 
to depend upon Over 8,000 people ap- 
plied for relief to day, and the destitution 
is great. The negroes are, without ex- 
ception almost, dependent on benevolent 
societies, and are helped equally with the 
whites. Oilicial calls are made to-day up- 
on other seaport cities for physicians and 
nurses, which will greatly increase the 
expenses.” 
The epidemic in 18.74 ended with a black 
frost, November 10th, ami it is expected 
that the scourge will hardly end much 
sooner this year. 
Contrary to former experience, the fa- 
tality this year increases with the pro- 
gress of the epidemic. Every city and 
township in Georgia has assisted Savan- 
nah to the best of their ability, but the 
matter now has passed beyond local con- 
trol and the State now appeals to the en- 
tire country for aid. 
Reports received here to-day state that 
there are over 000 yellow fever cases in 
Brunswick, in this Stale, which is nearly 
half the population of that town. 
A Mobile despatch says there is no yel- 
low fever there, but the board ot health 
recommend strict quarantine of vessels 
and railway trains from infected places. 
The same precautions have been adopted 
at Norfolk and Portsmouth. 
A Baltimore special says the so called 
“Typho-malaiial” fever there is on the in- 
crease. The gunboat Monongahela is or- 
dered to anchor below that city until the 
epidemic is over. The sum of $14,4UU 
have been raised in New City for Savan- 
nah. 
Waldoboho', Sept. 2(1. Frederic Cast- 
ner, the oldest inhabitant of Waldoboro’, 
died this morning after a few weeks ill- 
ness. Had he lived till December 22, ho 
would have been 97 years old. One sis- 
ter, Mrs. Kuhn, about 90 years of age, 
survives him. Mr. Castncr was born and 
always lived in this town ; has tilled vari- 
ous positions of trust, having been Select- 
man of the town. Director in the Medo- 
mak National Dank, and in the war of 
1812 was an olUcer in the militia that 
went from here to Camden. In former 
years he was one of our most active busi- 
ness men, largely engaged in shipbuild- 
ing and one of our principal merchants. 
Mr. Castner had also been largely inter- 
ested in real estate and had accumulated 
considerable wealth. 
Carlton, Norwood & Co. of liockport, M#., I 
are preparing to build a ship of 2000 tons. 
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Suffering South Carolina. 
The future ot Soufli Carolina is a prob- 
lem that should possess every thoughtful 
mind not only with interest, but fill it with 
anxiety. It is almost incredible that a stale, 
at one time so prosperous and high spirit- 
ed, should lie brought down to the depths 
of poverty and despair. But it is never- 
theless true that such is the ease, and a 
truth disreputable to the country and dis- 
graceful to the party that administers its 
affairs. If not relieved by a change of 
rulers, or through the influences of a con- 
servative national administration, Ileaven 
only knows what may be in store for her. 
An independent newspaper of the north, 
in reviewing the condition of that state 
says that in South Carolina—plundered, 
prostrate South Carolina—the issue is one 
of life and death. No talk there of the 
Missouri Compromise or the terms of 
Lee’s surrender, nor of income returns or 
mileage accounts; no talk even of Tilden 
or llayes. A people for long years depress- 
ed in spirit, stripped of worldly goods by 
thieving officials, ground under the heel 
of ignorance and vice, slandered and vili- 
nt .1'OfUA AluY)°d- 5*’VHAtIP.1 'AttDi 
desperate effort to redeem their State and 
place it once more on the high road to 
prosperity so long by them untrodden. 
“My God,” said General Hampton to the 
correspondent of a republican paper, 
“we cannot stand it! Our subsistence is 
consumed, and the very name of South 
Carolina lias become a by-word and a re- 
proach. We are in the gull' of despair. 
If the Northern people—}es, even the 
Northern Republicans—knew our condi- 
tion ; knew it just as it is; knew how we 
have suffered and how we have been rob- 
bed, their sympathies would he extended 
to us in this struggle. What we want is 
relief from the robbers.” An enthusiasm 
has been born of this desperation, and the 
result is seen in a conservative canvass 
which lias had no parallel in our history, 
unless it be found in the Log Cabin and 
Hard Cider demonstrations of 1840. The 
election is nearly two months away, but 
the camp-fire blazes on every hill. Where 
hundreds came together in former politi- 
cal contests, thousands now gather. Every 
man who can speak is on the stump; clubs 
are active in every township ; torches, fire- 
works, music, Hags and flowers are press- 
ed into service, and the women vie with 
the men in what is termed the patriotic 
revival. A favorite device on the trans- 
parencies tells the story, it is a repre- 
sentation of a female figure bursting asun- 
der her chains, and the legend thereunder 
reads: “The Prostrate State Aroused.” 
The campaign is one ot sentiment, in- 
deed, but of stern reality as well. 
H e have indicated the characteristics of 
the Conservative line of battle. What of 
the array on the other side ? Within the 
last week the frightened robbers, realiz- 
ing the earnestness of their victims, have 
patched a peace among themselves and 
organized as well to defend their booty as 
to perpetuate their power. The Charles- 
ton papers bring full reports of the pro- 
ceedings of the State Republican Conven- 
tion. at which nominations were made in 
opposition to the Reform ticket. It was 
a motley gathering. If there was an hon- 
est man in it lie does not seem to have 
opened his mouth. The leading spirits 
were Elliott, the most corrupt, though, 
perhaps, the ablest, colored man in politi- 
cal litc; Jones, of Georgetown, who sold 
himself thrice in the Republican Conven- 
tion of 1371; Patterson, the purchaser of a 
seat in the United States Senate; Whitte- 
more, the Congressman expelled for ca- 
detship-peddling; Bowen, the bigamist; 
Mobley, the incendiary, and a dozen other 
notorious fellows tarred with the stick of 
corruption. The speeches were marked by 
open assaults upon the integrity of every 
candidate before the convention. One 
man openly declared that if the worst 
man in the party was nominated he would 
vote ior him, and said with glee, “that if 
there was five years of stealing yet left in 
South Carolina he was glad of it, as it 
would serve the Democrats light.” At 
last the charges and counter-charges be- 
came so bitter and disgraceful that the 
convention went into secret session, and 
for nine hours washed their dirty linen 
with closed doors. After such scenes the 
ticket presented was such an one as might 
have been expected of such a body. For 
Governor, they named Chamberlain, who, 
having put his hand to the plow of re- 
form, turned back to get a nomination 
from the men whom he had pihoried as 
the worst that ever cursed a free country ; 
for Treasurer, Cardozo, who escaped im- 
peackment for malfeasance by spending 
the fortune stolen from the State in buy- 
ing his sworn judges; for Attorney Gen- 
eral, Elliott, who was denounced by the 
head of the ticket as a thief, and who in 
turn spent hours in trying to prove to the 
convention that the head of tlie ticket is a 
traitor and a knave. And this is the party 
and the ticket with which Northern peo- 
ple are expected to sympathize, and for 
the success of which Chandler is to send 
his money and Taft his marshals and Cam- 
eron his troops to SBnth Carolina. And 
this is the work for which the New York 
Times thanks God and which it calls a 
victory for reform. Another Hayes organ 
lias said that when the people ot the North 
have to choose between an ex-rebel and 
a thief they will take the thief. We do 
not believe it. The sympathies of ail 
honest people, North or South, must go 
out towards the Conservatives of South 
Carolina in their struggle for honest gov- 
ernment. Shame to lhe party that would 
have it otherwise. 
lion I). A. Wells of Connecticut in his 
address before the social-science conven- 
tion at Saratoga, directed attention to the 
discouraging results of the efforts made 
of late years to reform administration and 
frugalize expenditures. In 1 ST 1 the peo- 
ple ot New York city by a violent effort 
overthrew the Tweed ring, and thereby 
treed themselves, as they thought, from 
municipal corruption. Yet, the debt oi 
the city, which was thou @82,000,000, has 
since grown to @110,000,000, and the 
taxes, which in 1871 were @22 on the 
@1,000, have been increased to @28 per 
@1,000. Since the close of the late war 
we have expended on our navy §280,000,- 
000, and by general consent have little to 
show lor it, and no use for the show, if 
we had it. In the same time we have ex- 
pended @30,000,000 on fortifications, and 
j yet have no fortification ot any practical 
value in the way of defence. This large 
and useless waste oi money that might 
have been left to fructify in the pockets of 
the people furnishes a partial explanation 
of tile hard times now complained of. The 
remedy for it, says Mr. Wells, is simple: 
“There lias got to be an entire and radi- 
cal change in the entire fiscal policy of 
this nation—a change acceded to voluri- 
; tarily and intelligently, or l'ofccd upon us 
; through further hard and costly experi- 
| cnee. To begin with, there has got to lie 
! a great and speedy reduction in all public 
expenditures—federal, state and municip- 
al. The public hand can no longer with 
safety take through direct and indirect 
taxation from the private pocket so large 
a proportion of individual earnings as for 
the last ten years it lias done, and even 
now continues to do.” In oilier words, 
we have got to do that which the Repub- 
lican party says we shall not do—retrench. 
Mr. Courtland Boynton recently raised a 
Hayes and Wheeler flag in Tilton, X II. The 
owner of tlie house, Mr. Perkins, a Democrat, 
served his tenant with a writ of ejectment, and 
rather than take down the Hayes and Wheeler 
hag Mr. Boy nton and Ids family were obliged 
to move. [Bangor Whig. 
I!' the above is true, Mr. Boynton acted 
loolislily. When Maine went, hell bent” 
the other day. Cates & Stickney, who oc- 
cupy one of the stores under our oilico and 
are misguided Republicans, tilled their 
windows full of candles and things. We 
should have much rather seen there “the 
light of other days,” that guided the De- 
mocracy to victory—but there would have 
been no use in making a luss about what 
gou,h.1nIf..he.}1 c 1 o!id „1,W.l|,<,u..\yfj,jeiyyt <tw 
going to ask lor the loan of those win- 
dows, in onler to preserve the symmetry 
of our illumination 
Ex-Senator Bayard, in a speech in New 
Jersey the other day. brought out a fact 
that should be impressed upon the people 
who are trying to make a conquered pro- 
vince oi the South. It costs money to 
carry on this Government. Of the leve- 
nue paid in to the support ol the Govern- 
ment all New England pays $3,000,000 
per year, and the Southern States $20,- 
000,000. 
A leading democrat in West Waterville, who 
is a Trial Justice, made this coarse ar.d horri- 
ble remark, in town meeting, on tlie day of tlie 
annual election. He said: “I wouldn't believe 
a (Urnlnril I 7iristi<(n under oalii!” [Kennebec 
Journal. 
We fear that this is only another in- 
stance oi the bad example set by the in- 
liilel Boh Ingersoll. “The evil that men 
do lives after” they have left the state. 
Many years ago the eminent astrono- 
mer Leverrier predicted that a new planet 
would be discovered within the orbit ot 
Mercury, and consequently nearer to the 
sun. Recently the stranger lias been seen 
passing across the face of the sun. Being 
so close to the great forge lire, he is called 
Vulcan. 
The conviction of the Mormon apostiu, 
John 1). Lee, of murder for his part in 
the horrible Mountain Meadow massacre, 
is tardy but just. Twenty-live years have 
not effaced the memory of that shocking 
crime, and the gallows will be only a fit- 
ting expiation. 
There is to be an excursion to the Cen- 
tennial over the Maine Central and East- 
ern roads and by the Fall River boats, to 
be called the ‘•Farmers’ excursion," but 
open to all. it will leave October do. 
Tickets from Belfast, $10.50. 
The death of James W. Bradbury, Jr., 
at Augusta, is a sad loss to the family of 
his father, lion. James W. Bradbury, and 
to the community. The deceased was a 
young man of talents and culture, and 
held the important position of E. S. Com- 
missioner. 
While ISob ingersoll was thrashing 
about on a platform in Ohio, a letter fell 
from his pocket, and was conveyed to the 
Democrats. It tells a very touching story 
of Republican despair. We print it in 
another column. 
In Windham County, Vermont, Mrs. 
Snow was thrown trora a carriage and 
severely hurt. Her drunken husband was 
driving at the time. She brought a suit 
against the man who sold him the rum, 
and recovered SI,800. 
Tilton says he stepped on a nutshell 
and tumbled into that lady’s berth. We 
have always thought, since reading his 
novel entitled “Tempest Tossed,” that 
Theodore couldn’t invent things with 
much show of probability. 
Wo introduce to our readers this week, 
ns Centennial correspondent, the charm- 
ing and witty Anna S. I lusted, who will 
furnish a weekly letter until the Exposi- 
tion closes on the 10th of November. 
It wasn’t the llowery eloquence of Elaine, 
Ingersoll and Kasson that made the Repub- 
lican gain in this city. It was the floury 
eloquence that was sent round in grocery 
wagons to the doors of sundry voters next 
day. 
Marine Mistakes. 
For the past live or six years the great- 
er proportion of vessels built in this state 
have been three-masted schooners, both 
single and double decked. bat led to 
partiality for vessels of this class was un- 
doubtedly the almost fabulous rates paid 
on hard pine to Northern markets during 
a portion of the time, and their special 
fitness lor such business. As rates have 
gradually declined and the vessels have 
been driven to seek other channels of 
trade, their great disadvantages as car- 
riers and sailers have been very apparent. 
For foreign business, tiie West indies ex- 
cepted, they are totally untit. Single- 
decked three masters have, as a rule, 
made failures, financially, in nearly every 
attempt to tind business on the other side 
of the ocean. Those with two decks are 
more suited to every kind of general busi- 
ness, but the many faults ot their rig Will 
probably render the number built in the 
next few years, very small. The supe- 
riority of tin; balk or barkentine is too 
plain to be dwelt upon at length. This 
rig admits vessels to business lioin which 
the other would debar them, and the wear 
of sails is very much less. A bark of 800 
ton would be worth in the New York 
market, say £10,000; a schooner ol the 
same size—and many of this tonnage and 
larger, have been built of late—would 
bring hardly $:!0,000. There isn't one half 
this dilVcrence in their cost, which shows 
conclusive!) how they are regarded as 
investments In this connection it will 
be well to mention that the owners of 
schooner .John (.'. Smith of this port have 
made arrangements to change her rig to 
that cd a barkentine. besides raising the 
deck. They have perceived the disadvan- 
tages and financial loss resulting from 
placing a three masted schooner in the 
foreign trade; hence the change. 
The accounts from the fever stricken 
region ot Georgia reveal a sad state ol 
things. In Brunswick half the inhabitants 
are sick, and the remainder in danger of 
starvation. The suffering is fearful. It is 
haul to say where the ravages of lever 
may stop, as nothing but a frost can stay 
it. 
I>r. Muhlenberg', the author of the beautiful 
hymn. "1 would not live alway.” was present- 
ed with a purse of §20 000 by his friends on his 
slst birthday, recently. 
The old chap hangs on well, for one so 
ready to go. These poets are contradic- 
tory fellows. It is said that the author ot 
“Sweet Home” never had a home himself. 
Some “unco guid” people in New York 
remonstrated against the tiring ot the Hell 
Gate mine on Sunday, just as though it 
wasn't proper to aid the pulpit with nitro 
glycerine. 
The Xew York World has traced out 
Boh lngersoll’s genealogy and linds that 
he is a lineal descendant of the fool who 
said in his heart, “There is no God.” 
Clapp, the government printer, has come 
out for Hayes, and the Detroit Free Press 
suggests that “he would he an awful lone- 
some thief it lie hadn't.” 
File Minnesota lolks settled the account 
with those bank robbers in a very speedy 
and satisfactory way. See report on the 
outside of this paper. 
Out West, while a profane man was 
committing blasphemy, he was struck 
dead by lightning. rutortunateiy, lie 
wasn't Bob Ingersdl 
liR! Itepuuiie.msoi ivasson s district de- 
cline lo renominate him They want a 
man that has a skin and Hewitt took 
Masson's olf. 
Indiana and Ohio are. looking first rate, 
and the Democratic roosters are getting 
ready to greet the risen sun. 
Gox-. T?.lue2i at the Centennial. 
September if 1st was the day for the New 
lorkers, headed by their state authorities, 
to gather at the Centennial. i he follow- 
big is an account ot the reception given 
to Gov. Tihlen on that occasion— 
The number of New York visitors is va- 
riously estimated at from ”.>,000 to bO.OOO. 
1 he total number of visitors was l”;i,U00, 
a larger number than ever before attend? 
ed any international exhibition on one 
day. Gov. Tihlen was the lion of the day, and the State headquarters were thronged ail day by people who were anxious to 
shake hands with “the next President.” 
That place seemed to be the centre of at- 
traction to every one. and anxious in- 
quiries were made constantly and on all hands as to where Gov. Tihlen was, when 
he would come, il he would speak, ami where and w'heu. the interest evinced in 
the movements ol the Governor was cer- 
tainly deeper and more universal than 
that which generally attends the actions 
of lire Chief Executive of a State. Pre- 
cisely at, 1 o'clock the Centennial Hand on 
the veranda of the New York building struck up a march as the signal for Gov? 
Tihlen's approach, and soon afterward 
His Excellency's coach appeared in the 
winding avenue leading to the huildinf. 
Cheer alter cheer arose as the Governor, 
bowing and smiling, walked up the path- 
way, leaning on the arm of Mr. lluvome- 
yer. The air was rent with wild cheers 
and hurrahs, men applauded, little chil- 
dren clapped their hands and women wav- 
ed their handkerchiefs 1'he Governor 
modestly bowed his acknowledgments ami 
entered the public parlor, where forever 
two hours a continuous stream of people 
poured in ami shook hands with the next 
President ot the United States. Not only the citizens ot New York, but hosts of 
others pushed their way m, and one gen- 
tleman from Ohio remarked to a New 
Yorker: “i must shake too ; lor if lie is 
your Governor now lie will lie our Presi- 
dent before long.” The remark was caught 
by file throng and met witli a hearty're- 
sponse and the unanimous comment of 
“That's so.” A pretty young lady came 
up, shook hands and said, “1 am for Til- 
den, Governor, and if 1 cannot vote for 
you myself, I can get others to." This 
remark was greeted with loud applause and cheering, and the Governor laughed 
heartily, causing an old lady to remark, 
"What a jolly old gentleman he is.” After 
the lapse of half an hour it was touiid 
that, to receive the increasing mass ol 
people on the outside, who were then be- 
ing admitted through the front entrance 
at the rate of twenty per minute, would 
require the time allotted to the ceremony 
to lie extended many hours. 'The Gov- 
rnor, descending to the lower portico, 
was then presented to the assemblage ami 
spoke as follows: 
Ladies and Gentlemen—My right arm is 
not wearied with the hearty grasp of the thou- 
sands who have seized it with Hie force of a 
single shake. 
A Voice—There are 40,000 here who can’t 
get in. 
Gov. Tiklen — But your Committee have 
warned me that the ceremony could not possi- 
bly helirought within the time allotted to them, 
and have therefore instructed me to make my 
acknowledgments to you cu masse. Ladies and 
Gentlemen, I tender you my cordial salutation, 
one and all. I have come here to-day lo per- 
form an official duly—lo put the moral power 
and tlie official authority of the great State of 
Nmv York by the side of Pennsylvania, to tes- 
tily our appreciation and our sympathy. In 
behalf of live millions of people I thank you for your kind attendance, and X thank you for 
your expressions of respect; and tendering you 
mv cordial and complete salutation, one and all, 
I bid you adieu. 
The Governor then withdrew amid the 
cheers of the vast assemblage and pro- 
ceeded to make a tour of the grounds, 
llis walk was a perfect ovation, the pop- 
ulace choering vociferously wherever ho 
appeared. 
Centonninl Notes. 
Correspondence of tlic Journal. 
Philadelphia, Sept. 22d. 
Yesterday was the day of days at the Centen- 
nial grounds so far as numbers were concerned. 
One hundred and fourteen thousand people 
passed through the turnstiles on their own 
pegs, while the legion of cloaked and eaped ba- 
bies, had they been counted, would have rolled 
up at least a thousand more. New Yorkers, 
who turned up their Knickerbocker noses in 
contempt and didn’t think the show would 
amount to much anyway, have found their cu- 
riosity greatly excited, and over they come by 
every train in eager crowds. To-day Gov. Til- 
den is to receive at the State Building. Thirty- 
six trains left New York this morning with sev- 
enteen cars each, and every one was crammed 
to overflowing! Metropolitan policemen are 
so plenty that one wonders who is left to pro- 
tect (be city. Pat has brought “Bridget and the 
children sliure;” Hans lias his smiling frail and 
all the little flaxen-haired crowd who make bis 
home bis kingdom, while the children of Israel 
are countless. And it is quite as amusing to 
watch the revelation of individual characteris- 
tics as to gaze at the treasures brought from 
afar. The expensive restaurants arc not in fa- 
vor to-day, but round the stands where fruit 
and light eatables are dispensed you may see 
some tunny sights. The TroU Frures Co/e, 
relying upon a Parisian reputation, charges 
enormous prices; but close by it a huckster 
drives an equally thriving trade, where hun- 
gry humanity regales itself after its own fash- 
ion. One man had half a watermelon whose 
diameter was at least fourteen inches. He sat 
down carefully, gazed at the rose-colored 
temptation affectionately, smacked his lips 
while he thoughtfully wiped aliuge clasp knife 
on his pantaloons, and then “waded in."’ 1 
know that's slang, but no other expression de- 
scribes his action. It didn't seem possible that 
be could eat it all, but lie did, and then be held 
the great vacant rind as if reluctant to part with 
it. Pinully, remembering that 
‘•’Tis bettor to have loved and lost. 
Than never to have loved at ali,*’ 
he threw it away, licked the Inst, lingering drop 
from his knife, heavuc .1 a sigh and moved on. 
Three men met me; each had n piece of the 
same enticing fruit, and one had buried his en- 
tire countenance in the crimson pulp, gnawing 
out huge mouthfuls with disgusting gusto, 
while the others were putting into equally cav- 
ernous receptacles such great pieces that you 
wondered how they did it. People who take 
their own luncheon are wise in their genera- 
tion: but it is comical to see an army of jaws 
all at work in as perfect unison as if some in- 
visible Corliss engine furnished the motive 
power at so many strol.es per minute. 
Tim I.AUUKST OPAL IN Till: WOULD. 
1 had heard of this great gem, so I bent my 
steps toward the Austrian section, when- I 
found it lying, as so royal a stone ought, on a 
little throne of purple velvet, i is about three 
inches long and nearly two inches wide; hut 
its marvellous beauty failed to impress me with 
any desire to oiler its owner the $2:!,0UU at 
which he values it. A hit of opal set with 
gleaming diamonds, disclosing its evanescent 
flames that come and go with every changing 
light, has Us own fascinating charm, but here 
where you may see the lambent colors quietly 
lying at rest in such a mass,the spell is broken. 
There is no other jewel about which so much 
superstition exists. Stones of fate and despair, 
they are often deemed; stones of lore and 
hope, they hare been called. An old rhyme 
runs that where given as a love token the gem 
is 
"Ilt'it while he loves—a crimson red, 
And when he loves not, pale and blue." 
So the maiden would watch the ring with heat- 
ing heart. Mrs. Jewel! lias a beautiful set, en- 
circled with diamonds, and one evening last 
winter, repeating the old woman’s fable that 
they were unlucky. I said, "IIow dare you 
wear them?’’ She iaugheil lightly, looking 
round her elegant parlors, then up at the por- 
trait of her handsome husband, and declared 
that opals had brought her no disaster; site 
had worn them for years, and loved them for 
their changeful glory. 1 confess her assertion 
went far to shake my own sneaking supersti- 
tion: but I think that Homan Senator who vol- 
untarily endured exile rather than yield his 
opal to Mark Antony was quite as much of an 
worn ihe toga of political distinction. 
Having moralized to this extent, let me add 
a droll commentary on all such pomps md 
vanities which was perpetrated the other day 
in the pavilion of Slarr and Marcus. A Puri- 
tanical individual rustled in, lending bv the 
hand a half grown lad, whom lie was pulling 
through the exhibition at such sliced that the 
poor child's mind must have been gasping for 
mental breath. The case of exquisite cameos 
only held liis attention an instant. He plucked 
an attendant by the sleeve exclaiming "Where 
is them diamonds?” He was courteously shown 
to the far famed necklace whoso links of living 
light dazzle the eye. "Humph!” he growled, 
“How milch is that tiling worth?” “fifty 
thousand dollars, sir!” Von ought to have 
•seen the holy horror in his face! His skinny 
linger pointed viciously toward the flashing 
stones and in solemn tones he preached a short 
sermon to his hoy—“Look there my son! Look! 
fifty thousand dollars for them hits of stones! 
Money enough to keep a hundred home mis- 
sionaries comfoitable. Folks that spend money 
on such tilings won’t nccer get to heaven! 
Come along!" and lie jerked the poor child 
away with vindictive violence. 
SOMETHING CUTE. 
i;very day [ am linding sofnething which has 
hitherto escaped my glance, and this morning 
noting a bright faced lady explaining some bit of 
furniture I drew near “for to see." It was a 
game table. When not in use, its legs could be 
as neatly folded away as those of any eat, or if 
allowed still to be a table its pretty top was as 
innocent a surface as ii “chips,” or dice, or 
cards had never touched it. On the under side, 
sliding nicely in and out of its grooves, one 
finds an inlaid back-gammon and draught 
board; a criblmge hoard with its pegs has its 
niche; a little drawer holds the checkers and 
chess-men; another keeps dice-boxes, cards 
and, “chips” in sacred seclusion till called for, 
and when one's apartments are limited or a 
visiting mother-in-law objects to games, the iu- 
v» nlion becomes valuable. 
The next folding arrangement was something 
so simple yet so valuable that I wonder every 
household does not possess one. It was a foul- 
ing bed. The gorgeous tilings resembling cabi- 
nets. side-boards and ward-robes are all very 
well; only you see, it isn't the thing for either 
health or neatness to shut up in a close box the 
bed and bedding which is yet warm from use. 
This Doremus lounge looks only like a roomy 
comfortable sofa whose hack is as amply cush- 
ioned as the seat. At a touch that same hack 
gracefully drops down to a bed level, showing a 
double mattrass, soft and springy as one could 
wish. Another touch and the end is raised at 
a slight angle, while lifting the front discloses a 
place for blankets and sheets where the air may 
reach them with the utmost freedom. The 
mattrass making the back and seat of the sofa 
is never shut up, and the whole filing is admir- 
able in every way. The prices range from $35 
up to #150. 
I'HOM Till; GROUNDS TO T1IE THEATERS. 
One would imagine that after tlie fatigue and 
confusion of a day at the exposition farther ex- 
ertion would be altogether intolerable; but this 
cyer-lasting Yankee nation is as tireless as the 
cork leg of the Rotterdam merchant, so the 
streets in the evening are thronged with hurry- 
ing crowds who cram every place of amuse- 
ment. Strakoseh is giving a taste of Italian 
opera in its worst phase, for the prompter does 
the greater part of the work. “Our Roys” is 
running still at the Chestnut street theater; 
that abominable mass of stuff called “The Two 
Orphans” has its admirers at the Museum; and 
at the Walnut that really good drama of liori- 
cicault’s “The Shaughraun” is receiving the 
emphatic endorsement it deserves. I can’t see 
why Roricicault’s “Conn” should not be as 
famous and immortal as “Lord Dundreary.” 
“Conn” is infinitely wittier; the situations are 
more novel; the acting more spirited and the 
scenic effects superb. The author himself takes 
tlie hero’s part. As a school girl would say 
“He is just splendid.” Lazy and thriftless; 
quite too fond of his potteeu and his pipe; an 
incorrigible poacher and daring vagabond. 
That is one summing up of the Shaughraun, 
but he has another side. His nature is loyal to 
the heart’s core; he loves warmly and gener- 
ously; he is busy devising schemes for the 
rescue of his beloved young master; yet 
all the time so full of rollicking fun that you 
would never guess he had a serious thought. 
Conn is delirious. His dog Tatters, though not 
brought upon the stage, seems as real a person- 
sonage as Rip Vail Winkle’s Schneider, and 
nothing brings down the house more effectu- 
ally than when Conn is asked why Tatters did- 
n’t hark at some scoundrel intruder. “Shure 
an how could the haste whin he had that 
(showing a piece of cloth) in his mouth, an its 
the sate of the villain's breeches The wake 
scene is too good for anything! <) dear! my 
side aches yet from the laughter I could not 
help. While his sorrowing mother has gone 
for the “keener*,” Conn cautiously opens the 
cabin shutter and holds a nice confab with his 
friends, till recollecting himself, he exclaims 
with an overwhelming wink, “Rut I’m dead, 
I am; shure ttiey says dead men tells no Odes, 
an here he I a takin away the character of the 
whole corporation! It ud be a sin to spoil the 
wake!” So back lie goes, leaving us in spasms. 
There isn’t an objectionable thing about it: it 
is the purest, most delightful fun in the world, 
and you will he on better terms with yourself 
and nil your neighbors for a week if you see it. 
Pnil.AllFI.PHIA’* Mil.I.ION 
is within her gates. Her last census gave her 
840,000. Mow there are more than “00,utlo \is- 
itors here. Just think of it. One fortieth of 
the population of our whole country ! A mil- 
lion mouths to he tilled three times a day ! 
Goodness! I'm glad I don’t have 10 wash tin 
dishes or do the cooking. anna s. ii-. 
Generalities. 
Portland lias raised SI,200 for the Savannah 
sufferers. 
The citizens of Muehias are building a tine 
trotting park. 
New Hampshire has thirty thousand farm-, 
two thousand of which are deserted. 
The Newfoundland li-heries are below last 
year's in quality, but prices are better. 
During the la.-t thirteen year- the donation- 
to Dartmouth College amounted to sm **0,000. 
The N. Y. Chamber of Commerce has thu- 
far collected over $10,000 for the Savannah suf- 
ferers. 
The little daughter of Gen. Newton applied 
the key which caused the great explosion on 
Sunday. 
The Governor of Texas weighs ;»so pounds. 
When he tints his foot on a measure, it is never 
heard of again. 
A party of fifteen persons left Piscataquis 
County this week for Calilomia, where they 
intend residing. 
Dogs destroyed twenty-four sheep out of a 
flock of seventy-live in a West. Springfield 
(Vt.) pasture, Thursday night. 
Lord Palmerston once said, speaking of the 
Turks: “What energy can be expected of a 
people with no heels to their shoes?**’ 
The special train for the Centennial over the 
Pastern road Monday, took ten ear loads of ex- 
cursionists from different parts of Maine. 
The largest sea-turtle ever seen on the north- 
ern coast has just been caught in the Vineyard 
Sound near Wood's Hole. It weighs boo lbs. 
The schooner Trade Wind, < irav, from Rock- 
land, Isaac Stillwell pilot, was the first vessel 
to pass through Hell Hate after the explosion. 
das. Ford, keeping company with Benjamin 
Itiggin’s daughter, in Otislield, Md., lmd trouble 
with the o.d gentleman, who shot him fatally. 
There is a great deal of new interest in Wash- 
ington county respecting the proposed Shore 
nine railroad. It looks as if the people meant 
business. 
A gentleman and bis daughter got. lost on 
Mount Washington recently, and spent tie- 
night in a cave. They were glad when it was 
morning. 
By the fall of a scaffolding in Brooklyn, two 
brothers, Joseph and 'Terence "inith, painters, 
were fatally injured. One was impaled on an 
iron fence. 
The yellow fever 1ms been steadily on the in- 
crease in Savannah, and there is a great deal of 
suffering, especially among the poorer clashes 
of the population. 
Dangerous lloods are reported in the forest 
regions of Pennsylvania. Several dwellings 
have been swept awav and twenty-five person* 
have been drowned. 
Up at Burlington, N't., the revenue ollieers 
have been selling lots ot forfeited goods, sin*h 
as jewelry, silks, and even liquor-. Smuggling 
is still one of the arts. 
A horse employed in hoi-ting mackerel on 
Portland Pier fell into the dock, -warn round 
to the steps, walked up and in a few minute- 
was ready for work again. 
ing that "Reform has bin runnitP in di- coun- 
try e\'*r since de w;i’, and In- never bin ’lected 
yet. 'l ime he .-top runuitr.’' 
The Minnesota grasshoppers have gotten as 
far east as Indianapolis where they are eating 
up the crops and laying eggs, in preparation 
for a vigorous campaign next year. 
The venerable ex-Chief Justice Shepley of 
Portland, who N now s7 years of age, i- -till in 
excellent health, and retains his mental and 
physical powers to an unusual degree. 
Two Fitchburg children played fish, one of 
them putting the hook in his mouth, while tin* 
would-be angler reeled in the line. Three doc- 
tors were one hour cutting that book loo-e. 
While six Swedish laborers were at work at 
the bottom of a shaft in an old iron mine, near 
Brewster s, X. Y., a large mass of overhang- 
ing rock, falling MO feet, crushed them all to 
death. 
Here’s another ease of intimidation in the 
South! The president of the Hayes and Whet i- 
cr Club at Hertford, X. U., has been indicted 
for larcenv and put in jail. jXew York ex- 
press. 
Quite a large number of persons are sick in 
Xew York and in Brooklyn with what is known 
as the Centennial malaria, which has attacked 
them after their return from the Philadelphia 
exhibition. 
Theodore Tilton is iu another scrape. By 
mistake, as he says, lie got into a wrong berth 
on a sleeping ear, and an enraged husband 
tried to pummel him. but he escaped to the 
smoking car. 
Mr. John Walter, the proprietor and editor 
of the London Times, is now in this country. 
The Times was established h.v his grandfather, 
more than a century ago, and has grown to he 
a power in the world. 
< 'apt. .Johnson, who made the voyage across 
the Atlantic: in the dory Centennial, -avs noth- 
ing on earth would tempt him to repeat -u<-h a 
voyage, lie and his craft are being exhibited 
; in Liverpool at sixpence admission. 
A treasure in gold dust and slims, worth half 
a million dollar.-, has been dim out *>l a cellar 
in San Jose, Cal. Ii was doubth-s hidden by 
Mine. Bernal, the grandmother of the present 
owner of the ranch, in pre-annexation days. 
A girl in Portland was stopped in the street 
carl.\ Tuesday evening, by an unknown man, 
robbed of her ear jewels, linger ring, portmon- 
naie containing live dollars, and hardest of all, 
even her false back hair was torn from In■ r 
head. 
Extract from a private letter from a New 
Orleans merchant: “The city will give is.out) 
majority for Tilden, and they expect 20,000 
majority in the State. Twelve hundred torches 
and uniforms have been sent to Bayou Sara for 
negroes who have formed Tilden clul»s.” 
The Journal says that eels—bushels of 'em— 
clogged lip the driving wheel of the Hallowed 
wire work, Tuesday. After stopping the mill, 
and after hours of labor and the destruction of 
hundreds of eels, the wheel was linally cleared 
and the machinery once again set in motion. 
Mr. Fred Delaney and another young man 
from Portland, were gunning in Falmouth, Sun- 
day, when by the accidental discharge of a gun, 
Delaney was severely shot in the thigh. His 
companion and just loaded bis gun with To line 
shot, and had put the cap on when it was dis- 
charged. 
George Morgan of Manchester, X. 11., a young 
mail about eighteen years old, while gunning 
Saturday attempted to kill a snake by striking 
with his gun. The gun was discharged and 
the charge entered his leg above the knee, in- 
flicting a painful though it is hoped not a seri- 
ous wound. 
Mr. Bnrzilhi Garnett, his wife ami olio son, of 
Bath, have died of small pox. The disease was 
contracted on the cars going to Aroostook, Mr. 
Garnett ana his wife showing attentions to a 
man and woman who were ill. Mr. G. died in 
Aroostook, his widow in Hath and the son in 
Woolwich. 
An old, unmarried gentleman, living on 
Shaving street, Boston, was aggravated by 
lawless roughs, on Sunday, and while they 
were endeavoring to break into his house he 
tired a shot from a revolver through the door, 
severely wounding one of the gang named Pat- 
rick Duff, who it is thought will die. 
The News says that with one exception, Dea. 
George Allen, cashier of the Medomak Bank 
of Waldoboro, has not been absent from his 
post tor twenty-live years. With the single 
absence of a week about five years ago, he has 
slept in his own house every night for more 
than a quarter of a century. 
George Winthrop made an ascension in a hot- 
air balloon at Paxton, 111., and at an altitude of 
500 feet the balloon burst with a loud report 
anti began to descend rapidly. The wreck 
formed a parachute and checked the rapidity of 
the descent for a short time, but when about 
300 feet high a collapse occurred. The man 
shot rapidly earthward, driving his legs into 
the ground up to his knees. His forehead was 
cut open and his nose broken by the basket 
falling on him. His back is badly hurt, and it 
is thought that he received sover'o internal in- 
juries, which will prove fatal. He was aiive at 
last accounts. 
Nows of the City and County. 
Have you got that stove setup? Anil if set up, 
is it polished? 
Considerable repairing of vessels is going on about 
the wharves now. 
F. W. Berry has bought the Jesse Bobbins farm 
in this city, for $1,500. 
The northern lights begin to glow on the horizon 
at evening. Winter is coming. 
Autumn leaves are now much sought after by tin 
ladies. They make very pretty ornaments. 
Two yards of red ribbon to streum from her hat i- 
now a necessity of the young lady’s existence. 
High street, from Moody’s corner toward the 
l’henix House, has received a coating of gravel. 
The fall style of hat is to be bell crowned. V<> 
can hunt up your grandfather’s, in the attic, and !><■ 
right in style. 
The Maine Central railroad company is now is.-u 
ing centennial tickets from this city for $18.50 tor 
the round t«ip. 
The practice of stealing horses for midnight riue, 
and returning the team before daylight, is still pr.i 
ticed in the suburbs. 
Hie maples are blazing out in their autumn.il 
colors—as the poet says, tossing their blocdy arm, 
upon the frosty air." 
I he monument on Steele’s hedge, in our bay, h 
in bad condition, and liable to be overthrown bv th« 
heavy ice of a cold winter. 
It is it ported that additional security is now ut 
for«led against «• cape at the Belfast jail. The dm >- 
are bolted with boiled carrots. 
The minstrel concert by Duprez .Sc Benedi.t 
troupe, on Ihursday evening, wa** one of the '*• -• 
of til-- kind ver giv mi in thfs city 
! he carpenter’s gang of the Maine Central rai 
roail company is in this city, laying new platform- 
at the passenger station and freight house. 
Fall cleaning is now coming on, and carpets a-l-e 
thti lines and front fences. Hcntleinen, this D 
excellent opportunity to i-it the Ontennia1. 
Happy is the man who l"d,s for his thick m 
coat, and finds that hi-* wife hasn’t traded it oil' tlur 
ing the sun me >r a c >l"gn«- bottle am! a fruit di.-i. 
A little1 boy, son ».t ’A id**w rdton >, <*t l'uh rim., 
was drowned in Branch Mill- pond, on 1'umday. 1! 
was out in about. It :s supposed lit became alum 
d and .jumped out. 
Mr. and Mrs. il X. Lancaster arrived horn- on 
Friday, after a year’s absence in California. 1: ■ 
gi\ e glowing accounts of their trip, and the i Jim 
and wonderful resources of the l’ucitio coast. 
A jail fever, which is supposed to have r* -u 1 
front over-crowding, has broken out in the gem- 
penitentiary at Kingston. telegraph. 
l liere is no trouble of that kind in the Belfast 
“Our (leorgo,” whose racy pen often adds ay 
thing to the Belfast .Journal, was in town last Sat.. 
Hh other name is ROiimby, and you” fed 
tickle creep all over you before talking with him 
teen minutes. Har’dimr Reporter. 
• Hi* Democrat who piloted the Radical camps 
ers to Kllswortli, alluded to in the last Journal 
not receiving his pay, has since got a check tor tt 
amount, lie hasn't auv better opinion ol* the crow 
however. 
Sonic uf our amateur local riflemen are pretty g 
shut*, one day recently Frank Follett killed t-\ 
large loons oil' the Battery at a distance of ”00 yar< 
lie filed three times, missing the first, and k;’ 
one on each oi’ tin other shots. 
Among the wounded at the recent explore 
the Warren Powder Mills was Hilbert M. Hart 
Lincolnviile, who had been employed but a da 
two. He has he -n taken to his home, and is so 
riously burned that his recovery is doubtful. 
The old man lioothby, of Freedom, who recent 
attempted suicide by cutting his throat with u r*u u- 
has since died, lie would not allow the woun I 
heal, but tore it open at every opportunity. He wn 
made partially insane by the loss of property at v 
lute conflagration in thin town. 
The horse of n Mr. I’uul. fastened in front of < 
burn’s store, oil Friday, pulled up Hie post unu 
down Main street, swinging it like n war club, 
dragging the wagon furiously at hi- le els. He in 
stopped by coining in contact with another wugm 
which was partially demolished. 
An old line Democrat, writing a busini-s letu p 
this office, says he i- resigned to tin- result ot 
.Maim-election, a lo- lms an abiding tru-t that 1 
i.lence wj.ll put an end eventually to administrat 
ini-jiiities, and adds “l.od moves in .1 mysteri 
way His wonders to perforin." 
A. liurgess ha- at his hardware store a h. 
shoe that is much worn, which measures eight i; 
a half inches from heel to toe, ight inches acr 
ami weighs four and a half pounds. 1; ••anie tr>>;; 
cargo of import' d scrap iron, and wa- double 
worn by one of tie- enormous F.nglDli dray hor- 
lJecent tires indicate that the ii. -mliarii 
formerly operated in the business portion •*! tin 
lire.s to barns, \-e Tin* v igilance of tin- night vvat 
no iloubt has something to do with the chum 
Now the ■pies:ion i- how to stop tin bain ben 
Fiitt;. fhe barn oil l.incolnville avenue, tiea; 
Muck i’omi, owned by li' uben Sibby, was '•utir* 
consumed by lire, together with its contents u 
and farming implements, early on Friday morn. .. 
last. The barn stood in the Held away from 
buildings, and must have been lired by in imi 
diarv. 1 u<ured for stoo. 
Jiy a recent sale of one hundred cheeses at 
cents per pound, the Waldo cheese factory has !<• 
entirely cleared of that commodity. fhe fact >. 
lias been in charge of la my Harm** of that towi 
who has been educated in tie- bti-ines> at that 
tory, and makes an excellent <piali’ v of clicev 
the high wholesale price -how-. A less >piai.'i 
has been made than last year. 
Joseph Harwell, I.-j., who has been an act-' 
business man of Koekland for 41 years, has pc 
chased a tarm in l nity, and will remove to t 
town, flie farm bought i- the on'- on which M 
Harwell lived when a bey; was taken up 1 hi 
ther rn-arly one hundred year > ago, and has been 
possosion of -*>• member of the family ever n 
1 he building- will be repaired an l tin- farm p :: 
lirst >■ | a ■* or.li 
The new brick building at tin- westerly end of t 
shoe factory is completed, ami all ready for tin- n.a 
chinery. It will be connected to the -hoe factory t 
a .-halt, and receive it.- power from the engine 
that building. Fhe lower floor w ill be occupied b 
the Howard Manufacturing company and tin- la 
fast Marble Works, l b- second door will be 
as a wood working shop, under the charge of Mi 
C. ft. Hall. 
Joseph Sti-veil4, ot 1 nig an old man i'0 vear- 
age,was found dead, in hi pasture on Saturday mori 
mg of last we. k. He has been insane for a liumbc 
of yeuis. bat recently has been abb* to attend to In 
labor-. < >n 1 riday afternoon lie w» ut into the ti- 
to work, and not returning, fears were entertain* 
for his safety. The neighbors turned out and sear- 
ed all night without discovering him. but in t 
morning was found in the pasture us stated. II- 
supposed to have died in a tit. 
A man named Conan:/, liv ing on a farm in i:. 
mont, reports that on Monday evening as he wa 
driving home from tlii- cry, and when n.-ar tl 
Havl’ord school house, he was stopped by three m< 
who suddenly jumped into the road. One caught 
hold of the horse while a second struck him acr< 
the arm with a cluh. Conantz then struck thehor- 
a smart blow with the whip when the animal sprang 
away from the man, throwing him down. He wa-* 
not pursued. Conantz has been a seafaring mat. 
and undoubtedly the would-be robbers thought h>- 
hail money with him. 
Some smart young men about town are puttin.. 
themselves in training for brokers. While at tin 
County Treasurer’s office recently they noticed $ l.< 
witness fees, against the name of a well known «-it 
zeii. Here was a chance for them to drive a sharp 
bargain. Hunting up the man, cents was ottered 
for his claim at the Treasurer's office. At las; 
cents was accepted by the citizen, an order drawn 
and the sharpers started for their profits, >n urriv 
ing they learned that they didn’t notice the receipt 
on the opposite page, and they were ju>t ;?1 cents 
out. 1 hey won’t settle in Wall street this year. 
M a iti <1: Hisas it i;. Sch. James \V. Itrown, Caj t 
Kane, of this port, hence for Jacksonville with hay 
lime and bricks, encountered the hurricane of the 
h’dh, and 17th inst., oil’ Cape Hatteras, and suffered 
considerable damage. The vessel was blown on her 
beam-ends, and lost jib boom, three jibs, loresail, 
water casks and chain box, broke down the fort 
castle deck and burst in the main hatch, fhe wa 
ter, soaking through the hay, set the lime on tire, 
which with the l».y was thrown overboard. The 
hull remained perfectly tight. Two men were in 
jured, not severely. The Itrown arrived at New 
York on the ‘J 1st inst. and w ill probably be repaired 
so as to resume the voyage this week. 
Richards, the store breaker who escaped from jail 
in this city some two months ago, was captured on 
Sunday night last by I>eputy Sheri A’ Walls. Rich- 
ards has been skulking about the country ever since 
his escape, making frequent visits to his home in 
Seursmoul. On Sunday night Walls became satis- 
tied that he was at home, and about nightfall sur- 
rounded the house with a posse, for the purpose of 
capture. A thorough search failed to reveal the fu- 
gitive or any probable hiding place. At length the 
officer, noticing that the mother of Richards persis- 
tently kept her bed in a small room, made her get 
up. lie found that the legs of the bedstead rested 
on a loose floor board, which he had some trouble 
iu raising. Once up, there was revealed a cavity iu 
the ground, tilled with straw, and among the straw 
was the man wanted. He was ironed, and that 
night was lodged in his old quarters at tiie jail. It 
was a smart thing for Walls to do, and we have no 
doubt that the man who can so neatly capture es 
caped prisoners can prevent their gettiug away at 
all. So when he shall take possession of the jail 
next January, a reform may be looked for. 
People are whispering that business is reviving, 
Put don’t dare to say it out aloud yet. 
Mrs. Daniel Hinds, an old lady liv ing on North- 
port avenue, fell on Tuesday afternoon and broke 
tier arm. 
1 la front gale is to have a long rest, and she is 
ing ready to invite him into the parlor, to sit by 
tin* open tire. 
Ian- ■ will take place at Brewster’s Grove, Bel- 
t: nr. on Saturday, if fair—if not, tiie first fair week 
I thereafter. 
i'l: i- a man in this city with a no.-' so long and 
t that In follow* d one night halfway around 
tin* square crying “lire. 
file statuary ..t the » n uuial jenrcsenting the 
do rs of Washington day, looks so natural that 
v. .is addressed rei-ontiy by a Belfast visitor. 
H«*y wood’' New \ oik Serenuders gave a very fair 
e inert on Tuesday e\ening, but as they neglected 
advertise th"ir show, the audience was small. 
! <• BeM-i-: pr >prietors of The Pines cottage on 
~hor- :1 antebaeook Lake, have bought fif 
n ef woodland id the heirs d William 
h a ting 
M l-‘ " ■mi:.in ; fie- borders of 
■' I '• Ua\ i- just purchased ol Mrs. 
ii her h.'.iiM- ioi, and will build there a two 
', building for storing seasoned lumber, 
.1 billowing .Hirer.- from Belfast were drawn for 
'■><•• •>! thi-• b-fober court Grand Jury Andrew 
ttersoi Au ustus Perry, William M. Johnsou. 
averse ,Jurors—F. \V. >bepherd, Samirel G. Fllis. 
.. bert Fun r 1 A. I oilett- 
1 < (.1 n r. nek Brogan was before the 
’ki da; \>r ;;11 ..- odf and b.itti ry, on com 
Michael i'.*gert}. I lie affair grew out of 
ighb mod trouble, and the Judge conclud- 
w a matter in wiiich each side was at 
.. and .-■) discharged tin* parties. 
md ready for sea, ic 
«e tl in out harbn: on account of the fearful rav- 
e:i->w ie\e.-at brunswiek, Ga. her port 
-t n.i: i'»:i. 1 n a p<>; 'ilation ol''v..'»oo inhabitants 
ise- ..{ [hi or. Vn effort will be 
.i.i n hej cargo at another port. 
'••■•oul grand cent* titiial excursion from the 
wii. take place «m Monday, Oct. tid, by 
■: ieauier < ity « t BieUmond, B. & M. Bail- 
an ! Pal! Fiver Jim of steamers. The excursion 
!)•• ill'led direct!} n tin- c-i.tennial grounds on 
nn’ritiug o! October -!t'i. Fan-for the trip and 
g'-od 1 'ii d" days, jsld.oo. Bead the adver- 
men* :n another cidunin. 
roiv" annind in, i'i tor his new bum 
and madidie 'It-.p. on : in -dt.-ot the one destroy- 
n 
•' great eonllagr;.• o.t of l> If will he Iso 
"i»gth. three high in : iie rear and two 
will be of brick and 
Ji ill much improve 
; -u tin- .■• Tin- front line has been 
a-amp- -• !;.*-•>: at, m ikiii'j an i npr-c. enn-nt in the 
rre* t. 
in.: .l-.-r i• 1 fi i;.i people have gone to 
n •. 'o- w. ek, among them the follow- 
11. Kale: and wif. Mrs. A. I». Chase, T. B. 
Harriman and wife, Alisses 
ha- AM auin-e, Mary Fa mice, A. W. 
'i :■-l-'hn il. nimby Air- I. AV. Frederick, 
I ! Ci.as. Bober* Chase, Airs. 
v' i Mi" Knowlton, Ail F.liza 
Murphv and wif.-, Geo. B, 1-Vrgu- 
i. : ,ii Albert (..unmans and wife. 
,iib d to tin: boot ami shoe notice of 
o-i as. These gentlemen are always 
market, and nr. experienced and reli- 
ling the in.i; kei and having for cash, 
n .ii b to bay cheap, and consequently sell 
!'. a !e about, to ptircliase will do well b 
< th- ai a call.--Airs. Wolls makes a fine dis- 
-G. XV. Buikett & ( >. 
in oi line new fall cloak-.—Head the 
h < Hilt Al.-rc’iaat Tailor. Mr. II 
i. -hboir, and has tin* best of r* pntation in 
-Bi-H'a-; Assessor-'* notice.—Schooner 
A. C'oicord, S'-arsport.—.Situation as 
a- w anted by a Belfast woman. 
i. •: <>j;(-U that a threshing machine hursts, 
ii‘ ii -in I .in even: does happen, som< body gets 
ater of :t thre her that was in opera- 
M' a 1 n of Albert Moservev in Morrill, hurst 
,i !>-rn«mn last, living into hundreds of 
i i; h'-ater i~ a cast iron cylinder that re 
u. '. great rapidity. Portions of it went 
1 !.e barn in ail directions, from the tloor to 
Hdii- Longfellow was struck by a piece 
iron, knocked down, liis collar bone 
an*, ot her injuries inflicted, from which it is 
a recn ei William Nash was -truck 
hip and knocked a long distance, but w as not 
-■ injured. Tie- beater wa« supposed to have 
"•> e-d, and broke under the velocity with 
it was working, as sometime* happens with 
grindstone-. 
'!• Lliiot -a ii.n w Wiibam i>. LUiot -d I5-] 
nd Henrv Wyman of Pe libs;, an* on tr ial this 
n Pori I :.i, !.•. re t.'i.- I S. District Court, 
> 'eiictmeiit for conspiracy to defraud certain 
Tueicliam-. It is alleged that a quantity of 
ot her mere!inu.li-e v.\.«. pr<-cured on tie- iil- 
ia d • edit ot Wyman, with, the intent that the 
Taudui- liti\ -iive\eii to tie-other parties 
ud that i: v,.,- -lone, ilitts defrauding the 
■.dej--. Jt i' understood thai Wyman will 
a witness against the Llliots, and will 
Pci; tie- allegation- of the indictment are 
L'liot-. on tin- other hand, contend that 
no knowledge of any fraud, intend- -1 or 
d. a.-- wi.ojly innocent in the matter, anu 
relations with Wyman that were 
anu .-iiiare. The proceedings are had 
'.- a elanse- (vf tbankruptcy law. We 
able to give th result in \.t week, probably. 
i .-.,,11, r.n; l,as about compb ted the renovation 
:i:11i has o rUiinly accomplished many 
improvements. It has been moved 
a 1< 1-ark from tin- street, and raised 
fee* above the old foundation. The >id< 
t‘" rear has been brought, to a It v-1 by one 
..andsojuest stone walls that we ever saw. 
iiund'Otue terraces occupy the south side. 
•Id” lias been renovated, enlarged, and pro- 
vitli e-.icy con\iifi< nee, ■ vhile the drive-way 
b to I'.ciim- to tliest ree instead of from 
mr:.n-rly. file raising of the house gives space 
ugh ami roomy cellar, cunt niniug furnace, eis- 
Tin- apartments abuv<• are tarnished with 
iiiences, a water system e,oivying the lluid 
ii“t and odd state wheivv or m-cded. l he lo- 
"i i- dry, airy and healthful, while the view is 
-' •'1 assed in this vicinity. Tin Doctor is certain- 
led wi.’i excellent surroundings, which we 
: inn his excellent iady and himself may long 
•a y»y. 
Monium.. ’lhe Waldo ..ad IYnobscot Agricul- 
> hold their iglith annual show and fair 
•Mon o»,Uci. !th and ah. A horse trot comes 
ti the s- no ml day n the afternoon.The Cheese 
; ■'11'1 ry ha eh sed ba tin season. Tin-cheeses are 
! In lir.-t ptality, and are all -old or contracted. 
The Freaks of r.n Inventor, 
i in* iirst ]>• \v<■ i‘ pres- ever brought to 
:*» ll:tst. ami the one on which this paper 
printed lor many years, was invented 
1 made by Isaac Adams. of Boston, 
i i:e excellence <d its workmanship we 
<• never known to he surpassed, al- 
! ‘Ugh many later inventions outdo it in 
ieiei:e\ Hie Adams press is t<> this 
the prime favorite with book print- 
The inventor made a large fortune. 
Mr Pickard, oi tin* Portland Transcript, 
recently visited Sandwich Centre, N. II., 
when* Mr. Adams now resides, and makes 
die following notes of his surroundings— 
11 owns ;i large part of the village, and is 
a ni' iiliiig it after a singular fash.on. He 
in a two story frame house, surmounted 
< apola, over which is a large gilded ball. 
1 *■! « is a life-size statue, apropos to nothing, 
"itc corner e! the house. A large garden 
up to Minllovvers is another feature of 
«-lablishnient. At a little distance from 
sidctiee, in the outskirts of the village, on 
'i'ti'-Inil, is the most surprising freak of his 
1 I fancy. He has fenced in a grass tield of 
1 .1 acres with a wall of split granite, ten 
'Wv. and nearly as tall as it is broad. It 
i*t have cost a little fortune of itself. The 
i"T corner of this surprising fence, upon the 
"k forms the pedestal for a noble marble 
o of Niobo, of colossal size. There is not 
'tie r such costly piece of marble sculpture 
”i: "f doors in New England. Anti here it is, 
: ‘t “n the village green, nor even in sight, of 
residence of the proprietor, though pretty 
'•a- (several inferior buildings intervening) 
1 at the corner of a farm fence, almost under 
II caves of an old yellow house of no preten- 
'!' ti to elegance whatever. The whole estab- 
-innent of Mr. Adams reminds one of the va- 
of the late Lonl Timothy Dexter, of 
-^'•w bury port. Jt is said he undertook the 
-ivat fences on his farm to give employment to 
^borers otherwise out of work. The farms 
;'h well cultivated, and his orchards are at :!liv time the finest sight of the kind I have 
M';n for years. The apple crop all through Mii> part of New Hampshire must be enor- 
mous this year. 
Democratic Officers in Aroostook. 
I lie Democrats have elected the following 
ollicers by about forty majority each, viz : II 1’. Cochran, county treasurer; Benj. D. 
Maples, clerk of courts, and Jacob Hardi- 
80n. county commissioner. The Republi- 
cans have elected P. P. Burleigh, senator; 11 it Downes, judge of probate; N. Fes- 
senden, register, and W. M Robinson, 
county attorney. 
Hell Gate is now wide open. Let Bob 
ingersoll take notice. 
[From the Springfield llepublicau.j 
Ohio and Indiana. 
As October draws near, signs begin to 
crop out in the Republican press that the 
prospect in these States is not quite so 
rosy, after all, as eloquent stump-speak- 
ers and “enthused” organs have chosen 
to depict it. There are unmistakable 
symptoms of uneasiness—not to say ner- 
vousness. One of these is a disposition 
to hedge, to prepare the party mind, to 
soften the shock ol possible calamity by 
judiciously discounting and minimizing it. 
T hus, the Cincinnati Commercial casu- 
ally mentions that Sergeant at Arms 
Thompson knows how to run a canvass 
about as well as the next man, and ad- 
vises tiie Republican committee to keep 
unwinking eyes on him. The Chicago 
Tribune says Ohio lias been more thor- 
oughly canvassed by the Democrats, this 
year, than ever before, and canvassed to 
win; the Tribune hopes the Republican 
managers understand their business, but 
evidently has its doubts on this point 
I lie New York Herald bears from Wash- 
ington that there is great solicitude among 
Republican politicians there about Ohio; 
they fear that the campaign lias been mis- 
managed. and there is “great danger the 
election will bo so close the Democrats 
may carry it by a surprise.” An Indian- 
apolis letter to the Tribune, a communi- 
cation which has all the ear marks ot be 
ing “official," undertakes to correct the 
wrong impression prevailing in the 
Mast” about Ohio and Indiana. Eastern 
Republicans are “expecting too much.” 
Doth are elose States; Indiana has been 
Democratic lor several years. The prec- 
edents are in favor of the Democrats car- 
rying it next month. "To ask the Re- 
publicans of Indiana to overcome the 
odd- against them, and to carry the State 
in October, is to ask lliem to do more 
than is expected of their party friends in 
any other state. If they do succeed, it 
will lie the most brilliant political victory 
ever won. But our friends in the East 
tight not to expect it, and they ought 
not to let their own action depend on 
what is done in Indiana, next month, but 
go to work at once, countiinj thr State 
" iiiinst then), and organize lor victory in 
November.” This sort of talk, at this 
stage of tin1 canvass, doesn’t need a com- 
mentary. 
1 here are local causes for the Republt- 
ean disquietude in both states. In Ohio, 
the hard-money and soft-money Demo- 
crats are vying with each other in work 
for the state ticket; there is a German de- 
tection, the hinuidahleucss of which is 
now admitted; the prohibitionists have 
made separate nominations; the moral of 
tile Republican organization is not quite 
what t; should be. In Indiana the Demo- 
crats are thoroughly united, also, for this 
canvass; the record of their candidate ap- 
peals to the “greenback" element, strong- 
er there than in any other state: he is 
popular with the farmers; the Cooper- 
('ary side-show is actually helping him; 
the lact that “Tom" Hendricks is up for 
office, this year, is an additional and suf- 
ficient reason to every Hoosier Democrat 
for doing itis level best. Go operating 
with these local causes are general causes 
—the most potent of all being, as we be- 
lieve, the growing disgust at'the capture 
of the Republican canvass by the things 
and persons to he reformed and the grow- 
ing doubt as to Mr. Hat cs’s ability to save 
his administration from like capture and 
defilement. 
If Ohio and Indiana go Democratic tit 
October, it does not necessarily follow, 
by any manner ol means, that they will 
go the same way in November. Rut it is 
just as well to lace the fact; such a result 
will create a violent presumption that Mr. 
Tiiden is going to be the next president, 
it cannot fail to powerfully impress the 
floating vote—Hast as well its West. Not- 
withstanding the uupreeadentedriess and 
the risk,— the latter,serious enough to 
give a timid man pause, and to .justify his 
hesitation,—we still think that Mr. Hayes's 
best chance at this moment, his true poli- 
cy as a candidate not less than the only 
self-respecting course open to him as a 
reformer and a gentleman, is to re-rrtp- 
/us canro'. Jy way ot a beginning, 
lie might infirm Mr. Zach Chandler, mild- 
ly but firmly, that this “political assess- 
ment'’ robbery must be stopped. 
Domestic Infelicity nt Bangor. 
Hanuok, .Mi'., Sept. 1. A quiet and 
sedate neighborhood of this city was, yes- 
terday. thrown into a state of unusual ex- 
citement by a sudden and somewhat start- 
ling episode in a ease of domestic infe- 
licity, the denoument of which had been 
awaited by those cognizant of the facts 
with considerable interest for some time. 
If appears that the domestic happiness of 
a young couple named Turner, residents 
d Huston, became embittered through va- 
rious causes, which may appear more fully 
hereafter, to such all extent that Mrs. Tur- 
ner finally separated from her husband, 
coming here about three months ago with 
her brother and two young children, a girl 
and a boy, aged b and b years, respective- 
ly, bein' recommended to the considera- 
tion ot certain parlies here by one of her 
friends in liostou, who has since visit'd 
her here Sim engaged a house in a quiet 
neighborhood on French street, where she 
has since resided, making some zealous 
friends in the neighborhood, who support 
her cause with fidelity. Mr. Turner, utter 
his wile’s desertion, remained at home 
until about three weeks since, when he, 
too, came here for the purpose, a- lie de- 
clares, of taking one or both of the child- 
ren into his own charge, lie engaged 
board at a house in the vicinity and await- 
ed his opportunity. His arrival, however, 
had been noted, and the children were 
jealously guarded by tiie mother or some 
of her friends. Yesterday afternoon, how- 
ever, Mr. Turner took advantage ot a 
temporary absence on the part of his 
wife, and. entering the house, he bore off 
the boy, which he coveted most, from its 
female guardiai s. who made, however, a 
valiant resistance, and sent lor reinforce- 
ment in the person of the mother and the 
l ily Marshal. On their arrival all repaired 
to Mr. Turner's residence and demanded 
tin- return ol the child. Mr. Turner, hack- 
ed up by a number of his friends, refused 
at lirst, but finally yielded to a display of 
authority on the part of the Marshal, and 
the mother bore off the child in triumph. 
Mr. Turner’s friends condemn the action 
of the Marshal in the ease as legally and 
morally wrong. He is understood to ex- 
cuse himself by saying he only advised, 
am! did not demand the child’s surrender. 
In this situation affairs remain at present, 
it is understood that a suit has been insti- 
tuted by Mr. Turner against the lady’s Hus- 
ton friend for seduction, and if the ease 
is brought to trial interesting develop- 
ments may be expected. 
A Singular Affair. 
Uipdefoud, Sept. “(i. The people ol' 
Parsouslield, a small village, in the upper 
part of York county, are exasperated over 
a shocking murder which occurred upon 
Sunday night. John Crenor. a boy fifteen 
years old, was confined to nis bed by sick- 
ness. Another boy, younger, Chas. Patch, 
was taking care of Crenor. Sunday they 
were both in the sick room, when Patch 
came running down stairs exclaiming 
‘•Something is the matter with Johnny.” 
The family hastened up stairs, and tound 
young Crenor covered with the bedclothes, 
bleeding profusely, and a ghastly wound 
showed he had been shot through the heart, 
and probably instantly killed. A small re- 
volver was lout d in the bed. There are 
various stories. One that Crenor shot him- 
self; another that the Patch boy was play- 
ing with the pistol and accidentally shot 
his companion, and placed the revolver in 
bed to conceal his guilt. Others believer! 
there was a quarrel, and Patch killed Cre- 
nor in a moment of passion. 
The Whig says that a full meeting of the di- 
rectors of the Bangor & Calais Shore Line Rail- 
road was held at Machias on the 19th inst., J. 
C. Talbot presiding. Ignatius Sargent was 
chosen treasurer, and it was voted to take 
measures for prosecuting the enterprise with- 
out delay. The gauge was ordered to be made 
three feet six inches, and the order making 
Bueksport the terminus was rescinded and 
Bangor designated instead. The communities 
along the liue have voted liberal aid, and the 
work of locating the liue will be immediately 
begun. 
A happy era is dawning alike for citizens, 
visitors and strangers in New York. The New 
York Cab Company, with a eapital of #500,000, 
has been organized under the new Limited Li- 
ability law of the State for the purpose of in- 
troduction four-wheeled one-horse cabs, to ply 
at the rate of 60 cents an hour. 
Soldiers’ Convention, 
Headquarters Soldiers’ and Sail- 
ors’ National Reform Associat’n, ) 
Washington, 1). C., Sept. 21, ’70. S 
To the Union Soldiers and Sailors: 
A grand mass convention of Union soldiers 
and sailors in favor of Reform in the National 
Administration, will lie held in the city of Al- 
bany. V. V., on Thursday, October litth, 1870. 
comrades! 
Your attendance at this convention is earn- 
estly requested in order that the country may 
understand that its defenders not only desire 
Reform in National Affairs, but that they also 
desire the election of Samuel J. Tilden, as 
Chief Magistrate to j.reside over the Adminis- 
tration of the Government, and that they be- 
lieve in his statesmanship, his patriotism and 
his integrity of character. 
Veterans, on arriving in Albany, are request- 
ed to report to the Secretary for enrollment. 
Major General Joseph Hooker, Pres. 
Colonel R. G. Daniels, Secretary. 
Captain J. SI. Butler, Cor. •• 
General J. W. Denver, 
General Alpheus S. Williams. 
< (donel P. It. Fouke, 
Colonel <;. G. Ai.eshire. 
Major Joseph Brown, 
Executive Committee. 
Colonel A. \V. Bradbury, Vice President for 
Maine. 
All soldiers and saliors who desire to respond 
to the above call are requested to correspond 
with Col. A. W. Bradbury, Portland, Maine. 
The Grand Jury lor Knox county came into 
Court at Rockland, Friday forenoon, and re- 
ported eighteen indictment's, as follows: Com- 
pound larceny, 1; larceny, 2; robbery, 1; ex- 
tortion, 1; forgery, 1; nuisance, 1; malicious 
mischief, 1; being a common seller, 4; keeping 
a tippling shop, 2; bad road, 2; cheating by 
false pretence. 1; obstructing lish-ways, 1. 
About 500 out of the 700 or more cotton looms 
at tbe factories of the Sprague Manufacturing 
Company in Augusta, are now running. When 
the mill lirxt started up, after the vacation, a 
few weeks ago. there were but six weavers in 
the city, but they were soon called together 
from different purls of tie State. 
The American House, Portland, lias 
closed its doors, from lack of business. 
Dr. Drake, of Portland, will be in Belfast, at 
Plienix House, Oct. 10th, lltli. 12th and Kith. 
He makes a specialty of all Blood Diseases, 
Serofular, Canker, Salt Rheum, Erysipelas and 
all forms of Humors, Kidney and Liver Dis- 
eases. Female weakness and all forms of Nerv- 
ous weakness. Cancers and Tumors removed 
without the use of tin* knife. Dr. Drake is a 
roident physician of Portland, and has a large 
practice there, which with the number of cases 
successfully treated in Belfast and vicinity, 
loeommends him as a skillful practitioner, also 
proprietor of Dr. Drake’s Golden Bitters tor 
Stomach and Liver Diseases, Dr. Drake’s Nerv- 
ous Pills for Nervous Weakness, and Dr. 
Drake’s Liver Pills for Biliousness and Consti- 
pation of the Bowels. For sale at S. A. Howes 
& Co. and druggists generally. 
Cate Elizabeth, Sept. 23, 1870. 
Dr. Drake. Dear sir: I have been sick about 
0 years; during that time have been treated by 
several eminent physicians, for various diseases 
without success, until induced to consult you, 
and I would say for the benefit of the suffering 
that the 24th of this month I commenced tak- 
ing your medicine, and in 3 hours was relieved 
of a tape worm f»0 feet long. 
2wKl Mips. Ciias. E. Goodwin. 
A Card to the American Public. For 
many years we have made two medicines suited 
to the ailments of a vast class of sufferers. 
Thousands of cures have been made by them, 
and, in fact, the word failure could never be 
coupled with them. But within the last two 
years counterfeits of our medicines have sprung 
up, dangerous in their close imitation of our 
Trade Mark. To secure the people we have 
placed upon each genuine box of Holloway's 
Pills and Holloway’s Ointment the lac similie 
•>! the signature of our Agent, Mr. Jos. Ilay- 
dock. To counterfeit this is felony. We shall 
relentlessly pursue any one who imitates this 
with the utmost vigor of the law. We most 
earnestly beg that the great mass of the Ameri- 
can people will aid us in our efforts to protect 
their health, and help us in our task of bring- 
ing these most unprincipled men to the bar of 
justice. I nifonnly refuse to purchase Medi- 
cines purporting to be ours unless Mr. Jos. 
llavdock's signature is attached to each Box 
of Pills or Pot of Ointment and the end will 
soon he reached. The public’s obedient ser- 
vants. HOLLOWAY & CO. 
The American House, Boston, needs no 
recommendation to the generality of travelers, 
but it. may not be amiss to inform those who 
are contemplating their lirst visit to the “Hub" 
that no Hotel in that city is better than the 
“American.” It is conveniently located to all 
lines of travel as well as the business portion 
of the city, and no effort is spared to maintain 
the high rank the House has held so long. 
Trust to Hunt’s Remedy. Hunt’s Remedy 
will cure Dropsy, Bright’s Disease, Kidney, 
Bladder and Glandular Complaints. Diabetes, 
Gravel. Incontinence, Secretion of Trine, Men- 
tal and Physical Debility, Female Weakness, 
Pain in the Back and Loins, and General Pros- 
tration. Hunt’s Remedy encourages sleep, 
creates an appetite, braces up the system, and 
renewed health is the result. 
Pills, Potions and Pungencies. 
What is the difference between a spendthrift 
ami a pillow? One is hard up and the other i* 
soil down. 
No soap is so soft and nice as the “Forest 
Tar/’ for the nursery and toilet. 
A funner sends to an agricu Itunil paper a 
statement that he has grown a cabbage-head six 
feet in circumference! Who’s your hatter? 
It is an interesting fact that nature has pro- 
vided her own healing remedies—no one of 
which has so wide a reputation as tar. “Forest 
Tar” is simply a pure preparation of tar for the 
Throat, Lungs and Catarrh. -Awl-i 
There may not be gold, but there’s no ques- 
tion about the quantity of lead in the Black 
Hills. Every Indian has a gun full of it, and 
isn’t stingy. 
Ulenn's Sulphur Soap cures skin diseases 
by its specilie action on the capillary vessels 
which have been morbidly impressed by their 
impure contents, and which are restored to a 
healthy condition by the counter-irritant influ- 
ences of the sulphur. Sold everywhere. 
An irishman in Chicago says his boarding- 
house keeper must !><• a chess-player, because 
> 1 h* “pawns’’ the boarders’ clothes, and gives 
them “stale mate.” 
Holloway’s Fills and Ointment. We 
stand aghast at the thousands hourly hurried to 
a premature grave, victims of having neglected 
the lirst symptoms of disease. Whether the 
complaint originates in the body, or he intro- 
duced accidentally through the skin—fatal re- 
sults may he warded oil'by a timely recourse to 
one or both of these medicines. 23 cents per 
box or pot. 
Does this razor take hold well,” asked the 
smiling barber. “Yes,” replied the unhappy 
victim, “it takes hold well, hut it don’t let go 
worth a cent.” 
'f he Machine Was Worn Out. 
Why? Not because itwas not well built, but it 
was v, rougty run. Thousands of men who have 
run down long before their threescore and ten 
years are accomplished, might have been re- 
newed into sprightliness and vim if they had 
tried the well known Peruvian Syrup, which 
contains among its compounds the Protoxide of 
Iron, so combined that it assimilates with the 
blood and invigorates the whole system. This 
syrup lias proved ellieaeious in thousands of 
cases, and will do everybody good who uses it. 
All druggists keep it. 
“If there is anybody under tile canister of 
heaven that I have in utter excrescence,” says 
Mrs. Partington, "it is the slanderer, going 
about like a boy constructor, circulating his 
calomel upon honest folks.” 
It is all-important that the young should 
leiuii how to avoid tho most aldictive diseases 
always prevalent in civilized communities, and 
hardly less important that men of middle age, 
and even those more advanced in life, should 
understand l ow the lost powers of manhood 
may he restored. On these and other kindred 
matters the work entitled “The Science ot Life, 
or Self-Preservation,” is more lucid than any 
other medical work extant. No less valuable 
and instructive is “Physiology of Woman and 
Her Diseases,” as is also tho work on “Dis- 
eases of the Nerves and Nervous Maladies.” 
All of these works are published by the “Pea- 
body Medical Institute.” Boston. Their adver- 
tisement in another column should receive tho 
addition of all our readers. The appreciation 
of the medical faculty for the author is shown 
by the fact that ail elegant and costly Gold 
Modal lias been presented him by the National 
Medical Association. 
llenry V. belts are the latest feminine freaks 
in that line. They are probably so called, lie- 
cause it costs Henry a V. every time his wife 
purchases one. 
CUT THIS OUT. 
It May Save Your Life. 
There is no person living but what suffers 
more or less with Lung Diseases, Coughs, 
Colds or Consumption, yet some would die 
rather than pay 75 cents for a bottle of medi- 
cine that would cure them. Dr. A.- Boschee's 
German Syrup has lately been introduced in 
this country from Germany, and its wonderous 
cures astonishes every one that try it. If vou 
doubt what we say in print, cut this out and 
take it to your Druggist in any town and get a 
sample bottle for 10 cents and try it. Two 
doses will relieve you. Regular size 75 cents. 
R. II. Moody, agt. for Belfast; Kittridge, Rock- 
land; Fletcher, Camden;-, Waldoboro; 
Smith & Sons, Searsport;-, Bucksport; 
Robinson, Thomaston. eowlii 
Sciienck's Pulmonic b hop, toil ram Cull 
of Consumption, Conghs and Cols. 
The great virtue of this medicine is that it 
ripens the matter and throws it out of the sy s- 
tem, purifies the blood, and thus effects a cure. 
Schxck’s Sea Weed Tonic, for the Cure 
of Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Ac. 
The Tonic produces a healthy action of the 
stomach, creating an appetite, forming chyle, 
and curing the most obstinate cases of Indiges- 
tion. 
Schenck's Mandrake Pills, eor the Cure 
of Liver Complaint, Ac. 
These pills are alterative, ami produce uheal- 
thy action of the liver without the least danger, 
as they are free from calomel, and yet more 
elfucious in restoring a healthv action of the 
liver. 
These remedies are a certain cure for Con- 
sumption, as the Pulmonic syrup ripens the 
matter and purifies the blood.’ The Mandrake 
Pills act upon the liver, create a healthv Idle, 
and remove all diseases of the liver, often a 
cause of Consumption. The Sea Weed Tonic 
gives tone and strength to the stomach, makes 
a good digestion, and enables the organs to 
form good blood; and thus creates a healthy 
circulation of healthy blood. The combined 
action of these madicines, as thus explained, 
will cure every case of Consumption, if taken 
in time, and tin* use of the medicines preserved 
in. 
Dr. Suheuck is professionally at his principal 
office, corner Sixth and Am ii Sts., Philadel- 
phia, every Monday, where all letters for ad- 
vice must he addressed. Schenck's medicines 
for sale by all Druggists. 
Caked Breasts, Uheunuitism, sm- 
tiea, Swellings, Sprains, Stiff Joints, Burns, 
Scalds, 1 >oisonous Bites, and all ffesh, bone and 
muscle ailments, can be absolutely cured by 
the Centaur Liniments. What the White Lini- 
ment is for the human family, the Yellow Lini- 
ment is for spavined, galled, and lame horses 
and animals. 
Mothers can secure health for their chil- 
dren and rest for themselves by the use of Cas- 
tora, a perfect substitute for Castor Oil. It is 
absolutely harmless, and is as pleasant to take 
as honey. For Wind-Colic, Sour Stomach, 
Worms or Constipation, for voting or old, there 
is nothing in existence like it. It is certain, it 
is speedy, it is cheap. 3m 2 
The Grand Union Hotel. New York, opposite 
the Grand Central Depot, has over 350 elegantly 
furnished rooms. Ulevator, steam, and all im- 
provements. Knropcan plan. Carriage hire is 
saved, as baggage is taken to and from the depot 
free. The restaurants supplied with the best. 
Guests can live better for less money at the 
Grand Union than at any other lirst-dass hotel. 
Stages and cars pass the Hotel constantly to all 
parts of the city, and to Philadelphia Depot. 
1 vr 
Think for Yourself. 
Thousands lead miserable lives, suffering 
from dyspepsia, a discorded stomach and liver, 
producing biliousness, heartburn, costiveness, 
weakness, irregular appetite, low spirits, rais- 
ing food after eating and often ending in fatal 
attacks of fever. Tnky know tiiky auk sick, 
yet get little sympathy. The unfailing remedy, 
which is yearly restoring thousands, is D;t< os- 
ta’s Radical (.Hire sold by W. O. Poor & Son, 
sole agents for Belfast. A. *J. Jordan, agent 
for Orland. R. B. Stover, agent for Bueks- 
port. 
A 25c. bottle will convince you of its merits. 
Don’t delay another hour after reading this, 
but go and get a bottle, and your relief is as 
certain as you live. Will you do it, or will you 
continue to suffer? Think for yourself. 
Professor Parker's Pleasant Worm Syrup is 
perfectly safe and extremely palatable. No 
physic required. Costs 25 cents. Try it. tlTJ 
To Consc.mttivks. Ihc advertiser, uretired 
physician, having providentally discover' d, while a 
Medical Missionary in .Southern Asia, a very simple 
vegetable remedy for tile speedy and permanent cure 
of Consumption, Asthma, Bronchitis, Catarrh, and 
all throat an 1 lung affections,—also a positive and 
radical specific for Nervous Debility, Premature 
Decay, and all Nervous Complaints, It <-D it his duty 
to make it known to his .suffering fellows. Actuated 
by this motive, lie will cheerfully send (free of 
charge; to all who desire it, the recipe tor pi eparing, 
and full directions for successfully using, this prov- 
identally discovered remedy, fhose who wish to 
avail themselves of the benefits of this discovery 
without cost, can do so by return mail, by address*- 
ing with stamp naming paper. 
Di:. CHAKLLS P. MARSHALL, 
3mo0 33 Niagara Street. Buffalo, N. V. 
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT. 
Corrected Weekly for the Journal 
By If. San<ii'.nt, No. b Main Street. 
Flour f5.00alC.O0Corned Beet’ lOaOO 
Corn G5a7o Mutton s 
Corn Mea! 70 Lamb balo 
Rye Meal 1.50 Turkey l Jal5 
Rye OUHUO Chicken 15alb 
Barley Fowl l^a!5 
Oats VJ (ieesi l5'al5 
Beans fl.10al.00 Duck OOaOo 
Potatoes, 55 Hay $ lu.00al4.00 
Apples :J0a75 Straw if0.00a7.CKj 
Dried Apples OaOO Washed Wool :>a 
Butter ‘-Oa‘J:i Unwashed 5*5 
Cheese 14 IIides m-‘ 
Eggs ~0 (.'all Skins 10 
Round Hog balo Lamb 5.'a70 
Pork Backs 14 Hard Wood ifo.00a5.50 
Lard 15a 17 Soft sg:t.00a3.50 
Beef SalO Shorts per Ct. if 1 5’5 
Veal 7 Lime 05 
Dry Cod f»a7 Butter Salt x?5 I 
Pollock 4 1-5’ Plaster $l.:$OaC.OO ; 
BOSTON MARKET. 
Monday, Sept. 25. 
lit:TTEIt—Western -ells readily sit 25a2Gc tor 
choice dairy packed: 22a24c lor store parked and 
mill lmtter; ami 30a::;c for choice creameries. Fine 
fall New York and Vermont batter .sills sit 30a33e, 
and straight dairies tit 2"".r'.'; medium anil common 
butter at 23a2.5c per lb. 
(JA ELSE—There is a moderate demand ;.t prices j 
ranging from 11 1 -2ai• for Western and Northern j 
factory. Fair to good cheese sells at Malic per lb. j 
EGGS—Prices an* linn at :2c, and the be>t marks 
of Northern range from 2la22c per iloz. 
VEGETABLES—Potatoes are in ample supply, 
and prices range from G5a70c per bushel with some 
choice Rose and .Jacksons selling at 75c. 
APPLES—Apples are quiet and st 11 iii.tr at $lul.25 
per bbl. for good fruit, and $2a2 35 per bbl. for fancy 
ujjples. 
11AY ANl.) SI RAW—We quote prime coarse bay 
at $lMa21.00, medium do at $ 18.0oalM.hu; line do at 
$lG.00al7.00. Straw at $33.00a24 00 per ton. 
Brighton Cattle Market. 
W KDNKSDAY, Sept. 20. 
Arrivals of stock at market—Cuttle :>120; Sheep 
and Lambs NOyg; Swine 8.350; number Western t at- 
tle 2M80; Eastern Cattle 111 ; Milch Cows and North- 
ern Cattle 14". 
Prices of Beef Cattle per loo lbs, live weight—Ex- 
tra quality $5 50a5 75, tir.-t. quality $5 25a5 : 7 1-2; 
second quality $1 75a5 00; third quality $4 35 ai 02 1-2 
poorest grade of coarse Oxen, Bulls, icc., $3 2ou3 75. 
Brighton Hides 0 l-2c per lb; Brighton fallow GaG 
peril). Country Hides 5 l-2aGcperlb; Country 'fal- 
low 5c per lb. 
Calfskins l lal2c]per lb ; Sheared Sheep skins 50c. 
Lamb Skins 30c; wool Skins $lal 75 each. 
Working Oxen—Not a large supply in Market, a 
few pairs eacli week being all the market requires 
at present. Prices obtained are not high enough to 
induce drovers to bring many from Maine. We 
quote sales: 
One pair girth 7 ft 3 in, live weight 3200 lbs, $135; 
1 pair girth G ft 10 inches, live weight 3000 lbs, $150; 
1 pair girth G ft G inches, live weight 2550 lbs, $125; 
1 pair girth G ft 4 inches, live weight 2300 lbs, $125. 
Store Cattle—Yearlings, $11 to $10; two year olds, 
$10 to $28; three year olds, $25 to $45 per head. 
Prices upon small Cattle depend upon their value 
tor Beef. But few stores are offered in market for 
sale. 
Milch Cows—Extra $55aM5; ordinary $25a50 per 
head. Most of the Cows offered in market for sale 
of a common grade Prices for Milch Cows do not 
vary much from week to week. 
Sheep and Lambs—The supply from the West for 
the week has been light, all owned by butcher#. 
There was a fair supply of Northern Sheep and 
Lambs in market, lor which the trade was a little 
more active than it was one week ago, prices rang- 
ing from 3 to 5 1 2c per lb. 
Swim*—Store Pigs, wholesale MaM c, retail *l-2u 
10c. Fat Hogs, 7500 at market; prices 7a7c per lb. 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
Forest Tar, 
For Throat, Lungs. Asthma, and Kidneys. 
Forest Tar Solution, or Inhalation for Catarrh, Consumption, Bronchitis, and Asthma. 
Forest Tar Troches, or Sore Throat, Hoarseness, Tickling Cough and Purifying the Breath. 
Forest Tar Salve, or Healing Indolent Sores, Ulcers, Cuts, Borns, and for Piles. 
Forest Tar Soap, or Chapped Hands, Salt liheum, Skin Diseases, th  Toilet and Bath. 
Forest Tar Inhalers, or Inhaling forCatarrh, Consumption. Asthma. 
For Sale by (til Druggists. 
sSmosl'J 
_MARRIED. 
In this city, Sept. 23d, by Geo. E. Wallace, Esq., 
Mr. Win. M. Brown of Belfast, and Miss Vesta E. 
Erost of Montville. 
In this city, Sept. 20th, by Bev. ,1. A. Boss, Mr. 
Charles T. Elwell, and Miss Venio M. Drink water, 
botli of Northport. 
In Monroe, Sept. 23d, by D. S. Flanders, Esq., Mr. 
Silas C. Young and Miss Mary E. Knowls, both of 
Winterport. 
In Camden, Sept. 21st, Mr. Albert O. lluzzy of 
Jacksonville, Fla., and Mrs. Eva E. Cobb of Camden. 
In Bockport, Sept. 12th, air. L. M. Dillingham 
and Mrs. Ellen E. Amsbury, both of Bockport. 
In Warren, Sept. 10th, Mr. Frank I*. Lawrence, 
and Miss Ella M. Fatterson, both of Warren. 
In Friendship, Sept, lfith, air. George W. Young 
of Thomaston, and Miss Georgia A. Brasier of Cush- 
ing. 
In Bar Harbor, Sept. 17th, air. Albert L. Higgins 
and Miss Ella F. Furbush, all of Bar Harbor. 
Obituary notices,beyond the Date, A ante and Age 
must be paid for. J 
In this city, Sept. 24th, Emma ainy, daughter of 
F. II. Lane, aged two months and 24 days 
In this city, Sept. 2Gth, of pneumonia, arrs. Char- 
ity, widow of the late Liberty B. Wetlierbce, aged 
77 years. 
In Lincolnville, Sept, lfith, airs. Susan Duncan, 
aged 48 years and months. 
I In Hockport, .>ept. 7th, Nathaniel G. son of John II., and Emma F. Stiudt, aged 2 months, 22 days. At Matinicus, Sept. 7th, Fred l>. Young, aged 2G 
years, 10 months and 10 days. In St. George, Sept. 10th, Mrs. Betsey Gilchrist, 
aged 70 years. 
In St. George, Sept, l-'.th, Cap*. Eaton G. Barker, aged :;2 years. 
At Ash Point, Sept. 14th, Albert Shaw, aged 22 
years, 0 months and 14 days. In Rockland, Sept. lOtli. Mrs. Elizabeth Christie, 
aged 40 years. 
In Sedgwick, Sept. 0th, Minnie Inez, daughter of Janus c. and Amanda C. Grav, aged 0 months and 
20 d:iys. 
in Brooklin, Sept. IJlh, Mrs. I,vdia P. Grimlle 
aged 48 years. 
SHIP NEWS. 
PORT OF BELFAST. 
ARRIVED. 
s< j>t. 21st, si hs Champion. Gray, Bangor; William 
4 ell, Mathews, do. Geo. Shattuck, McCarty, Sears- 
port; Mary Jane, Br., Anthony, Windsor, NS; La- 
fayette, Crockett, fishing grounds; Wasp, Stover, do. 
Sept. 22d, sclis. Murtlui Emma, Burgess, fishing grounds; Ada Ames, Fletcher, Rockland, to load 
for New York. 
Sept. 24th, P M Bonnie, Burgess, Carver’s Harbor; 
Atlas, Shute, Isle an IL.ut. 
Sept. 25th, sehr. Julia Gammage, Holt, Rockland, 
to load for Pctersbug, '.'a. 
Sept.2Gth, schs. James Holmes, Ryder, Portland. 
Geo. B. Ferguson, Ferguson, Ellsworth, for New 
\ ork ; Banner, Pendleton, S« ar.-port. Ollett, Guinn, 
Bangor. 
SAILED. 
Sept. 22d, schs, Forest Gueen, Robbins, Boston; 
Tyro, Harris, Bangor; Empire, Ryan, City Point. 
2Jd, schs. Mary Jane, Br., Anthony, Windsor, NS; 
EL Wilson, Patterson, Rockland; Wasp, Stover, 
Bear Island; Bantu r, Pendleton, Bangor. 
Sept. 2<Sth, schs. Empire, Rvan, Gloucester; Earl, 
Cunningham, Portland; Hattie, Gilchrist, Bucks, 
ville, Si’; < umeo, Cunningham, Bangor; Lafayette, Crockett, fishing; William fell, Mathews, Bangor; 
> J Gilmore, Sylvester, do; I) K A rev, Curtis, Bos- 
ton; Geo Shattuck, McCarty, do. 
domusth: TOUTS. 
Ar at Salem, Sept 21st, schrs Helen M Condon 
.McCarty, hence tor lJuck»\ille ; W F l’arker,Daniels, 
Philadelphia. 
Lid from Portland, Sept 21st, sehr Jeiferson Bor 
den, Berry, Havana. 
Ar at Jacksonville, Sept loth,schrs Kvelinc,White, 
this port; J »« Drew, Fbench, do, irth, T H Living- 
ston, McDonald, do; isth, M W Drew, .Mahoney, do. 
S'd from Charleston, Sept T-tli, schrs •James Bliss, 
Hatch, Brunswick, (in ; Charlie Bncki, Foss, do. 
Ar at New York, Sept 20th, ship < ity of Montreal, 
Mudgett, London; 2lst, schrs J W Brown, Kane, 
hence for Jacksonville; Mary Ann McCann, Kavan- 
augh, Bath. 
Cld from Philadelphia, Sept loth, sehr David Nieh 
ols, Wyman, Mohile. 
Ar at New York, Sept 2»Uh,brig Josk* C Ha/eltine, 
Hodsdon, Galway. 
Ar at Salem, Sept 24th, sehr Orion, Patterson, 
hence for New York. 
FOREIGN TOUTS. 
Ar at Sourabaya, July 22d, brig H (’ Sibley, Col 
soil, New York. 
>ld from Inverness, about Sept lull, sehr Fred A 
Carle, Condon, Newcastle-on-T\ iw. 
Sid from Liverpool, Sept Oth, ship N T Hill, Snow, 
Rangoon. 
Sid from Cardiff, Sept ‘>lh, ship Frank Pendleton, 
Nichols, Bombay. 
rid from London, Sept l'.'tli, ship I. (' Gilchrcst, 
Watts, I lilted States. 
Ar at Bremen, Sept. 10, ship Premier, McGilvery, 
Bassien. 
At Callao, Aug 2>th, ship Messenger, Gilkey, for 
Hamilton Roads. 
At Huanillcs, Aug2.sth, ships' Lenora, Griffin, anti 
Chandos, Ross, both loading. 
At Kingston, da., Sept Hth, brig Lizabel, Watson, 
from Pascagoula. 
Ar at Havana, Sept 2<>th, sehr Five Sisters, Cates, 
Machias. 
Ar at Cow Bay, C B, Sept 22d, brig Don Quixote, 
Munro, Rostock. 
< 'll AKTK11S oF Till! WKHIv. 
Compiled specially for the Journal. 
I.ate advices state the schr Fred A Carle of this 
port, to have been chartered from Newcastle on- 
Tyne to Oporto with coal at £13 15s per keel, or 
about $3.40 per tun; schr Welaka, St. Mary’s River 
to Gibraltar and Malta, and r< turn to New York 
from Palermo, lumber out, fruit homo; sclir A W 
Kllis, Roekport and Belfast to Jacksonville and re- 
turn to New York or a Sound port, $**.50 on the 
round : Die new ships P IC Ilazcltine and N T Hill, 
have been taken, Carditi to Rangoon, coals; bark 
Courser of Stockton, Boston to New /eland, general 
cargo, private terms; brig Lizzie M Merrill of Rich- 
mond, Savannah to Havre, cotton 1 l->e; bark Syra 
of Pembroke, New York to a Spanish port in the 
Medit* rrunean,tobacco T-s lid ; new Bath bark Wi ser, 
New York to Bremen, general cargo, private terms: 
brig Gib’s Loring of Yarmouth, Cadiz to a port north 
ot Cape Hatteras, salt, 7 1.3c; brig Kabbuni of Ban- 
gor, New York to Lnguayra and Porto Cabello. pri- 
vate terms; brig Jeremiah of Searsport, New York 
to Cardenas, general eorgo, private terms. 
MKMOKANl.A. 
Brig Rialto, before reported sold for about $10,000, 
has gone under Portuguese colors. 
Brig Matilda, which put into Newport, recently, 
leaking, was pumped out and towed to Providence, 
Pth inst. 
Schr A*ldie Fuller, of Thomaston. from Bruns 
wick, Ga, lor Boston, put into Delaware Breaker, 
with six feet of water in the hold. She was pumped 
out and proceeded 30th inst. 
rime are owned in the Portland district 37 ships; 
i'd barks and barken!ines; 57 brigs; *34:5 schooners 
and sloops; 37 steamers; total D5 vessels of 133, 
5’.P.53 Intis. 
Schr James \V Brown, hence for Jacksonville, put 
into New York 31st, for repairs. For damage see 
local department. 
Sclir .J G Drew, at Jacksonville for thia port, re- 
ports having collided with schr Onward on 5th inst, 
in Booihbay. The Onward attempted to cross tin- 
bow of the Drew, and in so doing had her mainsail 
damaged uiul main boom unhung. Damage to Drew 
slight 
Yi.s-im Sin.ii. Brig Klizabeth, built at Kenne 
bunk in 1S73, has been sold to parties in New York, 
at about $7,000. 
North Sydney, C B, Sept 30. Several vessels which 
have arrived at this port .this week, report barrels 
of Hour floating about in the Gulf. Large quantities 
of Hour and ship’s stores washed ashore on St. 
Paul’s Island. 
Sclir Helen G King, (of Calais,) Brucy, at New 
York from Grand Turk, reports Sept 17th, during a 
heave SL gale, broke foregatf, split* foresail, stove 
cabin windows, had cabin tilled with water, and lost 
live tons fustic from oil deck. 
Sclii 1-rael Snow, Hatch, for New York, was to- 
tally wrecked at Baracoa during a hurricane Sept 
ldth, having dragged her anchors and been driven 
ashore. Tin- I > registered 15s tons, and was built 
in PC,7 ;;t Rockland, Me., where she was owned by 
Snow, Farwell Sc Co. and others. 
Schr Azelda Sc Laura, .Jorgensen, for New York 
dragged her anchors at Baracoa during a hurricane 
Sept nth, was driven ashore and became a total 
wreck, file A Sc L registered 110 tons, was built at 
IB-ex, Mass, in B05. and hailed from Georgetown, 
Me. 
Fall Cloaks! 
wii.i. UK ox Kxmuiriox to-mokkow 
-A T- 
GEO. W. BURKETT'S & CO. 
CENTENNIAL 
.Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND, B. eSc 31. Railroad, 
And Fall River Line of Steamers. 
All those intending to h in the Second GRAND 
CENTENNIAL ENCCRSI )N, will take the Steam- 
er City of Richmond. 
Monday, October 2d, 
Connecting with the I!. Sc 31. Railroad at Portland 
at <» o’clock, same evening; or can take the trains 
leaving at <*. 1A and 8.15 A. 31., and l..‘!0 I*. 31., Oct. 
3d; from Boston by the favorite Fall River Line to 
New York ; thence by the N< w Short Line to Phila- 
delphia, 
Landing llirntly on the Centennial Grounds, 
On the Morning of October 4th. 
^'“Trains leave Old Colony Depot, Boston, at 
4.30 and <5.00 P. 31. 
4Lv'Tickets front Bangor or any landing on the 
river to Philadelphia and Return, $13.00. 
Good io Return any time within 30 Days! 
CYRUS PATTERSON, Ag t, 
Belfast, Sept. 2ft, 1870. 
1876. 1876. 
MILLIN RY 
TVTrs. WELLS 
HAVING just returned from New York and Bos- ton with all the latest styles of 
Hais. Feathers & Flowers. 
Miss Brown will take charge of the Millinery 
as usual, who will give entire satisfaction to all. 
13 31RS. WELLS, 17 Main Street. 
NOTICE. 
THE Assessors will be in sessional the Aider- men’s Room each Saturday, until otherwise 
ordered, lrom 2 to 5 o’clock P. 31., to attend to any 
business pertaining to their otlice. 
GEORGE WOODS, Chairman Assessors. 
Belfast, Sept, 27, 187ft. 3wl3 
E. C. HILTON, 
Merchant Tailor, 
AND DEALER IX 
Men’s Youths’ & Boys’ 
HEADY MADE 
CLOTHING! 
No. 54 Main St. 
| At the Old Stand of Horsey & Woodurd.J 
ASTThe reports of Fashions regularly received and 
for sale heref 
Belfast, Sept. 2G, 187G. 13tf 
j^jst 
IMMENSE SALE 
—O F- 
IS CONTINUALLY IN Fliuni?ESS AT 
-:'-N. :n: 
The people have at last found out where they 
can buy the 
Best Boots & Shoes 
foe tiik 
LEAST MONEY. 
DINSMORE & SONS 
Have just put in an immensely LARGE 
STOCK, which they bought direct from 
the manufacturers for 
cu Jk.u ses - :o: - „ 
And which thev will SELL at 
LOWER PRICES 
—foe— 
O-A.-8-H ! 
rl ban have i-\ cr been ottered in iVelfast. 
SILLIMAIT’S 
1ST ©w TTorlr 
French Kid Button Boots 
For Ladies, always on hand, and for which 
they are the only Agents in Belfast. 
They are the Best Fitting Boots in the World. 
Some New Styles Just Received for 
Winter Wear, which are Handsome- 
\\ aterproof—will not rip, and will 
5£eep their Shape l 
Boys and, O-irls 
School Boots 
Of all Kinds, at LOWEST PRICE". 
-O :Q- 
Dinsmore & Sons 
—will STILT.- 
IWen’s and Boys"’ 
Thick Boots! 
At a L< >\V Ell PRICE than any other Shoe 
Store in the State. 
00 and See if Tliey Wont I 
For (Gentlemen’s wear they always keep the 
very 
Xiaiesf States, 
and can give, you a perfectly easy fitting 
Boot or Shoe, and at the sane time 
have it look and wear wef. 
FO R 'I IIIC 
Latest Styles. Best Quality. 
LOWEST PRICES, 
In BOOTS and SHOES, go to 
Dinsmore & Soils’, i 
'Main Street, Belfast. 
4w 1! 
1 if 4 pi T v P,_Liv ail ixpiTk-uced, ridiubk | W n S’! 1 LU woman, with a child, nim* 
yours of ago, a situation as housekeeper in a small 
family in the city, ('an give irood n-eommeiidati ms. 
Address L. U. S., Iiox 1(,4. 
Belfast, Sept. L’5, 1S70. tfi 
For Sale. 
Schr. R. F. CHASE. The dam ; 
aire received by lightning bu\in^ been 
repaired and bein^r in fair running con- | 
ditinn, can lie bought for sJ'.ViO.OO. 
! A. rol.roiJl), Atfeut. i 
btmrsjjort, >ept. xu, is. t>. nvi.;,r 
The Testimony of the Whole World 
MULi.OWAY'S P1J ,LS. 
Kxtraets IVoin Various Letters. 
‘■1 had no appetite; Holloway’s Pills ga\<-nu a 
hearty one.” 
“Your Pills are marvellous. 
I send i'or another box, and keep them in the 
house.” 
I >r. Holloway has cured my headache that was 
chronic.” 
“I gave one of your Pill- to my babe for cholera 
morbus. The dear little tiling got well in a day.” 
“.Mv nausea of a morning i> now cured.” 
“Your box of Holloway’" Ointment cured me of 
noi>e*jin tliehead. I rubbed some of your Ointment 
behind the ears, and the noise has left.” 
“Send me two boxes; I want one fora poor family.’ 
“I enclose a dollar; your price is :•:> cents, but the 
medicine to me is worth a dollar.” 
‘send me live boxes of your Pills." 
“Let me have three boxe- of your Pills by return 
mail, for ( hills and Fever.” 
1 have over ”00 such testimonials as these, but 
want of space compels me to conclude. 
For Cutaneous Disorders, 
And all eruptions of the skin, this Ointment is most 
invaluable. It does not heal externally alone but 
penetrates with the most searching effects to tie- 
very root of tlie evil. 
hot,poWAY’S PI PPS 
Invariably cure the following diseases 
Disorder of tho Kidneys 
In all diseases affecting these organs, whether 
they secrete too much or too little water; or whether 
they be* alllicted with the stone or gravel, or with 
aches and pains settled in the loins over the regions 
of the kidneys, these Pills should I"- taken accord- 
ing to the printed directions, and the Ointment 
should be well rubbed into the small of the back at 
bed time. This treatment will give almost immedi- 
ate relief when all other means have failed. 
For Stomachs Out of Order. 
No medicine will so ell'octually improve tin* tom* 
of the stomach as these Pills; they remove all acid- 
ity occasioned either by intemperance or improper 
diet. 1 hey reach the liver and -educe it to a healthy 
action; they are wonderfully efficacious in cases of 
spasm—in fact they never fail in on ring all disorders 
or'the liver and stomach. 
HOLLOWAY’S PILLS are the best known in the 
world for the following diseases: Ague, Asthma, 
Bilious Complaints, Blotches on the Skin, Bowels, 
Consumption, Debility, Dropsy, Dysentery, Krysipc 
las, Female Irregularities, Fevers of all kinds, Fits, 
Gout, Headache, Indigestion, Intlammation, .Jaun- 
dice, Liver Complaints, Lumbago, Piles, Rheuma- 
tism, Retention oI\urine, Scrofula or King’s Kvil, 
Sore Throats, Stone and Gravel, Tic-Douloureux, 
Tumors, Fleers, Worms of all kinds, Weakness from 
any cause, etc. 
IMPORTANT CAUTION. 
None are genuine unless the signatured' J. Hay 
dock, as agent for the United States, surrounds 
each box of Pills, and Ointment. A handsome re- 
ward will be given to any one rendering such infor- 
mation as may lead to the detection of any party or 
parties counterfeiting the medicines or vending the 
same, knowing them to be spurious. 
**NSold at the manufactory of Professor Hollo- 
way & Co., New York, and by all respectable drug- 
gists and dealers in medicine throughout the civil- 
ized world, in boxes at cents, (Vi cents and $1.00 
each. 
^ipThere Is considerable saving by taking the 
larger sizes. 
X. 15. Directions for the guidance of pallet ts in 
every disorder are affixed to each box. 
GEO. C. GOODWIN, Sole Agt., Boston. 
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For Sale or Exchange. 
A THREE YEAR OLD COLT, kind, sound and well broken. Will be sold low for cash, or a 
good Cow will be taken in part payment. 
EDWARD A. DYER, Spring St., Belfast. 
Belfast, Sept. 20, 1S70. :Uvl2 
Fall ami W inter 
GOODS! 
I have Just Received a Better 
Variety than usual, of the 
above Goods, at prices 
that will defy Com- 
petition. 
My Stock comprises ail the LATEST 
Styles of SUITINGS. 
HEAVY 
OVERCOATINGS 
Light "W" eight 
OVERCOATINGS 
And a Splendid Lot of 
Fine Pants tenons ! 
MY STOCK 
— O V — i 
FURNISHING j 
COODS ! 
—consishno or— 
FUE DEI WEU! 
HOSIERS I 
Nock Ties! 
IN EVERY STYLE. 
Collars & Culls! 
— HO T II — 
Linen & Paper. 
BRACES 
UMBRELLAS! 
&C., &C., &C. 
Cannot bo Beat! 
H* L. LOUD, 
No. 10 Williamson Block. 
..s !*.’ 
NEW 
Hat Cap & Furnishing Goods 
STORE. 
C. W. HANEY 
Has ju.'t opened a lirst class flat, Cap anil Cents 
Furnishing Hoods Store at 
54 Main Street. 
IIi- Slock consists in part of 
<)f all descriptions, 
Gents Under Garments. Hosiery, 
Shirts. Collars. Linen and 
Paper Neck Ties, Sus- 
penders. 
A very large stock of all qualities and styles. Also 
a large stock of 
niltitKLLAS AM) lilTSBU: CLIITIIIMI. 
O. "W\ HANEY. 
trio 
FOS L’PO X K M E N V 
Tiie 29th Annual Exhibition 
—or Tin:— 
Waldo Co. Agricultural Society 
Will be held at BELFAST on 
Tuesday. Wednesday & Thursday. 
October lOtb, 11th and 12th- 187b. 
Premium List the Same as that of 1S7». 
PlttXiKAMM I FlltST DAV 
Forenoon—Entries ol Stock, Horses, Produce, Sec., 
for Premiums. 
Afternoon—9 o’clock—Examination of Stock. 
9 o’clock—Trot of 9-years old horses for 
County Purse of $ 19; 1st $3, 9d $4, half 
mile heats, best 9 in 
I'rot of 5-years old horses for Co. Purse 
of $90; 1st $19, 9d $v 
Sr.roNn Day. 
Forenoon —10 o’clock—Examination of Horses, ex 
cept trotting and draft, 
il o’clock—Walking llorses, half mile 
heat, $>; 1st $4, 9d $9, 9d $1. 
Afternoon—9 o’clock—Election ot officers. 
9 o’clock—Trot of 4-years old Horses tor 
Co. Purse of $15; 1st $10,9d $5. County 
Sweepstakes—open to all horses owned 
or raised in the County-Purse of $95; 
1st $15, 9d $10. 
Tiiikd Day. 
Forenoon—It* o'clock—Testing of draft horses and 
oxen. 
Afternoon—9 o'clock—Trot of 9.40 class horses. Purse 
$175; 1st $30, 2d $45, 9d $90, 4th $90. 
(hand Sweepstakes, Purse $995; 1st 
$140, 9(1 $100, 9d $50, 4th $95. 
Entries for County Purse, except County Sweep- 
stakes, close Saturday, Oct. 7th. 
Entries for County Sweepstakes, 9.40 class, and 
Orand Sweepstakes Purse, close on Saturday, Sept. 
90th, 1370, :tt 0 o’clock, P. M. Entry Fees, 10 per 
cent, of Purse, must bo paid at the time of making 
entries. Trotting to be under National Rules. 
Admission, 1st and 9d days, 95 cts; 9d day 50 cts. 
Carriages Free. Per Order, 
EMERY BOARDMAX, Secretary. 
Last CaHl 
-o- 
F ORSONS who have unsettled accounts ot' long standing will please call, settle and save cost. 
15. F. WELLS. 
Belfast, Aug. 17, 1870. Ttf 
j. W. WATERMAN’S 
Writing Academy £ Studio, 
-o-• 
rpilE above has opened to receive pupils, day and JL evening, from to 12 A. M., and from 2 until 5 
1*. 31. Also Classes Monday, Wednesday and Fri- 
day Evenings from 7 1-4 to 8*1-2 1*. 31. 
This is an Institute pertaining exclusively to Pen- 
manship. Work done in every style, such as Card- 
marking, Testimonials, Family Records, Writing in 
Gift Books, Inscriptions in Funeral Wreaths &c. 
Tekms—Including Stationery, 24 Lessons, $:t.00, 
12 Lessons, $2.00. Terms pryable in advance. For 
further information call at tin* above. 
J. W. WATERMAN. 
Swl2 No. 50 Main Street, Belfast. 
I 0<sT 0NE CORAL EAR DROP, the finder L.UO I • Cftn be suitably rewarded by leaving it at 
No.56, Main street. 13 J. L. SLEEPER. 
CONTINUE!! KUSH 
IN THE SALE OF 
Carpet ingS 
0-38. W. M’s £ Co. 
AVe have just received a SPLENDID assort- 
ment of the very LATEST DESIGNS in 
We have given great attention to the«clee- 
tion of the-e Goods, and have consulted the 
tastes of many of our patrons in the selection of them, it is a well known fact that a large 
and first class stock of Carpetings have never 
been kept in Uelfast, and the trade have been 
obliged to make their purchases abroad, as 
heretofore, desirable patterns could not be ob- 
tained from the stocks on hand. At the solici- 
tation of many of our patrons, we have been 
induced to add Carpetings to our Stock, and 
having met with such good success in the sale 
of them, we. have been encouraged to make 
a very large purchase, and have now instock 
on exiiibition, a splendid assortment of 
TAPESTRIES, 
All Wool Ex. Supers, 
SUPERFINES, 
•- 
Regular Double Warps, 
Double Cotton Chains, 
% 
Hemp Carpetings, 
Straw Huttings, 
R TJ Ct 8! 
OIL CLOTHS, 
Cotton Felting, 
Carpet Lining, 
Enamel Clothsfor Table Coveis 
The Patterns of Tapestry aiul Wool Carpet- 
ings are Pui\ vtf Pattkkns, tin* ACFXO 
of which we have for ILdfust. 
In order to guarantee ijuaiity and lioston 
prices on these goods, we have adopted the 
<’ash S\ slcm. 
Terms on Carpets Strictly Cash. 
Geo. W. Burked g Co. 
Grand Opening 
< > 1 
h it- • m- to nil attention to our >to, k oi Ready 
Made < lothing, Cloths, Flanm !-. Hats, Cap- 
aml Furnishing floods, purchased e.Ni rr--l\ for our 
trad**. Head a lew of our prices- Youth's Suits 
from li» to cars of age ranging in price from .no 
to .^l.i.O'i per -ml; Mens’ Suits ss. no and upward-, 
.’.i pr-. Pants only S'- ■>'* per pair; the-i goods an 
nearly all wool and lined throughout, 7> prs. all 
woo! Pants manufactured from Warren f a-s, only 
no to s l.i c per pair, eg last :i-«.:i S.eOO to oo. 
lo be closed "tit the balance of our Stock of Light 
Weight Cnder Coals. 1 e>e coat- co-t la-t sca-ou 
from $7 t»U to jjrj.UO each ; the mire lot to he sold 
at from tfi.00 to *ti."o each, doh Lot Ve-t- sl no 
each; l nder Shirts C.'.c each. Al-o a full a--ort- 
meiit of Furnishing f loods, Hats, Caps, \r. l’lea.-e 
call and examine goods. 
#j}-First class Coat Maker- wanted. No other- 
need apply. ANDRFW* ll!lo>, Successors to 
Ilurri-, l’itenix Row, High St., lh lfast. rnl'J 
COME AND BE HEALED. 
MRS. FVS. L. CLEAVES' 
rp 1 i!, well known and ven successful CLAIR 1 VOVAM l 11 V S H I AN, of Lowell. Ma will 
\isit Hella.-t, Frida; and >aturda\ for four >m ce.--ive 
weeks, and attend Patients at tiieir Hesidetices, or 
will he happy Jo wait upon them at her Rooms at 
the Phenix lloti.se. 
Relfust, Septemher, l.'>, 1*70. Iwl 
•N OTICE! 
M. a. COOPER'S 
New Lumber Yard 
Foot of Main Street, near Depot. 
npiil'. undersigned Ii.h on hand ami is constant!y JL receiving Mipplie* of Lumber, Shingles, Latin 
and all other kinds <>t Building Material which h< 
can sell at pi ha the very low« -1, as below 
Hemlock l imber, pel* M., $ lo.no 
Boards, $10.00 to in.7.0 
Spruce .Joist, •* $i»..j0 to o.oo 
Plank, •• $s.oo 
Boards, $s CK) to 10 <h> 
Cedar Shingles, $l.‘J.r», 1 •>'», 1.7’» and l.oo 
(«ood Spruce Shingles, per M., $!.:’><' 
Spruce Clapboards, $I'-’.OO togbno 
Gutters, per loot, 1c to loc 
I have in stock. Ash Lumber Planed and .Joint 
ed, Hard Pine Flooring, Cedar Posts, 0, s, lo and 
1*J 11., Laths, Ceim-nt, Lime, Hair, etc., which can 
be sold at FXTBLMLIA Lo\V PKlCJiS. 
M. 1L COOPLIL 
Belfast, August, ls7f*. Ml* 
sjy 
JAMES W. CLARK’S 
i>:0. 13, P1IENIX ROW, 
You can lint! everything necessary lo your 
oomfort in tlio shape of 
BOOTS, SHOES & RUBBERS, 
^ «► 
Gents' Boots, Light or heavy. 
LADIES'BOOTS. SERGE OR KID. 
A GOOD ASSORTMENT OK 
MISSES &CHI LI) HEN’S 
SCHOOL BOOTS. 
Something New 
BOTH ORNAMENTAL & USEFUw. 
g r aTni t e 
Iron Ware! 
CALL AND SEE IT 
— at — 
WADLIN & MERRILL’S 
88 MAIN STREET. 
So Wo Grow Old. 
A broken toy; a task that held away 
A yearning child-heart from an hour of play; 
A Christina' that no Christmas idols brought; 
A tangled lesson lull of tangled thought; 
A homesick boy : a senior gowned and wise ; 
A glimpse of life, when lo! the curtains rise 
Fold over fold, 
And ha: gs the picture like a boundless sea, 
The world all action and reality— 
So wo grow old. 
A wedding, and a tender wife’s caress: 
A prattling babe the parent’s life to bless A home of joys and cares in equal part; 
A dreary watching with a heavy heart; 
And Death’s dread angel knocking at the gate, 
And Hope and Courage bidding .Sorrow wait 
< )r loose her hold; 
A new-born grave, and then a brave return 
lo where tile tires of life triumphant burn— 
So we grow old. 
A fortune and a gen’roua meed of fame, 
Or direful ruin and a tarnished name; 
A slipping oft of week and month and year 
Faster amffaster as the close draws near; 
A grief to-day, and with to-morrow’s light, 
A pleasure that transforms the sullen night 
From lead to gold; 
A chilling Winter of unchanging storm; 
A Spring replete with df-wns and sunsets warm— 
So we grow old. 
Old to ourselves, but children yet to be 
In the strange cities of eternity. 
Rest. 
Myjeet are wearied and my hands are tired— 
My soul’s oppressed— 
And with desire have I long desired 
Kest—only rest. 
Tis hard to toil—when toil is almost vain— 
In barren ways; 
Tis hard to sow and never garner grain 
In harvest days. 
The burden of iny day is hard to bear— 
Hut Cod knows best; 
And 1 have prayed but vain has been iny prayer, 
For rest, sweet rest. 
Tis hard to plant in spring and never reap 
The autumn yield, 
l is hard to till—when tilled to weep 
O’er fruitless held. 
And so J cry a weak and human cry, 
So heart oppressed; 
And so I sigh a weak and human sigh 
For rest—for rest. 
My way has wound across the desert years, 
And cares infest 
Mv path and through the flowing of-liot tears 
1 pined for rest. 
1 was always so; when still a child 1 laid 
On Mother’s breast 
M> wearied little head; e’en then I prayed 
As now lor rest. 
And i am restless still. ’Twill soon he oa r; 
For down the west 
Life’s sun is setting, and 1 see the shore 
Where i shall rest. 
The Yearn. 
Why do we heap huge mounds of years 
IP fore us and behind, 
And scorn the little dgys that pass 
Like angels on the wind? 
Lncli, turning round a small, sweet face 
As beautiful as near, 
because it is >o small a fac«* 
We w iii not see it clear. 
And so it turns from us, anil goes 
\ way in sad disdain; 
1 hough we could give our lives for it 
I: never comes again. 
[Miss Mulock. 
Jewels of Thought and Devotion. 
A hi-! how light a cause may move 
1 M'sensiou between hearts that love! 
Hearts that the world in vain had tried. 
And sorrow but more closely tied; 
That stood the storm when waves were rough, T et in a sunny hour fell oil", 
Like ships that have gone down at sea, 
'Then hea\en was al^rampiility. 
The deeper the sorrow the less tongue hath 
it. 
Without the rich heart, wealth is an uglv 
beggar. 
Liberalism has always been the coming of 
t Lid, so far as (Tod has ever come to his chil- 
dren. r David £ wing. 
He as the little child who eats and sleeps and 
grows. <iod gives you the best nourishment, 
although not always the sweetest to the taste. 
Any word, every word in language, everv 
eireumstanee, becomes poetic in the hand of a 
higher thought. 
Tie philosophy which a nation receives rules 
its religion, poetry, po.ities, arts, trades, and 
whole history. 
The iinpivoious on the imagination make the 
great days of life: the book, the landscape, or 
the personality which did not stay on the sur- 
face of the eye and ear. but penetrated to the 
inward sense, agitates us. and is not forgotten. 
< mt-ide of the nursery the beginning of liter- 
ature is the prayers of the people, and they are 
always In inns, poet it—the mind allowing‘itself 
range, and therewith is ever a corresponding 
freedom in the style, which becomes lyrical. 
The act of imagination is ever attended by 
pure delight. Jt infuses a certain volatility 
mid intoxication into all nature. It has a flute 
which sets tin* atoms of our frame in a dance. 
<»ur indeterminate size is a delicious secret 
which it reveals to us. 
Hod's ways seem very slow sometimes. 
What we would see done waits long for the 
doing and w<- grow impatient. Hut it' we be- 
ii«*vc i’.i <«od W*- should possess our souls in pa- 
tience. In Hi- own good time everything will 
come right. 
A spi)11 es> life may go far to incapacitate a 
man from saving souls. The common expres- 
s'll. *• He's too good for me,” contains like 
many another vulgarism, pure gold. We. arc 
not Christs. We do not understand the evil 
which we have never committed. We are not 
tnu world’s saviours, only its helpers; and we 
have ail the helpers’ dullness, none of the Sav- 
iour’s insight. 
Along the path of every human life the Lord 
ha* placed innumerable blessings. They are 
thick as the blades of grass in ’the meadow 
walk, or the tallen leaves of the forest. We 
mm and enjoy some of them; but many we 
mi>> until we have passed them, and it is too 
late to return. In looking back over the his- 
> ot our lives, we can all recall occasions 
nn re or les- numerous in which, by our jgno- 
raii'v. heedlesmess or willfulness, we have 
inns missed blessings which the Lord had 
; iaeed within our reach. Doubtless we all 
; ass by unnoticed many more than we see or 
-'T- possess and enjoy. The business man 
!■' members where the path opened to wealth, 
but he did not enter li, and now it is closed 
against him. 1 he .-'udeiit can see where 
knowledge spread h r fair and wonderful 
pages to him, but blinded by some illusion of 
more sellsiioUs good, he did not recognize 
hciu. Now lie lias become iminoi sed ill other 
dutie". and is too late. We came, perhaps, within the sweet attractions of pleasant, social 
reiati'.iis, or the more sacred alliuities oi' a con- 
genial heart: but some spirit of perverseness, 
mone temporary or more powerful iulluenee 
prevailed an 1 we missed the richest blessings 
'’• h Hut. most deplorable of all, every one 
n set- where t e Lord gave him the means 
am! me opportunity to eonler a great blessing 
poll others, but some scltish or worldly love 
n! :o||e»l his action, and he missed the oppor- 
tune :> and lost the means. 
A Plague of Mice. 
Hie London Daily News says that Hie Scotch farmers, with all their shrewd- 
ness, arc apparently utterly beaten by the ri-lv-ultts mils. So iar, at least, they have 
been unable to devise any means of rid- 
ding themselves of the armies of these in- 
siguilieant creatures which have quartered 
themselves on the bonier farms. About 
three months ago, the attention of the 
public m general, and ol local agricultur- 
al clubs in particular, was called to the 
depredations caused by these tiny quad- 
rupeds, which, it was suddenly discover- 
ed, had increased to such an alarmin<r ex- 
extent as to have actually destroyed a 
large expanse of country. The land is 
represented as resembling the ground in 
iliu neighborhood of targets for lille prac- 
tice, being literally riddled with holes; the whole ol tiie vegetation is destroyed in certain localities in Teviotdale, not 
merely tiie blades of grass being eaten by tiie mice, but the roots being consumed 
as well. The consequence has been that 
the sheep have been robbed of their nat- 
ural food, and the recent lambing season 
lias been one ol tiie most disastrous ever 
known, both ewes and lambs beinc de- 
prived of sustenance and perisliino in 
numbers. 'The plague is almost identical 
with that which has so seriously inter- 
fered with the progress of sheep-farming 
in New Zealand, only there it is tile rab- 
bits that have caused the mischief; and 
unless it can be stamped out, it threatens 
the ruin of many sheep-breeders and 
wool growers. One farmer in New Zea- 
land lias actually sacrificed 15,000 acres of 
land by inclosing that area with solid ma- 
sonry wall in order to prevent the spread of a colony ol rabbits which had taken 
possession of a portion of his farm. Hut 
land is too scarce and valuable in Scot- 
land to permit oi such an heroic method 
of cure. The question for tiie Scotch farm- 
ers is whether they can reduce the num- 
ber of the mice by encouraging the in- 
crease oi weasels, hawks, owls and other 
carnivorous birds and beasts, or whether 
they must take the law into their own 
hands and drive out the enemy. The un- 
fortunate part of the business is that the 
little rodents are of no value, unlike rab- 
bits whose skins and llesh are both oi a 
certain worth, and they are too small to 
attract spoitsmen with their guns. One 
thing is certain, that Scotch farmers will 
not in future encourage the use of the gun 
at hawks and weasels, hut will rather en- 
courage the visits of these mouse catchers. 
Testimony Concerning the Mormon ! 
Massacre. 
Salt Lake, Sept. Id. Despatches from Bea- 
ver. Utah, in regard to the trial of Bill Lee. now 
in progress there, for participation in the Moun- 
tain* Meadow Massacre, report the following 
proceedings: Seven witnesses testified for the 
prosecution, yesterday, all new except Joel \Yr. 
YVhile, fixing the murder on Lee. Lebon Mer- 
rill testified as to the council held at Cedar City, 
which had under advisement the destruction of 
the train; it was understood that before it 
shouid be done Brigham Young should be con- 
sulted. A messenger was sent to Salt Lake 
City for tliai purpose, and another to Pinto 
Creek to draw off the Indians and allow the 
train to pass on till word came from Brigham 
Young to the contrary. Forty-eight hours be- 
fore the messenger returned from Salt Lake no 
heard the massacre had taken place; JIaight, 
lligbee and King F. Smith were in the council, 
and Lee was not there. James llaslam testi- 
fied that he was the messenger sent to Brigham 
Young by Haight, to whom he explained the 
object of the message. Lee could hold the emi- 
grants corralled, waiting till bis return. lie 
rode night and day and stayed two hours in 
Salt Lake and returned. Brigham’s message 
was: “Go; don’t spare horseflesh; those men 
must be spared. Let them go in peace.” Got 
back to Cedar City on the Sunday following, 
and learned that the deed was done. 
Samuel Knight’s testimony was to show that 
lie was driving one of the wagons which con- 
tained arms; heard the first gun fired after tin.* 
emigrants had been decoyed out; saw Lee blow 
a woman’s brains out. beat another to death 
with his gun, aud murder several others, and 
at the same time saw the Indians make a rush 
on the women and children, whom they slew. 
Samuel Me Mu rdy testified that he drove t lie 
other wagon. After the emigrants had been 
decoyed out by a flag of truce, and the whole 
column commenced moving up the meadow; 
heard the command to halt, and looking round 
>a\v Lee put his gun to u woman's head and 
tire; she fell; he heard Lee beating a man's 
brains out with a gun; Lee then came to wit- 
ness wagon and shot all the wounded men 
with liis pistol and dragged the bodies to the 
ground; only the children in the wagon were 
saved. This witness refused to tell whether he 
took part in the killing, but on the former trial 
it came out that he was the man who, while in 
the act of firing on one of the wounded emi- 
grants, said: “O, Lord, receive their spirits, 
tor it is for Thy sake we do these things." 
Nephi Johnson, who went to tin* Meadow as 
an Indian interpreter, testified that he f-axv Lee 
shoot the woman referred to and cut a man's 
throat, and he dragged him from the wagon. 
This witness was extremely careful to tell noth- 
ing implicating any one hut Lee, and continu- 
ally forgetting names and incidents not relating 
wholly to the deleiida it. His cross examina- 
tion, which was searching, showed that he 
could tell sufficient to hang every man who 
took part in the massacre. Ali that he said 
damaged Lee materially. 
Jacob Hamlin testified as to a conversation 
between himself and Lee four days after the 
butchery, in which the defendant justified him- 
self bv claiming that it was necessarx—a mili- 
tary measure. 
Jacob Hamlin xvas recalled and stated that 
Lee further told him that an Indian chief xvho 
lived at Cedar brought txvo girls, who had been 
hiding in the brush, to him (Lee) and asked 
xvhat he should do with them; that they wore 
too pretty to kill Lee. ansxvercd that he must 
shoot them; that they were, too big. The In- 
dian then shot one, and Lee threw the other 
down and cut her throat; that when Hamlin 
returned to his ranclie, he xvent over the ground 
and found the bodies of two girls about t lie age 
described, from 10 to lfi, lying together, with 
their throats cut as described to him; that one 
of the children, xvho xvas olxtut s y< ars old, was 
at his house, and claimed the two bodies a- 
her sisters, and that their name xvas Dunlap. 
Hamlin, on being asked by the defence if he 
had ever told this to any one, replied that lie 
had and more too; that soon after the occur- 
rence. xvhen he remembered belter than he did 
now. he hud told it to President Young and 
Geo. A. Smith; that President Young told him 
that xvhen the right time came he could get a 
court of justice to go and tell it; and it being 
further pressed said lie had not seen the offi- 
cers of any court of justice from that day to 
this, but thought now was just the right time 
to toil it. 
Johnson, on being recalled, stated that sub- 
sequent to the massacre lie was sen* to protect 
th<* next company of emigrants tv) the Santa 
Clara; that on bis xvay lie stopped at Harmony, 
where lie saw John i). Lee, who proposed to 
him to get the emigrants into an ambush to 
destroy them by the Indians, and so get their 
property: also that le- (Johnson) replied: 
“There lias been too much blood shed by you 
already. 1 have been instructed to see them 
safely through, and I xx ill do so or die with j 
them:" that Joe then abused him, calling him | 
ugly names; that lie identified the prisoner at i 
the bar as John D. Lee. The prosecution rest- j 
ed the ease. To the surprise of all present in j 
the court room. Li e's attorneys announced that j 
they also rested their ease, and would not in- ! 
troduce any witnesses, hut give the ease to the 
jury on the evidence already adduced by the 
prosecution. 
Subsequently .John I). Lee was convict- 
ed of murder in the first degree. 
Cases of Alleged Drugging. 
It is quite common to rend in the newspapers 
of eases of alleged “drugging*7 in whi<h the 
victim is placed in a stat«* of hc!plo»ne.-s, or 
unconsciousness, by the use of une agent, a* 
a preparatory step to robbery or personal out- 
rage. Many of these victims are represented 
to be persons of “respectability," and they an- 
of both m'Xi s. These occurrences are staled 
to have taken place in the ears, while parties 
are travelling, on steamboats, in private dwell- 
ings, in lecture halls and even hall rooms. >■> 
frequently have they been reported of late, that 
a general belief prevails that any one is liable, 
at any moment, to be rendered unconscious by 
the u>e of some vapor, or liquid, or solid, wcil 
known to vile men, and which they have the 
power to us*1. Now, this is an important mat- 
ter, and needs to he more distinctly understood 
by every one, whether travelling or at home. 
If it is true that any drug exists possessing 
the power of rendering human beings, under 
the ordinary conditions of life, instantly oblivi- 
on.-, to all external acts, without producing 
death, and also if it is true that this agent is so 
far tasteless, odorless or unrecognizable by any 
of the senses that one is not put on bis guard 
against i why, then, the condition of t;.e race 
is Indeed pitiable; we ha\ e no surety that our 
pockeibooks are safe anywhere or at any time, 
and the honor of woman is in jeopardy every 
hour ol her life. But we need not worry our- 
selves in this regard. No “drug" or agent ex- 
ists capable of accomplishing such horrible ends 
under usual conditions, and we think chemistry 
i> incompetent to ever supply such an agent. 
We do not believe that any respectable, sober 
man or woman was ever “drugged,** so as to 
pass into the power of another, against his oi- 
lier will, under any ordinary conditions, wheth- 
er awake or as cep, at home or abroad. 
In carefully considering the list of sedative 
and narcotic agents known to modern chem- 
istry, such us opium, hasheesh, eicuta, belia- 
dona, nicotine, chloroform, ether, etc., we lind 
no one that can he used by a vidian, with any 
prospect of success, upon a person of sound 
mind, tor the purpose of producing iuvoluntan 
unconsciousness. Any of the amesthetio va- 
pors when liberated will put one on his guard 
instantly, if awake, as the odors are pungent 
and peculiar, and usually disagreeable. I!' 
asleep, not one person in a million can ue plac- 
ed in the amesthrtic state without uwukiug. 
The lirst inspiration of chloroform, ether, or 
any of the ethyl or methyl compounds, will 
produce strangulation and awaken the sleeper. 
The mixing of the sedative or narcotic agents 
with beverages confers upon them, even when 
the quantities arc small, peculiarities of tas e 
sufficient to lead any draught. They are all 
acrid, bitter or nauseous in a nigh degree. This, 
no doubt, is a wise provision of nature, and de- 
signed for our protection. * * The world 
of sober men and women have little to fear from 
any drug forcibly administered for wicked pur- 
poses. [Boston Journal of Chemistry. 
'1 ho death of the famous athlete, Dr. Geo. 
W inship, at lloston, on Tuesday, at the 
early age of i'2 years, will lie accepted as 
corroborating the opinion that great mus- 
cular development is not favorable to lon- 
gevity. Dr. Winship was an ardent be- 
liever in the ellicaey of regular and violent 
muscular exertion as a means of promot- 
ing the general vigor of the human sys- 
tem and securing health, lie especially 
advocated the merit of the lilting method 
of exercise, and his prodigious feats in 
that line will be recalled by all newspaper 
readers. His early death was not needed 
as evidence of the injury to the constitu- 
tion which is always to be apprehended 
from intense physical olVorts, even under 
the most carefully regulated conditions. 
Athletes, as a class, are short-lived, and 
their experience demonstrates that exces- 
sive cultivation of the muscles is as danger- 
ous as excessive culture of the brain, and 
of the two it is probable that the brain is 
the tougher. 
Rum makes just as bacl work in a Presi- 
dent's family as it does anywhere, as wit- 
ness the following from a St. Louis pa- 
per— 
At just about dusk, special otlieer Von 
Magge and a brother patrolman wheeled 
the President's brother up to the Four 
Courts in a hand cart, and dumped him 
out at the main entrance. They had found 
him, they said, lying in a vacant lot near 
the Union Depot, and but for them he 
would surely have lost his tine gold watch 
and chain and perhaps his gold headed 
cane and silk stove-pipe hat. When 
dumped out Orvil was still in a semi-con- 
scious condition and unable to stand on 
his legs. lie was carried into Capt. 15ur- 
gess’ office, where he was relieved of his 
valuables, including a large number of 
documents from Washington and the In- 
dian agencies, and was then carried down 
to the calaboose and thrown into cell No. 
10, along with some half dozen others. 
l’rnfouudest desolations occur in life’s as- 
cending scale, whose last note (touched by the death angel) grows into heavenly sweetness, 
and is mingled in eternal harmony. 
Newell Berry, a deaf man, aged 88 years, lias 
all the fondness peculiar to deaf men, for walk- 
ing on railroad tracks. He was struck by the 
engine ot the mail train up, over the Boston, 
Concord and Montreal Railroad, at Warren, 
last Saturday, and had an arm broken, lie 
met with a similar accident a few years since, 
and has had several other narrow escapes. 
A farmer residing near Newcastle, Penn., re- 
cently discovered a number of boys helping 
themselves to apples in his orchard. He im- 
mediately unloosed a large bull dog and set the 
brute after the boys. The savage animal caught 
one of the youths by the throat, and in a mo- 
ment tore out the boy’s windpipe and severed 
his jugular vein, causing death in a very few 
minutes. 
Work on the tunnel across the British Chan- 
nel is to begin on the 1st of July, 1877. The 
tunneling machinery to be used can bore a 
drift nine feet in diameter across the channel 
in two years, at a cost of $4,000,000. Four 
years more and an additional outlay of $20,000,- 
000 will complete the tunnel. 
It is a good sign when the Lord blows oti'the 
blossoms of our froward hopes in this life, and 
taps the branches of our worldly joys to the 
very root, on purpose that they should not 
thrive. Lord, spoil my fool’s heaven in this 
life, that 1 may be saved forever. [Rutherford. 
REMARKABLE LKI'TER 
From a Gentleman Known and 
Honored from the Atlantic 
to the Pacific Coast. 
Messrs. Weeks & Potter, wholesale Druggists, 
Boston, Muss.: < Jentlemen,—I have for some months 
felt it a duty that I owed to suffering humanity to 
write you, stating the'great benefit that I have de- 
rived from the use of Sanford’s Hadical Cfre 
for Catarrh. For more than 20years 1 have been 
afllicted with this very troublesome complaint 1 
have tried all tiie remedies that I could find, but 
without material or permanent benefit. Last fall 
the disease had arrived at that state that 1 must 
have relief or die. l'he entire membranous system 
bad become so inflamed, and the stomach so dis- 
ordered, that it was a doubtful matter whether I 
could go to the Pacific coast, or if 1 did go whether 
I should live to come back or not. I saw an adver- 
tisement of this medicine, and although being very 
incredulous about specifics or nostrums of any kind, 
yet in sheer desperation 1 tried this, and at once was 
benefited by it. The changes of climate, a chronic 
disease of the liver, and my age—over 70—may pre- 
vent my entire restoration, hut the benefit 1 derive 
from its daily use is to me invaluable, and I am hop- 
ing to be completely cured, and at last arrive at a 
respectMile old age*! 
Jf tnis statement of my case can be of any service 
to those afllicted as I have been, and enable you to 
bring this remedy into more general use, especially 
on the Pacific coast (where if is much needed), my 
object in writing this note will be attained. 
Verv truly vours, 
iiFNBV WKLLS, 
Aurora, N. V., dune, 1S7G. of Wi lls, Fargo & Co. 
Tf i is with the greatest pleasure that we present to 
-^tm* public this hearty indorsement of Sanford's 
Hadical Cfre for Catarrh by Henry Wells, 
K.-ij., of Wells, Fargo & Co’s Kxpress. The position 
this gentleman has for so many years oceupied in 
our business world, and especially in connection 
with the development of that golden country, the 
Pacific coast, lias made his name known and re- 
spected throughout the land. His earnest desire 
that those who know him, and are sufferers from 
this disease, may be induced to use it we trust may 
be gratified. Those who do not know him (and they 
are few1 must now feel convinced of the great value 
of this reined). If is beyond all question tin* most 
successful ever compounded for the treatment of 
Catarrh. It is prescribed by our best physicians. It 
is recoinmenedcd by our leading apothecaries, and 
testimonials from all parts of the United States at- 
test the esteem in which it is held by the thousands 
who have been enabled by its use to escape the 
frightful consequences that follow a total negelcct 
of t his prevalent disease. 
of an ford’s Radical Cfri: for Catarrh is a 
Ssafe, certain, and permanent cure for Catarrh every form, and is the most perfect remedy ever devised. It is purely a vegetable distillation, and is 
applied locally by insulllation, and constitutionally by internal administration. Locally applied relief is instantaneous. It sooths, heals and cleanses the 
nasal passages of every feeling of heaviness, obstruc- 
f ion. dullness or dizziness. Constitutionally admin- 
istered it renovates the blood, purifies it of the acid 
poison with which it is always charged in Catarrh, 
stimulates the stomach, liver, and kidneys, perfects 
digestion, makes new blood, and permits the forma- 
tion of sound, healthy tissue, and finally obtains 
complete control over the disease. The remarkable 
curative powers, when all other remedies utterly fail, 
of Sanford's Radical Cfre, are attested by thou- 
sands who gratefully recommend it to fellow-suffer- 
ers. No statement is made regarding it that cannot 
he substantiated by the most respectable and re- 
liable references. 
Fundi package contains Dr. Sanford’s Improved 
Inhaling l ube, and full directions for its use in all 
cases. Price 61.00. For sale by all Wholesale* and 
Retail Druggists throughout the United States. 
W FLIC'S & l'OTTLR, (Jcneral Agents and Whole 
sale Druggists, Boston, Mass. 
VOLTAIC 
PLASTERS. 
VN Klectro < iulvanic Battery, combined with tlie celebrated Medicated Porous Plaster, forming 
the grandest curative agent in the world of medicine, 
and utterly surpassing all other Plaster* heretofore 
in use. They accomplish more in one week than 
the old plasters in a whole year. Thcv do not pali- 
ate, they cltkk. 
COLLINS’ 
VOLTAIC 
PLASTERS. 
l or Local pains. Lameness, Soreness, Weakness, 
Numbness, and Jnllummation of the Lungs, Liver, 
Kidneys, Spleen, Bowels, Bladder, Heart, and Mus- 
cles, are equal to aji army of doctors and acres of 
plants and shrubs. 
Price 20 cents. Sold by all Druggists. Mailed on 
receipt of price, '.'o cents for one, for six, or 
tf j.-j.) lor twi lve, carefully wrapped aud warranted, 
by WLKKS & POTT Lit, Proprietors, Boston, Mass. 
ivvlO 
lielo Ai)’oertbemcnts. 
E)in4>a«>, like rivers, spring from small causes. 
The roaring river may not be easily diverted from 
its course, nor the neglected disease from its destruc- 
tive work. Taken in time, disease, which is merely 
an interrupted function, may be averted by the use 
of Nature’s remedy, 
Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient, 
It combines the medicinal properties of the best 
mineral waters in the world. 
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS. 
Dr. B. J. Kendall, of EnosMn Falls, 1ft., 
has made a discovery of a remedy (now called 
Kendall’s Spavin Cure) 
which will cure a spavin ami remove the bunch with, 
out blistering or causing any soreness, bead stamp for circular. A good Agent wanted in every town in the United States. Trial bottles sent lor $1 each, 
with a present wortli ns much as express charges will cost, which amounts to delivering it at the regu- lar price. 
WESTERN LANDS 
HOMESTEADS. 
“■"■"■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■a 
If you want reliable information, where and how to 
get a cheap FAHYI, or government HoincMtoail 
free, send your uddress to S. J. GILMORE, Land 
Commissioner, Lawrence, Kansas, and receive gratis 
a copy of The Hatuiaw l*acific llouienieail. 
E,e9ant Visiting Cards 15c. Agents 
wanted. Bunkicu Hill Caud Co., 4 Liber- 
ty Stjr., Boston. 
CAMPAIGN GOODS. COMPLETE OUTFITS FOB 
Clubs. I)Et'ORATION'S,ILMJMIN.Vri03fS,KlltlsWOUK8. 
Send for Campaign Catalogue. B. I'. Wells, 18 Haw- 
ley si., Boston. 
WA<^I,E.D“AN.Y PERSON can make ▼ ▼ $500 51 month selling our letter-copying book. Any one that has a letter to write will buy it. No press or water used. Send stamp lor circular. EXCELSIOR CO., 17 Tribune Building, Chicago,111. 
$1362 50 j PROFITS FROM ($106 25 $.175 00 ) INVESTMENTS OF J $2125 
The judicious selection and management of 
Stock Privileges 
is a »ure road to rapid fortune. Send for new 
tem of A»i»ort«wl free, with full in- 
formation concerning the Stock Market. 
Cold and ) T. POTTER. WIGHT & Co Stock Brokers.) 35 Wall Street,*. York. 
Centaur 
Liniments I 
White, for tho Human Family. 
Yellow, for Horses & Animals. 
These Liniments are simply the wonder of the 
world. Their effects are little less than marvellous, 
yet there are some things which they will not do. 
They will not cure cancer or mend broken bones, 
but they will always allay pain. They have straight- 
ened fingers, cured chronic rheumatism of many 
years standing, and taken the pain from terrible 
burns and scalds, which has never been done by any 
other article. 
EAii«m«*i»f is for the human fam- 
ily. It will drive Rheumatism, Sciatica and Neural- 
gia from the system; cure Lumbago, Chillblains, 
Palsy, Itch, and most Cutaneous Eruptions; it ex- 
tracts frost from frozen hands and feet, and tin* 
poidoii of ttiBitg'g of venomous rep- 
tiles ; it subdues swellings, and alleviates pain of 
every kind. 
For sprains or bruises it is the most potent remedy 
ever discovered. The Centaur Liniment is used 
with great efficacy for Sore Throat, Toothache, 
« aked IIieaHf s. Earache, and Weak Hack. The 
following is but a sample of numerous testimonials 
“Indiana Home, Jeff. Co., Inie, May ,18, 7:1. 
“I think it my duty to inform you that ! have suf- 
fered much with swollen feet and chords. 1 have 
not been free from these swellings in eight years. 
Now I am perfectly well, thanks to the Centaur 
Liniment. The Liniment ought to be applied warm. 
Hknaamin Huown.” 
The prool is in the trial. It is reliable, it is handy, 
it is cheap, and every family should have it. 
To the sick and bed-ridden, tin* halt and lame, to 
the wounded and sore, we say, “Ooiibo ;bbi<I !»** 
lie a led 
To the poor and distressed who have spent their 
money for wort hless medicines, a bottle of Oiat.Bur 
SLinim^nt will he given without charge. 
The Yellow Centaur Liniment 
is adapted to the tough muscles, cords and tlcsh of 
horses and animals. It has performed more won- 
derful cures of Spavin, Strain, Wind galls, 
Scratches, Sweeny, and general Lameness, t ban all 
other remedies in existence. Read what the great 
Expressmen say of it : 
“New YoliK, January, We 
“Every owner of horses should gi\ <* tin* Centafij 
Linimen t a trial. We consider it the best article 
ever used in our stables. 
“II. MARSH, Supt. Adams Ex. Stables, N.Y. 
“E. PELT/, Supt. U. S. Ex. Stables. N. 1 
“ALHERT S. ODIN, Supt. Nat. Ex. Stables,N.Y.” 
Montuomm.aky, Ala., Aug. 17, 1874. 
OKNTI. KM!•;N,—1 have used over one gross of 
Centaur JLininaent, yellow wrapper, on the 
mules of my plantation, besides dozens of the family 
Liniment for my negroes. I want to purchase it at 
the wholesale price, and will thank you to ship me 
by Savannah steamer one gross of each kind. Messrs. 
A. T. Stewart & Co. will pay your bill on presenta 
tion. “Respectfully, Jamks D.vhkuw.” 
The best patrons of this Liniment are Farriers and 
Veterinary Surgeons. It heals Calls, Wounds and 
Roll-evil, removes Swellings,and is worth iiiiilioiiN 
of dollar* to Farmers, Livery-men. Stock-grow- 
ers, Sheep raisers, and those having horses or cattle. 
What a Farrier cannot do for $g*o the Centaur 
Liniment will do at a trilling cost. 
These Liuimentsare warranted by the proprietors, 
and a bottle will be given to any Farrier or Physi- 
cian who desires to test them. Sold every where! 
Laboratory of J. 15. Rose A: Co., 
4(5 Di:y Sr., Xi.w Y<>uu. 
Castoria. 
Is a pleasant and perfect substitute, in all cases, for 
Castor Oil. Custom is the result of an oi : Phy- 
sician’s effort to produce, for his own practice, an 
effeclivo cathartic, pleasant to tin* taste and 
free from griping. 
Dr. Samuel Pitcher, llyannis, Mass., succeeded in 
combining, without the use of alcliobol, a purgative 
agent as t<» nuke ;a* and 
which possesses all the desirable properties of Ca- 
tor Oil. 
It is adapted to all ages, but is especially recom- 
mended to mother* as a reliable remedy lor all 
disorders of Die stomach and bowels of children li 
is certain, agreeable, absolutely harmless, and cheap. 
It should be used for w'ml colic, sour stomach, 
worms, .costiveness, croup, &c., then children can 
have sleep and mothers may rest. 
J. Ii. Rose & Co., of 4(5 Dey Street, New York, are 
the sole preparers of Castoria, after I)r. Pitcher's 
recoipe. :hn‘> 
No. 4 Bulfinch St., Boston, 
Opposite Revere House.) 
Or, SELF-PRESERVATION. 
MHfiE THAN UN milih CONKS Mi). 
Gold Medal Awarded to the Anthor by the 
“National Medical Association,” 
March 31st, 1876. 
JUST published by the I'KABODV JIKDICAL INSTITUTE, n new edition of the celebrated 
medical work entitled the “SCIENCE OK l.Ii K; 
or, SELF-PRESERVATION.” It treats upon Max 
Hood, how lost, how regained and perpetuated; 
cause and cure of Exhausted Vitality, ImpotetHcv! 
Premature Decline in Man, Spermatorrhea,or St in 
inal Losses (nocturnal and diurnal,, Nerv-m- ami 
Physical Debility, Hypochondria, (Roomy Forebod- 
ings, Mental Depression, Lose of energy, Haggard 
Countenance, Contusion of Mind and Loss of Mem- 
ory, Impure State of the Blood, and ali diseases 
arising from the Ekkous or Youtji or the iudi-vre. 
tious or excesses of mature years. 
It tells you all about the Monde of Hem-rative 
Physiology, the Physiology of Marriage, of Wad- 
lock and Offspring, Physical Contrasts, The Moraiitv, 
Empiricism, Perversion of Marriage, Conjugal l’.v 
cept and Friendly Counsel, Physical Infirmity, Its 
Causes and Cure, Relations Between the .'»I-x«*s, 
Proofs of the Expansion of Vice, The Miseries of 
Imprudence, Ancient Ignorance and Errors, Mi.axs 
ok CUR I-:, Cure of Body and Mind. Ti:ri; Pimxt i- 
im.kr ok Treatment, Address to Patients and In- 
valid Readers, The Author’s Principles. The price 
ot this book is only $1 00. 
This Book also contains More than Fifty 
Prescriptions for the above named and 
other diseases, each one worth more than 
the price of the bo:>k. 
Also, another valuable medical work treating ex- 
clusively on AI EN I'A L A N I) N E11 VO lJS D i SE A >- 
ES; more than 200 royal octavo pages, twent\ ele. 
gant engravings, bound in substantial muslin. Price 
only $2.00. Barely enough to pay fur printing. 
I he Book lor young and middle-aged men to 
read just now, is the Science of Life, or Self Prt ser- 
vation. The author lias returned from Europe in 
excellent health, and is again the Chief Consulting 
Physician of the Peabody Medical Institute, No. 
Bulfinch Street, Boston, Mass.”—Republican .Jour- 
nal. 
“1 lie Science of Life is beyond all comparison the 
most extraordinary work on Physiology ever pub- 
lished.”—Boston Herald. 
“Hope nestled in the bottom of Pandora’s box, 
and hope plumes her wings anew, since the issuing 
of these valuable works, published by the Peabody 
Medical Institute, which are teaching thousands 
how to avoid the maladies that sap the citadel of 
lilt*.”—Philadelphia Enquirer. 
“It should be read by tlie young, the uiiddle-aged and even the old.”—New York Tribune. 
The first and only Medal ever conferred upon any Medical Man in t lie country, as a recognition of skill 
and professional services,'was presented to the au- 
thor of these works, March Hist, 1x70. The presen- 
tation was noticed at the time of its occurrence by the Boston Press, ami the leading journals through- 
out the country. This magnificent Medal is of solid 
gold, set with more than one hundred India dia- 
monds of rare brilliancy. 
“Altogether, in its execution and the richness of 
its materials, and size, this is decidedly the most 
noticeable medal ever struck in this country for any 
purpose whatever. It is well worth the inspection 
of Numismatists. It was fairly won and worthily bestowed.”—Massachusetts Ploughman, June .°»d, 
1870. 
#£f*Catalogue sent on receipt of 0c. for postage. 
Either of the above works sent by mail on receipt 
ofpiice. Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTI- 
TUTE, No. *1 Bulfinch St., Boston, Mass., opp. Re- 
vere House. 
N. B. The author can be consulted on the above 
named diseases, as well as all diseases requiring 
skill, secrecy and experience. Olllce hours, t> a. m. 
loti r. m. !y:» 
Room Papers 
—-and- 
BORDERS 
VERY LOW'AT 
J. C. THOMPSON & SON 
40 
CORN f CORN !! 
TQnn bushels prime yellow corn I ULHJ just received by Schooner Lizzie Mills. 
The Corn is of excellent quality. For salu LOW. 
In store at Lane’s Wharf. 
ALBERT CARTER. 
Belfast, Aug. 9, lS7ti. tfli 
Mouse for Sale, 
A TWO STORY HOUSE with quarter of an an acre of land. 
Centrally located, corner of Court 
and 1’ark Streets; has a small barn 
in connection, also cistern, #ood j 
well ot water, trust trees, etc. J he house has been 
iitteil to accommodate two families, and lias all con- 
veniences for such. Person wishing to examine 
property or make inquiries will call at No. 50 Court 
Street. 
g^Helfast, July 20, P ro. t<:j 
For Sale or Rent. 
HOUSE with an Acre and a half of land for sale or rent. One 
of the new houses on Helm on t 
Avenue. 1'erms easy. Enquire ot 
GEO. G. WELLS. 
iSellast, Feb. 20, 1876. tfJ5 
Valuable Real Estate for 
Sale! 
rpihe property on Miller Street, X now occupier! by Lemine Col- 
ley, consisting of 8 acres grass land 
with House, Ell, Wood-house and 
a large Earn. From 'J to \2 Tons 
nay cut annually upon the premises. A good (Orch- 
ard upon the premises. For further particulars ap- 
ply to the subscriber. 
Will be Sold Immediately if Wanted. 
DANV HAKADEN. 
Belfast, Feb. 15, 1870. tf{:’, 
Musical Notice. 
MISS ABIDE E. KELLS, will receive a few pupils for instruction upon the Piano and Cab- 
inet Organ. Special care taken with beginners. For 
terms inquire at H‘5 Main Street. 
Nov. 25, 1875—tf'21 
E. J. MORISON &0(). 
(Successors to Carle & Morison,) 
DKAI.KltS IN 
Hard ware, Iron, steel, House, 
Ship and Carriage Trimmings. Agricultural Im- 
plements, Paints, oils, Class, &o. No. 52 Main 
Street, Belfast, Me. tfH 
Rooms to 3L&etB 
PLEASANT ROOMS to l«*t in the house owned by the subscriber on Spring Street, near the 
Portland steamboat wharf. People looking lor a 
good, cheap rent, should call on 
MRS. 3IAKCARE I' 11A l Xill.^ 
Belfast, Aug. 17, ls7l». 7tf 
WholesaloDealers & Planters of 
PROVIDENCE RIVER 
OYSTERS, 
Nos. 128 & 130 Court St., Boston. 
MV nr.. Mliing our PROVIDENCE P.IVER 
OYSTERS, in-.-li from their beds every day, for 
$1.25 l', r gullon, solid. Also, we liavea large stock 
"f NATIVE OYSTERS, by the barn 1, at the |ow- 
cst market prices. -wi 
III tin: District Court of the l.'nitcil Stutcs, for till: 
District of .Maine. 
In the matter of A. ,1. Haimhman / 
& Company, Bankrupts. ) 11 bankruptcy. 
(M KMC i hereby given that tin- second general 
tj meeting of creditors of the estate of A. .1. llnr- 
limau N; Company will be held at tin- Belfast Cus- 
tom House, October 11th, Wo, at K» o’clock A. 31., 
'"'lore 31r. Register Hamlin, for the purposes speoi- Idd in Si-etion JWJ of the Statutes of the United 
States, title Bankruptcy. 
Dated at Belfast, Sept. 1.'!, I. 
•’wlv CEO. E. •JOHNSON, Assignee. 
In tlit* District Court of tin- United States, for the 
District ot Maine, 
In the matter of COLCORD, 1JER-) ,, 
in Bankrupt. i In Bankruptcy. 
At Portland, in said District, on the sixth day of 
September, A. D. before Hon. Edward f ox, 
•Judge ol said District Court, in Bankruptcy. 
Die-1 Kiel OE 3IAINE, SS. Upon the appliea tiou of .Joseph Williamson and Lewis 31. Par- 
tridge, assignees n| Colcord, Berry it Company, of 
Sie.-kton, in the County of Waldo, and State of 
Maine, represent that the question of title to a cer- 
tain claim for indemnity decreed to bo paid bv the Court of Commissioners of Alabama, claims to the 
owners of eleven thirty-seconds of the bark 31. J. 
Colcord, is now pending between them, the said 
Assignees and Martha J. Colcord, adverse claimant 
Lithe l nited States Circuit. Court tor said District; and that .-aid adverse claimant projio.-e.- and agrees with year petitioners upon receiving the sum of 
lour thousand dollars to release lo them In r alleged title to ,-aid claim aad to all claim- which she has 
against the estate ol said bankrupt, and to allow the 
-nit in equity now pending in said Circuit Court be- 
tween your petitioners and her-elf to be dismissed 
without costs, and praying for an order of this Court 
allowing said Assignees to compound and settle 
such controversy in manner a- albr.-said. 
Upon id .eiing iii<I application it i.- o; tiered that 
notiee of t!:i- application be given bv publication in the Republican Journal, and that a'hearing will be had thereon on the first Monday of October, A. D. 
nt three o'clock in the afternoon, at Portland, 
when mid where all persons intci •' d mw appear and show cause i! any they haw, why tin- prnjer of said petition >kould not he grante U 
Witness tile Honorahle En'w \i:i> K«»x, Judge of the 
-•■id Court, ami the seal thereof, a: Portland, in 
District, on tin -ixtii dav of Sep?., A. D. D7f.. 
H W.M. P. PREBLE. 
{.’!erk of District Court, lor said District. 
O11A T tl l\; 0 5 i C ;j. 
l'o tin- Honorable Ju dge of Probate for the County of Waldo 
)i>. RAMSON, Administrator of tin* estate of • Luther Davis late of Freedom, in said' County, deceased, respectfully represents that the goods, chatties and credits of said deceased are not sufli- 
cient to answer his jest debts and charges of Admin- 
istration, by the sum of seven hundred dollars, and 
mat said deceased died seized and posses>ed'of cer- 
tain real estate. 
\\ ;u:wi.ioKi; your petitioner prays your honor to 
grant him a license 10 sell andconve, so much of 
tin- real estate of said deceased, (including the rever. 
sion ot the Willow’s dower thereon,) as "will satisfv hi< debts and incidental chaiges, and charges of Adniinistrai ion. 
.J. D. I.AMSi >.Y, Administrator. 
At a Court of Probate, held at Belfast, within and 
tor the County ol W aldo, on the second Tuesday of September, A. 1). ls;<». 
I'pon tin* foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the 
petitioner give notice to till persons inierested by 
causing a copy ofsaid petition,with this order tiiere- 
on, to be published three weeks successivelv in the 
Republican .Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that 
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at 
tin* Probate Oliice in Belfast aforesaid, on the sec- 
ond Tuesday of October next, at ten o’clock in the 
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, w hy t he 
same should not be granted. 
"AR AI. RUST, Judge. A true copy. Attest—B. P. Fiki.p, Register. 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast,within and for 
tin. ( ouuty ot W aldo, on Lit --econd Tuesday of September, A. I). 1870. 
Vi T il- BRKK1LR, Administrator of the estate V • of Henry Avery late ol Belfast, in mi d 
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented his 
iinal account of Administration for allowance. 
(Irdcred, That the. said .Administrator give no 
ti.ee to all persons interested by causing a copy ot this order to be published three weeks successively in the Republican .Journal printed at Belfast, that 
1 bey may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at 
Belfast, within and lor said County, on the second 
Tuesday ot October next, at ten of the clock be- 
fon* noon, and show cause, if any they have, why | the same should not be allowed. 
WAR AR ROT, Judge. A truecopy, Attest11. P. Fii;i.i>. Register. 
At a Probate t ourt held at Belfast, within and for 
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol 
.September, A. !)., 1870. 
TL1 G. BRRKIRR, Guardian of Clara O. Ryan, 
minor heir of-, late ot-, in said 
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented Ids 
Iinal ueoounf of Guardianship lor allowance. 
Ordered, That tiie said Guardian give notice to all 
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to 
be published three weeks successively in the Repub lican Journal,printed at Belfast, that they may ap- 
pear at a Probate ( ourt, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday ot 
October next, at ten ol t lie clock before noon, and show can-e, jf any they have, why tiie same should 
j not be allowed. 
WAR AR RUST, Judge. A true copy. Attest—B. P. Fu:i.i>, Register. 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for tli*- County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot 
.September, A. L>. l?Oi. 
\\j 11 -U AM M. I,A iiR.YUUU, Administrator of 
V i 1 he estate of Franklin Cochran, late oi Sears- 
port, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having 
presented lus lirst account of Administration l’or al- 
lowance. 
Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice 
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to bo published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they 
may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at Bel- 
fast, w thin and for said County, on the second Tues- 
day ot Obtober next, and shew cause if any they have, why the same should not he allowed. 
WM M. KL ST, Judge. A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register. 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for 
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of .September, A. D. Is7(». 
if 1F<>UGE li. CARTER, Guardian of William 
Prescott, a non compos, late of Troy, in said 
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented his final account of Guardianship for allowance. 
Ordered, That the said Guardian give notice to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order t«> be published three weeks successively in the Re- publican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may 
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and lor said County, on the second Tuesday of October next, at ten of the clock before noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the same should not be allowed. 
WM. M. RUST, Judge. A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register. 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for 
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of September, A. I). 1*70. 
ANGELINE M. AVERY, widow of Henry Avery late of Belfast, in said Comity of Waldo, de- ceased, having presented a petition for an additional 1 
allowance from the personal estate of said deceased. ! Ordered, That the said Angeline 31. give notice to all persons .interested by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they 
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of October next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said petition should not be allowed. 
WM. M. RUST, Judge. ▲ true copy, Attest—B. P. Field, Register. 
We Have Heard of it!! 
Large Decline in Prices of 
EVERYTHING 
USUALLY KEPT IN A 
Furniture Store 
CAN BE FOUND AT 
J.H THOMPSON it SON’S 
AND WILL BE 
S O X_s ID 
—AT- 
EXTREM ELY 
Read & Remember! 
-3 :<>: 3- 
IH AVK just added to my Slock BOND'S BUTT Mil ( HACK FUS, Soda and Fancy i‘ilot Bread, Snaps 
of all kinds, Lemon Biscuit, Out Meal Biscuit and 
Buiuls fresh from Bond’s Barkery, Be-ton. Also 
a large sortmont of Fishing Tackle, Hooks and 
Fines, &c. 
Also I have just received and shall keep constant- 
ly on hand a Fargo and 'Yell-Selected Stock of 
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC 
Cigars, Timccn, ('mined Goods. 
Sardines, Pickles, 
JELLIES, NUTS, FIGS, RAISINS, &c. 
Pure P-ider it rider Vinegar 
BY TI1F OFANTITY Foil FAMILY L SI,. 
Best Five Cent Cigars 
in the City. 
C*eo. in, Wells, 
18 High St,. Belfast, Me. 
Boots, Shoes & Rubbers 
CJrent inducement to Buyers of 
Boots & Shoes 
t he place to Buy is at 
Who on account of failing health, proposes ti. sell 
out Ills entile Stock ot HOOTS and SHOTS 
about the original cost at retail, thereby giving the 
wean r the benefit of the BOW l’llH'l'.S lor CASH 
and CAS11JON1.Y; as I propose to close up m\ 
business very soon no credit will be given. 
Mv Stock consists of all the various styles of J A" 
DIES, MISS mid CHILDRENS’ kid, cloth, 
and KII) FOXED HOOTS, ul-u SLIP PEPS, HI T- 
J'OX SHOES, also MEN’S and BOY’S CALF 
HOOTS, ALEX AS HOOT, also Ct/.E STRAP 
HECKLE SHOES, also Common KIP, THICK, 
and SPLIT SHOES, for common wear. In fact 
the stock is too numerous to mention in detail, and 
finally, call ami examine the QEALITY ami /‘PI- 
CES, ami you will In* sure to buy. As I propose to 
give all coot) HA PC 11XS as long as they BAST, 
it 1 am able to attend to business. Don’t forget the 
place, at 
IT. XTL FORBES, 
No. 13 Main Street. 
Belfast, June 5, 1870. 
Special Notice. 
As I am closing out my Stock on account of poor 
health, all persons indebted to me by note or ac- 
count, are hereby notified that their accounts must 
be settled immediately, or they will be placed in the 
hands of other parties lor collection. 
H. H. FOR BBS. 
Belfast, June f», 1870. ivuf 
“ 
FULL DOWN" 
ITOXTiR 
WE are now having a supply of VESTS ami can furnish our hands with 
work. 
Parties OWNG for MACHINES can 
now have work. MOXBOE hands who 
are ready to work, will please notify ns. 
GEO. A. GUIMBY & CO 
Belfast, .June In. ls7o. tf.70 
G. S. J O ii N SON, 
Attorney at Law! 
14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST. 
Office formerly occupied by Hon. Nehemiah Abbott. 
GEO. E WALLACE, 
Attorney at Law! 
iiA!lIIjjiN iiLOCK, Brllast, Mr, 
9if-A1 i business entrusted to him will receive 
roinpt attention. 
W- P. THOMPSON. 
Attorney * {oinisdlor at Law, 
B ELP AST, MAIN K. 
•linos tl 
F. A. GREER” 
Attorney! Counsellor at Law, 
-OFFICE IN- 
Alden’s Block, Main Street, 
BELFAST, MAINE. 
ifiF Particular attention given to Collecting 
and Convkvan< ing. Prompt attention given to 
Communications by mail. Ciik>2. 
American Hotel. 
Main Street, Belfast, Me. 
TUCKER BROTHERS, Proprietors 
J. D. Tucker. li. F. Tucker. 
Coaches to convey passengers to and from the cars 
and boats. 
Sample Rooms free to guests. 
Livery and Boarding Stable connected with the 
House. 
Belfast, Sept. 23, 1875.—tflH 
I jHfoims! 
TORCHES, FIREWORKS, 
Chinese Lanterns, Flags, and every variety 
of Campaign Goods. 
Clubs ami individuals supplied (direct, or tlirou^Ii 
our Agents), at manufacturers’ rices. 
Illuminations of squares and buildings executed 
promptly and at low pricks. 
Flags for flag raisings at best possible prices. 
Processions supplied with fireworks and exnerienc- 
ed men to manage them. Send for price list. 
HYDE &z, CO. 
Successorsto Hyde & Dove and Cutter, 11 yde &Co 
52 CHAUNCY STREET, BOSRON, 
7wG Proprietors of the Etna Laboratory. 
Chas. H. Mitchell, agent for Belfast. 
Abbott Family School for Boys. 
Little Blue, Farmington, Me. 
MR. A. IL ABBOTT will resume the charge at the opening of the next session, Sept. 5. Adesrs 
as above. w4* 
To Let. 
ONE half of the l’hos. J. Farrow house, 
on lmoil Street—:i nice nnd convenient tenement. 
Apply to W. If. SIMPSON, 
iielfust, Aug. 1, lsro.—tf'J 
~~G. T. BEAD. 
MAGHE2TSSTI 
DEALER IN ALL KINDS OP 
Sewing Machine Attachments, 
♦♦♦Particular attention given to Sewing Machine Repairing, shot Guns Repaired and Bored to shoot 
dose* No. 46 MAIN STREET. 
Jan. 1st, 187G—tf 
Sanborn Mouse. 
JOSEPH SANBORN, JR., 
Announces to his many friends that lie lui.- 
returned and again taken possession of the 
well known 
SANBORN HOUSE, 
where lie will be glad to welcome them. The house 
is near the depot, well fitted and oilers every induce 
ment lor a quiet summer resort. 
A good stable is connected with the house. (,i\ e 
me a call. .iOSMI’ll .SAXHORN, JK. 
llelfast, June 1, is?."). tffx 
HERRIMAN, WARMINGTON&CO 
SHIPWRIGHTS, SHIPSMITHS, 
SVSast, Spar & Blockmakers, 
JOINERS, & C ■ 
OFFICE: IMVatorloo Hoad.) 
WORKS: Ii arton Street. $ LjLi 
This firm confidently assure the masters and own- 
ers of ships that tln v lia.e the best of facilities lor 
executing every branch of shipwork, for bothw mel- 
on and iron ships, in a manner guaranteed to give 
satisfactu m tl'ui 
DE2TTXSTR?! 
DR. G-. P. LOMBARD. 
Successor to Dr. C. MOORE. 
May '•till 1 c found at the old stand ot 
Dr. Moore, corner of Church and 
Spring Streets. Has all the latest 
improved instruments lor operating upon teeth, in 
eluding 
MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE! 
by which the process is rendered much b-ss painful 
and tedious than by t he old methods. Teet h insert- 
ed in Rubber or Celluloid Base, as persons prefer, 
lie has the country right for tin* use of 
Dr. Folsom’s Improved Dental Plates 
Particular attention given to making amiinserting artificial'teeth. tflfi 
Notice oi Foreclosure. 
"WTIIRUKAS, Runice S. Major by her mortgage 
deed dated Slav 4, Is?!, and recorded in the 
County Registry, Book 1 *7. Rage :i:, mortgager! to 
Nathaniel Averill, a parol of land situated in Mont- 
vilit*, in the County oi' Waldo, and State of Maine, 
and hounded by Stephen My rick’s,-on th westerly line, 
to Reuben C. Averill’s land, thence southwestern 
on said Averill’s line, to land owned hv Kbeiie/.er 
Vose, thence southeasterly on said Voso’s land and 
Van R.Kels’laml.to within one hundred and ti\ bu t 
of the road, thence north eighty live h ot, thence 
easterly one hundred an I live feet, to tin- road, 
thence on said road to t he first mentiomd bound, 
containing fifty acre- more or b-ss, to which unu t 
gag-- reference is made lor a full de.-oription of lh<- 
premises, conditioned for t lie paymeat s with inter- 
est, of two hundred dollar-: in annual payments. 
The condition of said mortgage ha\ ing boon hrok* u, 
I hereby give notice That 1 tlaim to forec!o.-o th* 
same by reason thereof. 
AMOS W. Sl’ROWL, Administrator, 
ttwlg* 
ARABIAN 
OINTMENT 
CURES 
SCRATCHES 
AXI) OTIir.lt ILLS OF 
HORSE-FLESH! 
AXL) sours OX ALL 
DOMESTIC ANIMALS. 
* 
4tij“Witness tlie mime- of (ientlemen who testify 
to its extraordinary merits 
A. Hayford, Fsq., l'.x-Mayor, Belfast, Me. 
Israel Cox, (ien’l Ins. Aaent, 
Harrison Hayford, Farmer, 
P. M. Moody, Horse Trainer, 
S. .). l>ean, Drop, of Livery Stahl", Dockland -1 
Fixati W.Seavey, Hot* 1 Keeper, .No tmar-'p'mt, 
Robert O. Aines, Teamster, 
.1. W. Black, Deputy Sheriff, 
M. Hale Co., >tage Drops., Mil-Avort11, 
W. L. Cleaves, Drop of l.iv Mahie si rktou, 
.\ s n y. \.\ v n: ;.r-. 
I’n'jiari'ii l!y OEii\ S.U’dEi!, I'm1]'. 
SMAUsPOH/r. M : 
RICHARD II. MOODY 
Druggist and Apothecary *'»a*i»«‘r »1 Agent. 
tnr, Bia.i i, M k 
rcm SALE AT 
A. D. FRENCH’S Stove Store. 
HENRY H. GRANT, 
j (With late Hon. Win. McOilverv for past ten yea'' 
MARINE INSURANCE BROKEN. 
Agent of tl.e Boston Marine Instiranco (’onip.my, 
For 8i;ausi*oi:t ami Yu i.nitv, and A*rent bo-tin* 
i sale of PITCH FINK I.F.MUKR and TI.MBF.B. f.r 
| Ship Orders Bridges, &e. From \V. I»l '< KS* 
Mills at Bucksville, >. » ’. 
Searsport, Me., April 1876. 7m 1j* 
Piano for Sale ! 
\N KNCF.LLKNT F! A NO, OF C< >OI) M A K 1 and in line order. Will be si-K* at a bargain. 
! Apple at tin- .Journal < Mice. 
Belfast, Feb. gg, 1876, tfUl 
Paints, Oils <& Varnishes 
PURE LEAD AND OIL 
.J. N, MASFRY N SONS Ready .’Made c..l..rs f.r 
Fainting interior mid exterior ei‘ I -■ -. l'-.n n 
Fences, &c. Call ami see b«d*»re pm -ing 1-'- 
where. 
E. J. MO It I SON & CO., 
S3 Main St., Belfast, Mo. 
t‘ 
AMF.ItK AN AND FoUEXiN I’ATFNTS 
-: o :- 
R H. SBIIY 
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS 
Fur Inventions, Traiit; Marks, or bsiiriis. 
No. 76 State St., opposite Kilby St.,Boston 
AATKK ail extensive practice of upwards of :;n year?,continues to secure Patents in the 1'ni‘ed 
States; also in Croat l'.ritaiu, France, and ot her tor 
eign countries. Caveats, Specifications, Assign 
meats, and all papers for Patents executedon reaMMi 
able terms, with despatch. Researches made t<> de- 
termine the validity and utility of Patents of I nven- 
tions, and legal and other advice rendered in all 
matters touchingllie same. Copies of tin* claim' <•! 
any patent furnished 1 »y remitting one dollar. As- 
signments recorded in Washington. 
A o Agency in the l nit cl States possesses superior 
facilities tor obtaining I'alentsor ascertainin'/ the 
patentability of in rent ions. 
All necessity of a journey to Washington to pro- 
cure a Patent, and file usual great delay there, are 
here saved inventors.- 
TESTIMONIALS. 
“I regard Mr. F.ddy as oneot the most capable and 
successful practitioners with whom l have had of 
ticialintercourse. (JHARLFS MASON, 
Com’s’r of Patents.” 
“I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that 
they cannot employ a man more competent amt trust- 
worthy and more capable of putting their applica- 
tions in a form to secure for them an early and favor 
able consideration at the Patent Office. 
FL>.MUN D BFRIvH, late Com’s’r of Patents.’ 
“.Mr. R. II. Kopy has made for me over THIR'l Y 
applications for Patents, having been sueces-ful in 
almost every case. Such unmistakable proof ot great 
talent and ability on bis part leads no to recommend 
Al.T. inventors to apply to him to procure their pa- 
tents, as they may be sure ot having the most faith- 
ful attention bestowed upon their cases, and at very 
reasonable charges. .JOHN TACO ART.” 
Boston. Jan 1 1876. lyr‘.'7. 
Belfast Savings Bank. 
HAVE REMOVED to their new Banking Room in Custom House Square, are prepared to re ceive deposits, placing the same on interest on the 
first days of June, July, August and September, and 
December, January, February and March. Interest 
being computed on same, the first Mondays of June 
and December. 
Deposits received daily, (except on Sundays and 
Legal Holidays,) from U to 12 A. M., and 2 to 4 1*. M. 
Saturdays Bank closes at 12, noon. 
John II. Quimby, Treaa. ASA FAUNCE, Prest. 
Belfast June 8th 1874. tf 1 
Sanford’s Steamship Co., 
—for— 
in a ldviil! 
ARRANGEMENT for IDs SEASON of 1816. 
Two Steamers on ilie Route! Four Trips per Wc^k 
8TEA3IER STEAMER 
KATA HD IN, CAMBRIDGE, 
Capt. Wm. R. Roix, Capt. J. P. Johnson, 
Will leave ItKLK.wr for Huston every Momiu. 
Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday, at 2. 1*. M 
Returning, will leave Boston every Momiu. 
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday at 5 1-2 1*. M. 
FARE TO BOSTON, $2.50 
*' 
LOWELL, 3.65 
Centennial Tickets via Fall River 
and Stonington, 15.00 
Via, Norwich, 14 00 
All freight mint hr accompanied by Mill of Ea-iiip 
in duplicate. All freight bills must be paid on 
ery id good?. HAXII I. I.A.NE. Agen- 
Belfast, May 25, 1N70. 
INSIDE LINE 
ft) — 
Mt. Desert, Macliias, 
Ellsworth and Bangor. 
STEAMt !i LEVVIKTON. 
CAPT. CHAS. DECKING. 
'Vill k iivt* 1* o t I u ii it 
i'Siu r»iliiv Evcninuii at 
o'('l«ick T k’urk: 
< I'tin*-. I ><•( r I-It*, SmIjtw 
>oiitli West an.l I>:ir Ii.tr- 
Mt. I». s« rt M illl.ri-l. 
.foil' '| ort ami Machiu-port. 
Returning, 1 i■ « ~, A!;*chi:i**j»?-•, every Tlonda< 
morniii at S 3 -2 o'docit. 
STEAMER. CITY OF RICHMOND 
CAPTAIN > KILBY, 
Will leave Portland every Monday. Wcduc. 
d«ty and Friday eveninyi a % H> o'clock 
for Rockland, Camden, Belfa-t, scarspi.r!, Sa 
point. Bucksport, \\ interport, Hampden and B.r 
Returning. 1. a\ es Bangor « ery tlonday Aft «•<(. 
mvidav anil J- riilay moruingi* ut <» o'clk 
STEAMER CHARLES HOUGHTON 
CART. ORIS B INGRAHAM, 
Will leave < omim-rcial Wharf, Rockland. 
Tuesday and Thursday morniita * •»- 
» 12 o'clock. or on arrival of st- amer « 
Richmond from Portland. for peer Nic, S. \\ 
Bar Harl-or' Mt. Pi rt ami Winter Harbor. 
Returning, leave' Winter Harbor every 1% ••d- 
» Kliiy and Friday nioniincs ;»i ft Jo 
oV'lock, 
at aboi;• 5 i clock. conneeting with Stea; 
* 'ip. of I*'.-Junond for Portland. 
Will Commercial \\ mrf, Rockland, 
Kisiurday morning at > (.2 o'clock 
arrival of st eamer as ai.-o\ e for l.i!.-worth, tone' 
at Peer Isle. 
Returning, it FlF'.'orth ever' TEoiutat 
fia<»roii»»- it» > o'clock touching at 
Isle, arriving in Rocklami at about 13 o'cioi*. 
connecting u ith Steamer ( ity ot Richmond for I 
land. 
The Steamer CilAIM.l IInri.llTi.N has hem. 
cently refitted and lurnisln i with a N 1 '.XV IW >|1 
and new Machinery, making her every way 
chi" steamer. 
For flirt In particular', n.pjire of 
< \ IP s 1 FKP1 VAN I t.en 1 Agent. 
Portland, 31 ay all. Railroad Wharf 
BELFAST. CASTINE, BROOKSVILLE 
AND ISLESBOHO: 
i ail AiiRA\ki:ni;\T ’ 
.n i i ; a m i : u 
PIONEER. 
(apt. \\ 1‘. 1 AI:N>\V 
Will run until fiirth« r notice as i.»U >\v.s < Mi 
••liter >1'ml:r. Uiliei ’.-t ll, h ave BrnoksV ill. 
Belfast on M<>n<la\ it I: M.. ( a-lim it It.- *■ 
W.-dm-d -y, Thursday, and Fridav at 7 -o V. 'I 
Ca.-t ilie s. 
ilefarniiij; I Belfast. Sanford \\ liurf, 
I'.!■ ■■■ k-v nie on l iiesda;.. \\ eilite-:..\, and Thars-. 
at '■) I'. M. < »n V. M., or n arrival 
Steamers, touehiu a’ !• -I ’>r and < a-tii. 
wav. 
I A it 1; 
I n i-lesl.oro or t asiiu*-, or return, 
To Brook •. ille. or return, SI. 
!■ Ki n.ii r aki.n at i aii: i:\ii. 
Win Wa--on, A milt. Brook-, ill. B. e It. 
Alt' lit I-l.-slioro ; lloop.r X. sieplnhd, Ar' nt-, 
tine; Howard Conant, A-put, Belt'a-i. 
'*»:!! extend '.Hurdav amrnim: trip to \ 
lmveti. IB turning M mda. at." A \I. 
Maine Central Railroad. 
Train-5 now leave Belfast at 7.-" A. M Bio 
: •• Thorndike Unity >.i". Ani\ a 
Burnham A. M. 
Leave B. i' a u! a.;..'. Ik M. Brooks l.t.o lie 
like 7».o:t. l.'uitv d... Arriviim at Burnham at 
I*. .1. 
Kl. i U IIMNH, 
leave Burnham at '.C»A.31. Unity'.'.:, lie- 
dike In. 10. Brook- 7. Arrive at Belfast 
A M. 
I < av <■ Burnham at 0o I*. M. I nity .k::n I In 
dike «k ! J. Brooks 7.1'J. Arrive at Belfast 7..do. 
S- pt. ii:’n rk I ; 
Carver's Harbor Packet. 
pill, fa-t .-.tiling packet I*. M. Ii< \ * 
\'LY. rapt. 1 liouiu- liurf'es-, 
nyuin re-umed her weekly trip- 
tv.eni thi- city ami <';trvcr‘- II..r! 
\’ n:tl itii\ a. ami will run tint.. I'nr 
not n o. 
t'oiiniry prodac-of all kinds will I" puridia •< >i 
lln- ynini: ; an Wlu-n i:i port tin- < aptuin tna 
Itiuiid .m l.o tin- p.n ind I larad- n •• wl.a; i', 
tin- st 'ft* id NV".»d<. Jin!!:- ws a Bak* r. 
i:F.'.ndlcnt a,•.->>!,unodation-^ for Fa —« 11^• 
Fan- .?!.«■ ». t A!-r I 11(»s. Bi !:<,F» 
lo-liast. s !>•.I'.'-. tfio 
iaiiiioGil: How Lost, -tlw Heston 
.ius: pi; i i I ii, :•« v. ••<!.!. i' Mr 
€ n t \ «’ :*»«*! 3 •> < rU‘lir.n<‘(l 5 
.Hit v "II tile <•'/ •, Willi.. 
iin*«li<*iii»-1 ■>’ 
>emiuai \\ iku«", Involunta >< mimii 1. 
l.Vf* > i.N• ,M< :r i. I i' o i' I 
pediments to Marriage, et <'• ii*tion 
Mi’ll.!. r.-'V ami I I imiu ! •> 1: lm.u ice 
sexual extrav ayanc*-. N 
i:,) iua ><-aleil envelop•, only -i\ miu. 
1:,- celel.»ia*( d author, in i!u- adiiiirahli- L"a 
I clearly d- immArates, trom a thirty y« ars’ sm.-o ssi 
practice, that the alarming con-er m uo ot -■ 
aim-»■ may hradically tain d without ;he dangero..- 
u of internal medic.ne or the upplicat ion of 
knife; pointing out a mode of cure at once si nt) 
certain, and efecttial, by means of wliieii even 
lerer.no matter what hi' condition mav be, m.t 
cum him.-eif cheaply, privately, and ?•»/>','.ninj. 
i..- I'hi' Lecture humid !>• in 11m hand- cv< 
youth and every man in the land. 
Sent under seal, in a plain envehipi to any a 
dre- ])n.<t-l>ui'l, oil reel ;; ; ,J -i\ cent' of two l 
-tamps. Address tilt Publi.'hers, 
F. BRUGMAN & SON, 
•11 Ann St., New oik, i’o't <>thci in x, !.,■>> 
PORTLAND SAFE DEPOSIT CO, 
Chartered by an act of the Legislature of Maim 
KOK mi: 
Safe Keeping of Valuables 
and the Ki-.Nr.u.et Sams in its I nn: I’kook ami 
lit i:«11.ak-1 *i;i• 111 V vi i.i ''! 
97 Exchange Street, 
PORTLAND. 
Dii:i:« Toi:s and siiaui.m>i.di m 
,John Mussey, IL.J. Libby, ) 
!•'. K. Swan, Jacob Mcla llan, 
William L. (Amid, Phillip 11. Brown, ,, 
William (J. Davis, William Hammond, 10,11111,11 
W. 11. Anderson, Frank Noyes j 
L. D, M. Sweat, A. W. Coombs, 
Abner ( oburn, Skowhegan, 
Anson P. Morrill, BcutUield, 
Joseph Dane, Kenuehunk. 
L. D. M. SWEAT, President. 
A. W. COOMBS. Secretarv. 
tit) for circulars or information address 
tf.» A. W. COOMBS, Secretary, Portland 
CALL AT 
Belfast Hardware Store 
Before purchasing vour goods. There vou will 
find General HARDWARE, IV\IM>, OILS 
and VARNISHES, NAILS, GLASS, and 
FARM KB’S TOOLS, constantly on hand ami 
for sale at L»>\VE>1' PRIC KS. Don’t forget 
the place, ANGIKK’S, No 1 Pin nix Row. 
April 20 ls7 ». H12 
To tho People of Searsport. 
I HAVE taken the Agency of the Bki.kast M vk- m.i: Clark & Fernahl, Proprietors. Per- 
sons wishing to purchase Marble Work of any de- 
scription can do <•> of me as cheap as they cun buy 
any where in this state. 
A. T. QUIMBY. 
Searsport, Sept. 1C, 1S7G. tfll 
iron Ware! 
FOR SALE AT 
A. D. FRENCH’S Stove Store. 
« Ar HTALADIES &GENTLE- A|A yy I \ MEN, to Canvass for a rf I WwNkw temperance 
WORK, members of temperance organizations want- 
ed. Address J. P. FITCH, Hurtford, Conn. *5wl2 
